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INTRODUCTION The last few decades marl<ed the cultural and 
social revolution brought by telecommunications and information 
technology. After a few years of ardent skepticism and critique we 
can certainly say that the virtual world of man's new best friend - the 
computer - is here to stay The eager humming that resulted in the 
scientific, sociaí, and artistic fields have gone a long way in 
becoming a progressive, experimental, multidisciplinary effort. 
Today the future looks even more exciting as new processes and 
techniques are helping us understand the complex world around us. 
In the case of architecture, it has always been both the cause and 
the consequence of social transformation, always inherently tied to 
technological advancement. 
Architecture finds itself in a position of reconsidering its enlire 
agenda as the entire human civilization adapts in the conditions of 
the Information Age. Metropolitan populations, once locally bound, 
become nomadic and transitory as different social bodies (families, 
firms, communities, etc.) vanish or change their structure. The 
dynamic movements. accumulations and diffusions of international 
capital change the sources of power and the related expectations 
and iconography 
A different concept of architecture needs to be identified 

architecture free from occupying space by its enclosure, but rather 
constructing situations that become movable and transfonnable to 
reflect and accommodate tendencies in society that put altogether 
form this multilayer dynamic complex system of modernity 
A different way of thinking, projecting and executing architecture is 
conditioned by the stimulating investigation of complexity, which has 
freed architecture from its disciplinary concerns and brought it into 
contact with other spheres of contemporary knowledge, ranging 
from philosophy to genetics. 
The more powerful and sophisticated computers and software 
become, the greater the possibility of processing dynamic systems 
data. Traditional constants are replaced by variables that could 
reconfigure the whole system - processes that simulate the 
development of evolutionary structures that are able to grow, 
organize, modify ortransform themselves on the basis of algorithms. 
A lot of these modeis have been inspired by mathematical 
equations, geometric applications, and topological, biological, or 
genetic systems. These concerns are evident in the work of a whole 
generation of architects such as Greg Lynn, Marcos Novak, Preston 
Scott Cohen, Reiser and Umemoto, and design groups such as 
dECOI, NOX, Foreign Office Architects, Ocean, and others. 



THESIS STATEMENT. Architecture is a complex system where 
space and form can be generated and articulated through the 
use of shape grammars. 
SCOPE. CULTura Atelier School of Art, Technology, and Design 
will house the work of cultural production, constantly framing, 
filtering, and curating emerging art forms. The project incorporates 
a fusion of design education, art production, research, and museum 
facilities for 150 students, 50 instructors/artists-in-residence/ 
curators, and 20 permanent staff members in a two year post 
professional education/research/ art production program as a part of 
a non-profit organization sponsoring emerging arts and media 
technologies. 
THEORETICAL FOCUS. The theoretical agenda of this project 
has two main implications: 1) architecture as a compiex system -
the study of complex systems when determining the abstract 
relationships and connections within the architectural problem and 
2) shape grammars - the use of spatial algorithms (shape 
grammars) towards a better understanding of the architectural 
problem. The conceptualization of these conditions aims at a better 
understanding of the complexity of architecture through the use of 
shape grammars. 

CONTEXT. The project site is located in Marfa, Texas - a small 
ranching community of about 2300 residents, sitting on a high desert 
plateau, surrounded by mountains, about 150 miles east of El Paso, 
soulhwest Texas, The subject of context is highly important to this 
study for two main reasons: 1) to demonstrate that the use of 
computational design techniques draws on context as one of the 
main constructive forces in the generation of designs and 2) to 
investigate the explicit definition of reality vectors in a complex 
system of relationships of both tangible and intangible elements. 

FACILITY. The design of the CULTura Atelier is based on a 
dynamic complex system of both traditional and high tech art/media 
workshops that blur the boundary between production and 
exhibition, visitor and visited, observer and observed. The emerging 
interaction of art and science into the design field renders the notion 
of a facility as an impemianent assembly of parts. The buiíding 
becomes an interface between the viewer/society and the 
artist/architect, a spacio-technological journey with a collective 
consciousness. Thus, the third implication of this project explores 
the use of shape grammars as generators of languages of designs 
that articulate the architectural problem. 
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"An algorithm, speaking loosely is a set of rules, a recipe, a 
prescription for action, a guide a linked and controlled injunction, an 
adjuration, a code, an effort made to throw a complex verbal shawl 
over life's chattering chaos." 

David Beriinski 
The Advent of the Algorithm: The Idea That Rules the World 

New York: Harcourt Brace, 2000, 

THEORETICAL FOCUS. Exploring the possibilities of shape 
grammars as an area of computational design and the study of 
complex systems as a multidisciplinary discourse, this project 
envisions the integration of art and science into an architecture/ 
design/media field. The conceptualization of this condition aims at a 
better understanding of the impact and future implications of 
contemporary technology on the construct of society. 

The theoretical agenda of this project has two main implications: 
1) the use of shape grammars as design methodology to generate 
languages of designs exploring the possibilities of the projects and 
2) the study of complex systems and their application when 
determining the abstract diagram of relationships and connections 
within the architectural problem. 



COMPLEX SYSTEMS. The study of complex systems in a unified 
framework has become recognized in recent years as a new 
scientific discipline, the ultimate of interdisciplinary fields. It is 
strongly rooted in the advances that have been made in diverse 
fields ranging from physics to anthropology from which it draws 
inspiration and to which it is relevant. Many of the systems that 
surround us are complex. The goal of understanding their properties 
motivates much if not all of scientific inquiry. Despite the great 
complexity and variety of systems, universal laws and phenomena 
are essential to our inquiry and to our understanding. Complex 
systems concepts provide a new unity of approach to many 
different problems. These concepts originate from efforts to 
understand physical, biological and social systems, Examples of 
applications can be found in all fields and professions including 
science, medicine, engineering, management and education. 
WHAT IS THE STUDY OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS? Complex 
Systems is a new field of science studying how parts of a system 
give rise to the collective behaviors of the system, and how the 
system interacts with its environment. Social systems formed (in 
part) out of people, the brain fornied out of neurons, molecules 
fomied out of atoms, the weather formed out of air flows, cities 

formed out of buildings and infrastructure are all examples of 
complex systems. The field of complex systems cuts across all 
traditional disciplines of science. It focuses on certain questions 
about parts, wholes and relationships. These questions are relevant 
to all traditional fields including architecture. 
WHY COMPLEX SYSTEMS? The study of complex systems is 
about understanding indirect effects. Problems that are difficult to 
solve are often hard to understand because the causes and effects 
are not obviously related, Pushing on a complex system "here" often 
has effects "over there" because the parts are interdependent. This 
has become more and more apparent in our efforts to solve societal 
problems or avoid ecological disasters caused by our own actions. 
The field of complex systems provides a number of sophisticated 
tools, some of them concepts that help us think about these 
systems, some of them analytical for studying these systems in 
greater depth, and some of fhem computer based for describing, 
modeling or simulating these systems. 
EXAMPLES. Examples of Complex Systems: governments, 
families, the human body—physiological perspective, a person-
psychosocial perspective, the brain, the ecosystem of the worid, 
subworid ecosystems (desert, rain forest, ocean), weather, a 
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corporation, a computer, etc. Examples of Simple Systems: An 
oscillator, a pendulum, a spinning wheel, an ortjiting planet, etc. 
CENTRAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS. After 
beginning to describe complex systems, a second step is to identify 
commonalities a list of some of the characteristics of complex 
systems and some measure or attribute that can provide a method 
of classification or description: 1) Elements (and their number), 2) 
Interactions (and their strength), 3) Formation/Operation (and their 
time scales), 4) DiversityA/ariability, 5) Environment (and its 
demands), 6) Activity(ies) (and its[their] objective[s]), " 

A similar description can be drawn for different complex systems 
within the architectural filed. 
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A dictionary definition of the wonj "complex" is: "consisting of 
interconnected or intenwoven parts." The following is a list of the 
most typical properties of complex sistems. Some of these 
properties are shared by many non-biological systems as well. 
1) Complex systems contain many constituents interacting 
nonlinearly, 
2) The constituents of a complex system are interdependent. 
3) A complex system possesses a structure spanning several 
scales. 
4) A complex system is capable of emerging behavior.̂  
LINEAR VS. NONUNEAR. The concept of linear relationship 
suggests that two quantities are proportional to each other: doubling 
one causes the other to double as well. What is important in 
considering nonlinear relationships is that a wider range of possible 
dependencies is allowed. 
RELATIONSHIP. When parts of a system are related to each other 
we talk about them as a network, when a system is related to parts 
of a larger system we talk about its ecosystem. A network is a 
description of the connections that allow interactions and influences 
between parts of a complex system. It is also used to refer to the 
parts along with the connections, i.e. the system as a whole, when 

considering the effects of these connections. In the general usage 
one can contrast "ecosystem" to the term "system" which focuses 
on the collective behaviors. The term ecosystem is typically used to 
describe the internal dependencies of the larger system especiaily 
as they pertain to a particular part. 
EMERGENCE. Emergence happens when you switch the focus of 
attention from one scale to the coarser scale above it. A certain 
behavior, observed at a certain scale, is said to be emergent if it 
cannot be understood when you study separately and one by one, 
every constituent of this scale, each of which may also be a complex 
system made up of finer scales. Emergence is... 
1) ...what parts of a system do together that they would not do by 
themselves: collective behavior how collective properties arise 
from the properties of parts. 
2) ...what a system does by virtue of its relationship to its 
environment that it would not do by itself: e.g. its function - all the 
properties that we assign to a system that are really properties of 
the relationship between a system and its environment. 
3) ...the act or process of becoming an emergent system, 
The second aspect of emergence (2) is related to the first aspect (1) 
because the system can be viewed along with parts of its 
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environment as together fonning a larger system. The collective 
behaviors due to the relationships of the larger system's parts reflect 
the relationships of the original system and its environment. 
The idea of emergence is often contrasted with a reductionist 
perspective, The reductionist perspective thinks about parts in 
isolation. It is the often vilified "anti-complex systems" view of the 
world. Reductionism is an approach to building descriptions of 
systems out of the descriptions of the subsystems that a system is 
composed of, and ignoring the relationships between them. 
AR': /i'""í c : ' i£X - i " c l S The artisticgestureof working 
with algorithms is one of the main directions of study of complexity 
outside of the scientific fíeld. It could be seen as related to other 
1960s and 1970s art trends in the same era, for example, serialists, 
minimalists, and conceptualists, In the larger culture, interest was 
growing in "system thinking" - trying to unravel the interrelationship 
of what previously was considered separate functions. 
Understanding underlying structures, processes, and interrelations 
were important part of this approach. These ides captured the 
imagination of many artists over the last two decades. Their 
explorations have been one of the major influences in the scientific 
field due to theirs willingness and ability to explore aspects of 

algorithms that generally extend beyond the scientific approach, 
'_, UUA.GE3 OF uES!GN. Intemational Society for the 
Computational Modeling of Creative Processes focused on 
research and artistic activity in the realm of algorithmic creativity 
Their mission provides a good summary of the range of research 
and artistic activities concerned with these issues. "Considering 
recent developments in generative grammars, genetic algorithms, 
and other research in computer and cognitive science, this society 
was fonmed to promote the development of fomnal representations 
for creative processes,,," ^ The editorial board of the joumal 
includes linguists, literary theorists, music theorists and composers, 
computer theorists and researchers of artificial intelligence, artists, 
architects, and art critics. The special interests of the society focus 
on fomnal design theory, generative grammars, shape grammars, 
computational musicology and computational aesthetics. 
Other resources and organizations exploring the convergence of 
various multidisciplinary fields towards the synthesis of a common 
grammar (a complex system involving the use of algorithms) 
include: MIT Media Lab, Art Technology Studies - Art Institute of 
Chicago), Conceptual Information Arts - San Francisco State 
University, and many others,'' 

íCai 



Theoretical Issue: 
Complex Systems Implications in Architectural Design 

Potential Design Response: 
Nonlinear complex systems promise to have major impact on both 
science and art in the next decades. The study of complexity will 
improve our understanding of underiying principles connecting 
society with art and science, 
When dealing with complex systems in design, for example in 
architecture, various new processes and techniques start to 
emerge, Because of the high probability values, multiples of 
variables, and nonlinear organization, the use of algorithms and 
computing is introduces to the design field, 

'^_;}C^ - V _ An algorithm is a logical process of a computable 
set of steps to achieve a desired result. Originally used in 
mathematics, the tenn has been extended to mean any systematic 
logical sequence. Some of the aspects that are important when 
algorithms are used are: 
1. A way of worî ing that focuses on the creation of abstract 
generative process rather than exclusively on the production of a 

particular image 
2. The ability of algorithms to create "families" of designs through the 
manipulation of parameters 
3. Cultivating a new kind of artistic understanding involving 
innovation in developing algorithms and understanding of woridng 
with the constraints and possibilities of complex systems. 
4. Development of new kind of aesthetics - experimental, 
algorlthmic aesthetics - based on mathematical operations, among 
which: symmetrization, transformations, mathematical functions, 
pemiutations, interpolation and extrapolation, matrix calculus, 
random numbers and etc. This new aesthetics anticipates and 
captures the possible in its moment of emergence seeking the 
expression of symmetry (and nonsymmetry) and stmcture within the 
complex universe we find ourselves in. 



WHATARE SHAPE GRAMMARS? Shape grammars are one of 
the eariiest algorithmic systems for creating and understanding 
designs directly through computations with shapes, rather than 
indirectly through computations with text or symbols. 
A shape grammar is a set of shape rules that apply in a step-by-
step way to generate a set, or language, of designs. The 
components of shape mles are shapes: points, lines, planes, or 
volumes. Shape mles generate designs using the shape 
operations of addition and subtraction, and spatial transformations 
familiar to designers such as shifting, min-oring, and rotating. In 
short, shape grammars are spatial, rather than textual or symbolic, 
algorithms. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHAPE GRAMMARS. Shape 
grammars treat shapes as nonatomic entities and can be freely 
decomposed and recomposed at the discretion of the designer This 
liberty allows for emergence. Emergence is the abilily to recognize 
and, more importantly to operate on shapes that are not predefined 
in a grammar but emerge, or are formed, from any parts of shapes 
generated through mle applications, Shape grammars are also 
nondeterministic. The user of a shape grammar may have many 
choices of mles, and ways to apply them, in each step of a 

computation. As a design is computed, there may be multiple futures 
for it that respond differently to emergent properties, or to other 
conditions or goals. Shape grammars could be used in original 
composition, in fhe creation of new design languages or styles, They 
could be used to analyze known or existing design_,languages. 

'<xí-'> ^ 
» ' 

V 
\ . 

fíg.3 
A number of shape grammar designs are based on an abstract grid 
or parti (the Palladian grammar, the Japanese tearoom grammar, 
etc). Some grammars use subdivision as the basis for designs (the 
ice-ray grammar, the Siza grammar, all of the painting grammars-
Vantongerioo, Glarner, and Diebenkorn). Other grammars use an 
additive process where designs are generated beginning with one 
part to which other parts are successively added (the Wright 
grammar, the Queen Anne grammar, and others).* 
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^Terry Knight. Shape Grammars 
in Education and Practice. 

MITweb site (http://www.mit. 
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The following is a series of studies conducted over three 
consecutive years by Hendricka Buelinckx, Ph.D. - Mentor and 
Pavlina llieva - Research Fellow as a part of the Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship, Honors College, Texas Tech University. 

These investigations explore some design methodologies that could 
be invested in design in order to reveal further possibilities. 

AMBIGUITYIN DESIGN: SET VS. SHAPE GRAMMARS. 
2000-2001 
This study delineates the formal generative approach to shape 
grammars. The main interpretative mechanism is outlined and 
shape labels are introduced. 

DESIGN TRANSFORMATIONS 2001-2002 
HHMI/Honors College Research Days PosterAwards - 1st Prize 
A design generated by a shape grammar is taken through a series 
of Euclidean and parametric transformations. It is specially 
redefined in terms its planar boundaries and architectonic space is 
revealed. 
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GENERATIVE SPECIFICATION OF PLANAR DESIGNS. 
2002-2003 
This study sets out by defining the shape grammar in the planar 
algebra itself. Architectonic space is defined by planes composed in 
three-dimensional space. 
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ABSTRACT. Situated in the area of computational design, 
research focuses on the disfinction between set and shape 
grammar Grammars are graphic algorithms that may be defined in 
a number of different algebras. Computations in the discrete 
algebras are fomnulated in tenns of set theory; those in the 
continuous algebra require more advanced technological theory. 
Although very different both set and shape grammars are 
complementary methods and have been used in a wide variety of 
application domains in design. This part of the research focuses on 
the exploring simple set and shape grammars and constructing 
computer models that generate step-by-state derivations of possible 
design specified by each grammar 
CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH TO LANGUAGES OF DESIGN. 
A language of designs can be defines according to the following 
constmctive program: 

SPATIAL 
SHAPE " RELATIONS 

VOCABULARY 
— INITIALSHAPE 

SHAPE 
" RULES SHAPE 

GRAMMAR 
LANGUAGE 

•* OFDESIGNS 

SHAPE VOCABULARY. A vocabulary is a finite set of shapes 
none of which are similar; it provides the basic building elements for 

design (fig.4). 

{a . p} ^^'^J} 
fig.4 
SPATIAL RELATIONS. A spatial relation is specified whenever 
any collection of shapes is considered to forni a recognizable 
an-angement. Building elements are an'anged in designs according 
to these spatial relations. There are four broad categories of spatial 
relations (fig.5). 

" ^ ^ ^ í :%• 

JL 
c> 

> 3̂ 
fig.5 
Spatial relations are preserved under any transfomiation: a rotation, 
a translation, a reflection, a scaling or any combination of these (fig. 
6). 
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Ambiguity in Design: 

Set vs. Shape Grammars. 

rig.4 
Shape Vocabulary: a cube 

and a half cube. 

fig.5 
Types ofspatial relations: 

a. shapes disjoint 
b. shapes share a face 

c. shapes overíap 
d. shapes contained 
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r, ™ „, ^ ., P- „̂, P .,̂  I 
fig.6 

SHAPE RULES. Shape mles are defined in terms of spatial 
relations between shapes of the given vocabulary, where a shape 
mle (A -> B) specifies transformation (L -> R) - how a shape in the 
left-hand side of tiie mle (L) can be replaced (transformed) with the 
shape in the right-hand side (R). Given a vocabulary of shapes {a, p 
} that are arranged to fomi a spatial relationship o+p, four types of 
shape rules are possible (fig.7). 
INITIAL SHAPE {I}. In a shape grammar, the construction of a 
design begins with a fixed initial shape to which shape rules are 
applied(fig.8). 
SHAPE GRAMMARS. A shape Grammar consists of: an initial 
shape (I) and a set of shape rules of the form A->B where A and B 
are shapes in the vocabulary. 
A grammar can be used to derive a design in a sequence of shapes 

^ > 

figJ 

A D D I T I D N R U L E S : 

rí 
^ h SUBTRACTli 

4 ié 
SUBTRACTÍDN R U L E S : 

A 

å 

J^ ^ J^ ^ J^ W -^ 
TYPE 1: a — a + p TYPE 3: a -I- p —- a 

^ 

J -

PE 2: p — a + p 
1 ^- M~J~~ 

ypE 4: a + p —-p 

fig.8 
called a derivation. Derivation starts with an initial shape \ =1 and 
continues v\flth applying any of the shape mles. A shape rule A -> B 
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Ambiguity in Design: 
Set vs. Shape Grammars. 

fig.6 Spatial relations that are 
the same: a) spatial relation; b) 

rotated; c) reflected; d) 
translated; e) scaled. 

fig. 7Four types ofshape rules. 

fig.8 Two initial shapes: 50 = / 
a.5g = {a,0},b. 00 = 1^,0} 
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applies to a design 5, if there is a transformation t, such that t(a) is 
a part of 5. If this condition is satisfied, then a new design 5' may be 
produced by erasing t(a) from 5 and by drawing t(P).(fig.7) 

INITIAL S H A P E ( I ) : _J^ 

S H A P E R U L E 1 : j[__ 

S H A P E R U L E 2 

3 

FORMALLY: 

If t(a)<ô. 
Then ô,,-=lô.-t{AMB)] 

Where t: Euclidean transformations - translation, rotation, 
reflection, scaling, or any combination thereof 

^: part, subshape.subset 
-/+: shape subtraction/additlon, erase/draw 

D E R I V A T I D N : 

5o: 

JIP JLP J^ 
^ Ê S...W^8,..^^ 

«̂: ̂ JF 5^0l 5 . ^ ^ 

5,: 

fig.9 
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Ambiguity in Design: 
Set vs, Shape Grammars. 

fig.9 
Shape grammar 1. 
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SYMMETRY The symmetry of a shape is a transformation (such as 
a translation, a rotation, a reflection, a scaling, and any combination 
of these) that leaves the shape invariant. The connection of all 
symmetries is ttie symmetry group of a given figure. In order to 
control the design in temis of the symmetry properties of the shapes 
occurring in the shape mles, one may label shapes. Labels restrict 
the application under which a shape mle a -> c +p can be applied 
to a particular part of a design depends on the symmetry properties 
of its left-hand side (a). 
In order to break the symmetry of the cube, a label is placed off the 
lines of symmetry, Consider one of the faces of shape a. Labels can 
be put on B different positions off Uie lines of symmetry. The 
rectangular face of the prism, however, has only four positions 
(fig10). 

fig.10 

J -

J -

L Pjt- PJ~ PJ. P 

L. í^ B-JÎ- p ^ p 

A-^ Â-^ 'ÂJ^ Â 

As a comparison, if the label is put on any of the lines of symmetry, 
the shape is still symmetrical and ambiguity is preserved (fig.11). 

fig.11 
x^^^ JS Â-^ 'Á 

SHAPE VOCABULARY WITH LABELS 
Shape vocabulary: (a, P} 
Label Vocabulary: {L} = { . } 
SHAPE RULES WITH LABELED SHAPES 
Both sides of the rule should be labeled in terms of the symmetry 
properties of the objects in order to control the order in which shape 
mlesareapplied. (fig.12) 

fig.12 
- l ' l 

( a , « > — ( a + p . « 
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Ambiguity in Design: 
Set vs. Shape Grammars. 

fig. 10 Different label positions 
forone ofthe faces ofthe cube 

and the prísm. 

flg. 11 Different label positions 
that do not break the symmetry 

of the cube and the prísm. 

fíg. 12 Shape rule with labeling 
system applied. 
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SHAPE GRAI^MARS WITH LABELS 

FORMALLY: 

IFT(A,.)<Ô, 

THEN 5,,,:=[ÔrT(Ô..)]-^T(B,.) 

Where 
t: Euclidean transformations - translation, rotation,reflection, 
scaling, or any combination thereof 
<: part, subshape,subset 
-/+; shape subtraction/addition, erase/draw 

I N I T I A L S H A P E ( I ) : ri 
S H A P E R U L E 1 

S H A P E R U L E Z : 

D E R I V A T I D N : 

5o "»'/i'/|i-4 
rig.13 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three Studies 

Ambiguity in Design: 
Set vs. Shape Grammars. 

fig.l3 
Shape grammar 1 with labels. 
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ABS 'RACT. In a previous study shape grammars were defíned 
that specified computations in the solid Algebra U33. This study 
explores how a design generated by such a shape grammar can be 
transformed from an assembly of solid blocks into a design 
composition that spatially articulates the planar boundaries of 
architectonic spaces. Five kinds of transfonnations are explored: 
(1) First, the design is redefined in the planar Algebra U ĵ. (2) 
Second, the spatial relations are transfomied ft-om adjacent to 
interpenetrating kinds which produces the emergence of new 
shapes. (3) Third, parametric transformations of the design are 
explored to select new proportional systems and/or to change the 
shape vocabulary. (4) Fourth, the architectonic principle of solid-void 
is explored to reveal the contained spaces of the design and to 
further articulate its tectonics. (5) Fifth, the architectonic principle of 
open-closed is explored guided by the concept of phenomenological 
transparency This study illustrates how architectonic design, whose 
main aim is to delineate spaces for human occupation, may benefit 
from specifying computations in the spatially more articulate and 
abstract planar Algebra U ĵ rather than in the traditional solid 
Algebra U33. 
"The proposal develops the idea that a language ofdesign can be 

defined from scratch by ruies which apply to a vocabulary ofbuilding 
elements... The deveiopmentofthe constructive approach focuses 
on ways to define languages ofdesigns foranygiven vocabulary of 
building elements; it extends and refines some ideas about 
architectural composition... Parts of the discussion rely on the 
shape grammar formalism... As a result, a full range of possibilities 
for design can be explored. ..".^ 

Vfone sees two ormore figures overlapping one another, and each 
of them claims for itself the common overlapped part, the one is 
confronted with a contradiction ofspatial dimensions. To resolve this 
contradiction one must assume the presence of a new optical 
quality The figures are endowed with transparency: that is they are 
able to interpenetrate without an optical destruction ofeach other. 
Transparency implies however more than an optical characteristic, 
it implies a broader spatial order Transparency means a 
simultaneous perception of different spatial relations."^ "Anybody 
who reads aboutmodem architecture in current publications comes 
constantlyuponthereiterationofhow importantitisforthe modern 
architect to deal with 'space'... the architect's attempt really was -
to gather and pile up masses of building materíal, leaving empty 
hollows forhuman use. The room itseffwasa byproduct..."^ 

Shace •':, 

Des^ 

Grsni 

iE.-iv, 

1913. 
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W^ÆÆ 
• | p e Grammar Oesign 

,t U3K 
A design genefated by a 

shape grammar is selccled 
as a slarting poinl, This 

desígn represenls an 
assemblyofsolidblocks. 

(0) SHAPE GRAMMA DESIGN. A design generated by a shape 
grammar is selected as a starting point. Design represents an 
assembly of solids blocks. 

Design 1 

(l)Fr mSolidBlock 
10 Closed Box 

-iwpesolíhesolidsj-" 
•plionalsly scaled and 

. , _ dinlem» (f ie i 
ilQ' ' ^ .jjMLboundaiies-

(1) FROM SOLID BLOCK TO CLOSED BOX. The shapes of the 
solids are proportionately scaled and redefined in terms of their 
planar boundaríes. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three studies 

Design Transformations 

fig.i4 
Transformation 0: Shape 

Grammar design selection 

fig.15 
Transformation 1: A shape 

grammar design is redefined 
from an assembly of solid blocks 

into a design composition that 
articulates the planar boundaries 

of architectonic space. 
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(2) FROM 'TOUCHING" TO 'OVERLAPPING" SPATIAL RELATIONS. 
Changing the type of spatial relations from touching to overiapping 
produces interpenetrating boxes and the emergence of new shapes. 

'lt or)e seestwi} Of more (igures overlaopjng )(î aniitlrGr. afid e^t^.t: hefrr claififs for its«ll Ihé comnion overlappeO part, Ifie 
one is corilroiilHl yiiH) a conlradiction ol 'iia d»Mnsíoii5,;ío/^!soliri!l)ilsconlrai)ictíononem(;stassumellie,presence 
o( a ne«(,.ííptl(:íll,[yjatity, The ligufes aie eni . Iwithjransíiáiéni^' tiatislheyareablelo inlefpenelratewithoutan op ical 
Oeslfucl onoleacli t l l KTfanspaiency Impli . ,,c>«(ever.(mf!illEin an opHcal.chafactefistic. il impliesa br oader spallaloider 
rianspaiHicy:iii«^sasimultariã)usperceplionofdi(,li!i««5palia)'ieia:ions," GyoigyKepes 1951 

.3) Parametric Transfornnations 

â^ii 
(3) PARAMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS. 
The parameters of the boxes are changed vatying the length 
between vertices and/or the angle between edges and faces. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three studies 

Design Transformations 

fig. 16 Transformation 2: Spatial 
relations are transformed from 

adjacent to interpenetrating, 
which produces the emergence 

of new shapes. scaled and 
redefined 

fig.17Transformation3: 
Parametric transformations of 

the design are explored to 
select new proportional systems 

and/or change the shape 
vocabulary. 
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4 ^ É Í 
iDesign 4 

(4) Solid versus Void 

,:.; Rjrtsoftheplanatbbundaries 
'':Í'"OÍ each shape aåiSelectively 

removed to reveal tlie contalned 
space. Tlié remaining solids stilt 

imply theshape andreprésents 
: • ,a potential struClural systém: 

(4) SOLID VERSUS VOID. Parts of the planar boundaries of each 
shape are selectively removed to reveal the contained space. The 
remaining solids still imply the shape and represent a potential 
stmctural system. 

ISUS CLOSED. 
Openings in the solid components are located guided by the 
concept of phenomenological transparency. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three studies 

Design Transformations 

fig.18 
Transformation 5: The 

architectonic principle of solid-
void is explored in order to 

reveal the contained spaces. 

fig.19 
Transformation 6: The 

architectonic principle of open-
closed is explored guided by the 

concept of phenomenological 
transparency 
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Shape Grammars 

Three studies 

Design Transformations 

fig.20,21 
Architectonic form and space 
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ABSTRACT. In a first study, shape grammars were defined that 
specified computations in the solid Algebra U33. A second study 
illustrated how a design generated by such a grammar could be 
globally transfomned into a spatial composition of planes in the 
Algebra U ĵ. The present study sets out to deflne shape grammars 
in the Algebra U^ itself, such that all components of a grammar - the 
shape vocabulary, the shape mles and the initial shape are defined 
in temis of planes that are disposed in a 3D spatial dimension. The 
computer modeling of such a grammar facilitates the defínition of 
these spatíally more abstract and more articulated shapes. In 
addition, since a grammar specifies not only a single design, but a 
whole language of designs; a computer implementation readily 
supports multiple interactive derivations of a particular instance. 
And thirdly, once generated, a computer rendering also greatly 
facilitates the manipulation and visualization of these rather 
comolex, mostlv intricate, and often interpenetratinq desiqns. 

spariaL reLariansHip 

Spatial relationships ralata three mutualíy psrpendicutar planms 
•((X,i.i,y) ta de-fine thm volumm af a cubm in m 30 mpatial dimmnmian. 
Xn par^ticular: 

':a,n/i?=i/3; «07=1/3; /f?n7=i/2 
/?n.a=i/2 .7na=i/4 ynp^MA 

LuhBr-a a j . /S j .7 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three Studies 

Generative Specification of 
Planar Designs 

s~a+j3 + y 

iniTiaL sHaPB 
I = a = ôo 

fig.22 
Shape Vocabulary 

fig.23 
Spatial Relation 

and Initial Shape 
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THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Three Studies 

Generative Specificatlon of 
Planar Designs 

fig.24 
Shape Rules: Stage 1 (left) and 

Stage 2 (right). 

fig.25 

Design Derivation Stage 1. 
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Shape Grammars 

Three Studies 

Generative Specification of 
Planar Designs 

Ommign B 

fig.26 
fig.26 

Design Derivation Stage 2. 
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THEORY 

top 
back 

Shape Grammars 

Three Studies 

VÎBUJ 1 

VÍBUI 3 

I f t 

bottf3R 

visuf 2 

fig.27 
front 

VÍttUJ H 

fin Oa Hxonomatric ProJBCtions 
"9-'=^° O aign S 

Hght 

DrthogrBphic PrcyBctionB 
•asign B 

Generative Specification 
of Planar Designs 

fig.27 
A desígn in the language: 

two axonometric, top, bottom, 
and right views. 

fíg.28 
the other two axonometric, left, 

front ,and back views 
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RESULTS. The selected spatial relation consists of three mutually THEORY 
perpendicular planes that defíne the volume of a cube. This spatial 
relation provides the context to define the operations in the ^,, ^ 
grammar's shape ailes. Shape rules allow to either add (shape mle onape KJ a 
1 and 2), replace (shape rule 3), or remove (shape rule 4) planes. 
Even Uiough the shape mles do not expand the implied space Three Studies 
volume, they do not scale planes, and they do not add planes in the 
same direction; the designs generated by the grammar exemplify Generative Soecification of 
pattems of growth, of self-similarity, and of multi-directionality. This p. p. 
multi-directional self-similar growUi is due in part to symmetry r ianar uesigns 
properties, in part to multiplication properties, and in part to the 
properties of emergence. Symmetry, multiplication, and emergence 
- all three are supported by the interpretative mechanism of the 
shape grammar fonnalism. 
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' *̂ *-n i « 

% 
fig.30 

fig'3i 
PRESTON SCOTT COHENs Eyebeam Atelier competition design 
explores the spatial complexity of connectivity This project aims to 
exemplify and accommodate emerging information technologies. 
Symbiosis of digital media and architectural space results in 

fig.32 
reciprocal elements bound in tension. The overall minimal form of 
the exterior is intensified by the multiples of penetrating connections 
linking the parallel levels/ 

THEORY 

Precedents 

Preston Scott Cohen 

Eyebeam Atelier 

fig.29 
View through level 3-6 

fig.30 
Interior view 1 

fig.31 
Interiror view 2 

fig.32 
3D model 
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ASYMPTOTE's design study forthe Guggenheim Virtual Museum 
explored a series of design generations where various instances 
reveal the possibilities of a complex system. Certain variables are 

! • 1 
> GALLERIES 

,.., - ^ø^ 

"" - ̂ 5**^ 

fig.34 '° , „„ . 

f; îi 

t VIRTUAL AHCHt 

éf 

1 

%jØ. 

TECTUneaALLe i 

»m 

1 
1Í0 0 

^'m^^^^^^ ^^^Ê 

lES 

ffW 

1 
1M0-

1 | O V 
• ^ -«»-€? 

i * ^ « - » 
140.0' 300 0 

THEORY 

Precedents 

Asymptote 

Guggenheim Virtual 
Museum 

used in the generative algorithms to derive tiie designs. The fluid 
form is exposed to several confígurations all belonging to the same 
generative root. 

fíg.33 
Atrium design generation 

fíg.34 
Galleries design generation 
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Theoretica! Issue: 
Integration of Complex Systems + Shape Grammars Approach 

Potential Design Response: 
The space system of the facility will be divided in two main types of 
spaces: Studio (represented by cube) and Path (represented by 
pillar) (Fig.35). Paths not only provide connections between studios, 
but also provide main circulation/viewable space for the visitors. 
Therefore, main study will begin by exploring various relationships 
and organizatíons based on tiiis condition. 

fig.35 

A secondary space can be described as an oblong to represent 
additional auxiliary space. Next, various spatial relationships can be 

fig.36 

explored: touching (fig.36) - path attached to studio and connects 
horizontally from top and side as well as vertically; overiapping (fíg. 
37); and penetrating (fíg.38). Additíonal spatial relations can be 
constructed for the studio and auxiliary spaces (fig.39) - touching, 
stacked, adjacent, and integrated. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

Integration of Complex 

Systems + Shape 
Grammars Approach 

fig.35 
Shape Vocabulary - cube 
(studio), oblong (auxiliary 
space), and pillar (path). 

fig.36 
Possible spatial relations 
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fig.37 

Íi 
fig.39 

fig.38 
^^åÊT 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

Integration of Complex 

Systems + Shape 
Grammars Approach 

fíg37 
Possible Spatial Relations 

fig38 
Possible Spatial Relations 

fig39 
Possible Spatial Relations 
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From here, shape mles can be constructed. Fig.40 and fig.41 
demonstrate two simple addition shape mles. There is no limit to the 
number or order of mles to be used. 

fig.43 
Fig.42 shows the fírst three steps of the design generation were 
shape rule 1 is applied followed by shape rule 2. A few steps further 
design stops after the alternating applicatíon of both mles into a 
design in this language (fíg.43) - a fully connected, enclosed system 
solutíon. Otherdesigns, partofthislanguage(family)includebutare 
not limited to fíg.44. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

IntegrationofComplex 
Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig.40 Shape Rule 1 

fig.41 Shape Rule 2 

fig.42 Generative Process 

fíg.43 A design in the language -
a fully connected, enclosed 

system solution 
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| i i iiúi ii iiing úiúú 

sfudios 

The design in fig.44 shows a solution where spaces are composed 
in ten-aced parallel strips. Contínuous connectíon occurs through 
actual studios. 

This solution (fig.45) proposes a centralized design where spaces 
are connected between each other in a core fashion and paths 
radiate from it. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

Integrationof Complex 

Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig.44 
Parallel, terraced design in the 

language 

fig.45 
Radial, central core design in 

the language 
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fig.46 

By allowing overiaps and penetrations a more integrated design 
solution is developed (fig.46). Spaces and paths create a consistent 
solid with very liftle open surface. 

fíg.47 

Fig.47 proposes a consolidation of the separate units into a semi-
symmetrical design and thus creating two independent but largely 
connected entíties. 

THEORY 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

IntegrationofComplex 
Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig.46 
Integrated design in the 

language 

fig.47 
Consolidated, semi-symmetrical 

design in the language 
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Conclusion THEORY 

1. The complex systems theory is integrated within the shape 
grammar approach by the study of various subsystems and the 
emergingconditionsoftheirinteraction.Forexample, theintegration 
of the previously generated designs into one system (fig.48) gives 
an example of this interaction. The different sub-entities function 
independentiy within their organization but also interact with the rest 
of the condition. Therefore, both complex systems and shape 
grammars explore and handle emergence. 

2. In addition, any conceptual diagram developed can be looked at 
as both overall system as well as subsystem organization. This 
allows for additíonal emerging fractal qualities of the configuration. 
Therefore, both complex systems and shape grammars operate 
on multiple scales símultaneously. 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 
Conclusion 

Integrationof Complex 
Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fíg.48 

3. This study also demonstrates the random, sporadic nature of the 
design generation. However it allows for the exploration of various 
fomial organizations. When context is brought into Ihe computatíon, 
more specific and restricting rules are defined. Where the 

symmetries of the shape vocabulary are broken and ambiguity thus 
randomness is reduced. Therefore, context is the most crucial 
and restríctive part of the formulation of the complex system 
and the design generation. 

fig.48 
Different design in the language 
integrated as subsystems into a 

largersystem 
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FACILITYMISSION. The design of the CULTura Atelier School of 
Art, Technology, and Design is based on the dynamic complex 
system of high tech art/media shops that blurthe boundary between 
production and exhibition, visitor and visited, observer and 
observed. The untraditional intenweaving of a school, museum, and 
art production facility makes the inner workings and the everyday 
aspects visible. The building is to be designed for the work of 
cultural production, constantly framing, filteríng, and curating 
emerging art forms. 

OVERVIEW. The scope of this project involves the design of a 50, 
000 sq ft facility to house the activities of 150 art, design, and media 
technology students, 50 instructors/artists-in-residence, and 20 
staff/curators. Due to Cultura Atelier being a mix of a school, 
museum, and artist workshop, it is important that the parts of this 
complex system are designed in a way that allows dynamic grouping 
of activitíes and spaces as well as enough privacy for particular 
artistic creations while providing circulation of visitors throughout the 
complex without interrupting the ongoing daily activities. Additional 
space is to be provided for large community gatherings, programs 
and exhibitions. 

>̂  FACILITY 

Facility Mission 

Overview 

^Íwfc:; 

•fe;^^ 
WÊBS^^MS^ 

W^'^^' V ^ H H 
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F^CILITY SYNTHESIS. All the spaces are to be grouped in 
different subsystems accordingly with constant crossover of 
connections available. 
By focusing on process rather than goal, the building becomes an 
interface between the viewer/society and the artist/architect, a 
spacio-technological journey with a collective consciousness. 
The purpose of this study is to undertake research into the future of 
art and technology, and the future of the architecture that will 
accommodate and support it. 

::•. -'ERMANENCE. What renders a building responding to the 
emerging interaction of art and science into the design fíeld is the 
notion of a facility as an impermanent assembly of parts, an 
incomplete instmmentto be used, altered, and explored ratherthan 
an edifice of static relationships, preconceived notions of use and 
applications. Because the future of art, technology and design is so 
dynamically unpredictable, it is important that the building is 
designed witii the idea of adaptability and flexibility- at no time there 
should be space for one specifíc purpose only without the possibility 
of conversion, overiap, and evolution. 

INTERFACE. Traditionally, architecture is at odds with the new 
state of impermanent being as it has always been associated with a 
deep rooted desire and understanding of finality, even more so -the 
planning of fínality. As the role of the educational institution starts to 
change by shifting its emphasis from safeguarding objects and 
knowledge and containing educational activity to promoting social 
interaction, knowledge exchange, and process demonstration a new 
paradigm emerges. It embraces incompleteness and 
upgradeability, and calls for space open to manipulation and 
interaction. By focusing on process rather than goal, the building 
becomes an interface between the viewer/society and the 
artist/architect, a spacio-technological journey with a collective 
consciousness, programmable and always reprogrammable to 
adjust and evolve in future states of being. 
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HISTORY OF CAMPUS PLANNING. The search for the unity of 
the institution of college or university after Worid War II can be 

, brought to a conclusion through the use of one single temn: campus. 
Thisterm, originally meaning liled" (from Latin) became common as 
,an expression for an assembly of buildings (usually) for higher 
education. It indicates a location, underiines self-containedness and 
separateness of the institution. Although campus could not exist 
w/ithout the institution, over time, it assumed something of the 
meaning of the institution itself 
The Eariy Amerícan college campuses consisted of a number of 
blocks, at ríght angles to each other, with "architectural" treatment 
consisting of the time-honored Westem fashion of making a central 
block with some omamental features. Later the "Beaux Arts " 
planning became the model for higher education in the fonn of a 
more pictorial representation - a multi-axial layout and careful 
scaling of buildings, together with central public spaces and 
sensitive landscaping - all in favor of the search for visual unity. The 
Intemational Modernism brought to the table the conviction that a 
good campus can consist of a number of diverse architectural 
mastenworiís and proclaimed distrust in the "grand" planning and 
Beaux Arts uniformity. With the rapid grovirth of higher education 

institutions, coherent plans became harder to uphold and there was 
an increased need for to plan for extendibility. Issues such as 
automobile access as well as other less visible manifestations of 
new technology - the new "teaching machines" - audio-visual aids 
and computerized communication networi< started to emerge. In 
some cases this led to leaving vast spaces around the initial 
buildings to be filled up gradually in years to come.̂  

" ^ •' ^ j t i 

Facility 

Epistemology of Facility 
Type 

History of Campus 
Planning 

-Stefan Muthesius. The Postwar 
University: Utopianist Campus 

and Colleqe (London: Yale 
University Press, 2000). 

fig. 49 
University of South Florida 

Campus, Tampa(1964) 
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TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY. Educatíon buildings are 
often perceived to constitute no more than passive shells for activity 
- permanent walls which sun̂ ound what is important - teaching and 
leaming. School buiídings are rarely perceived by the public-in-large 
as active changing settings which contain various levels of support 
forteaching and learning. Related to the passive/active dialectic, the 
building is often conceived solely in terms of a relatively fixed object 
or product which is not amendable to a great deal of change. 
However, the process by which the building is designed, maintained 
and modified is an important factor affecting the effectiveness of the 
educational process. 

Anderson's Model of Environmental Dimensions and school climate 
This model is a synthesis of the research literature on school climate 
as a constmct which accounts for all factors which infiuence the 
lotal environmental quality" of a school setting. 
1. Ecology: physical and materíal aspects such as building 
characteristics (age, condition, size of school). 
2. Milieu: institution and student body characteristics and morale. 
3. Social System: administi-ative organization, instructional program, 
ability grouping, opportunity for student participation, community-
school relationship, interpersonal relationship. 

4. Culture: teachercommitment, peer norms, cooperative emphasis, 
expectations, consensus and cleargoals. 
School climate, as a constmct, is more holistic than simpje 
elementalism (that is, discrete entities or elements that interact). 
Historically, school climate research has emphasized the 
concentration on the relationship between component elements, 
rather than on a conceptualization of the total organization.^" 
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Facility 

Epistemology ofFacillty 
Type 

Total Environmental 
Quality 

•"Stefan Muthesius, The Postwar 
University: Utopianist Campus 

and College (London: Yaie 
University Press, 2000). 

fig.50 
Diagrams of various university 

campus plans 
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The previous discussion provides various views on the physical 
organization of university facilities in general. 
Issue: Building Complex Organization - Campus vs. Single Building 
Configuratíon as it relates to the total environment. 
Potential Design Response: 
The school's complex is to avoid a typical campus organization 
based on axis and institutional hierarchy. On the other hand, a one-

building configuration seems to limit the possibilities of interaction 
and growth. 
Therefore, the Cultura Atelier complex is to follow the direct 
relationship of the groups of spaces to the whole system without 
conforming to a particular formal organization and reside in a 
configuration that negotiates between a campus-like and an 
integrated - space-like situatíon. Possibilities include: 

courtyøíd 

fig.52 

Facility 

Facility Issues 

Building Complex 
Organization 

fig.5i 
Small campus-like entities 

organized around common 
workspace 

fíg.52 
Small campus-like entities 

connected as a single building 
surrounded by courtyards 
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HISTOR-^' 0- BAUHAUS. The Bauhaus was founded in 1919 by 
an architect named Walter Gropius. Gropius came from the 
Wert<bund movement which sought to integrate art and economics, 
and to add an element of engineering to art. The Werkbund 
movement was unable to achieve this integration, but the founding 
of the Bauhaus saw the solution that had previously been 
overiooked. The Bauhaus was founded by the combining of the 
Weimar Art Academy, and the Weimar Arts and Crafts School. 
Students at this new school were trained by both an artist and a 
master craftsman, realizing tíie desires of Gropius to make "modern 
artists familiar with science and economics, [that] began to unite 
creative imagination with a practical knowledge of craftsmanship, 
and thus to develop a new sense of functional design," (Bauhaus 
1919-1928 p. 13). 

IDEOLOGIES. The school had three aims at its inception that 
stayed basically the same throughout the life of Uie Bauhaus. The 
fírst aim of the school was to "rescue all of the arts from the isolation 
in which each then found itself," (Whitford p.11) to encourage the 
individual artisans and craftsmen to work cooperatively and combine 
all of their skills. Secondly, the school set out to elevate Ihe status of 

crafts, chairs, lamps, teapots, etc, to the same level enjoyed by fine 
arts, painting, sculpting, etc. The third aim was to maintain contact 
with the leaders of industry and craft in an attempt to eventually gain 
independence from government support by selling designs to 
industry. 

NEW EDi CATION. The Bauhaus was the most influential art, craft 
and design school of the 20th century. The Bauhaus teachers were 
highly influential people -artists such as Paul Klee, Wassily 
Kandinsky and Lászl Moholy-Nagy architects and designers such 
as Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer They believed that students 
should be able to exercise different disciplines, from graphics to 
architecture. Every student needed a combined practical and 
theoretical education, which at the time was quite revolutionary. 
The aim was lo produce work that unifled intellectual, practical and 
aesthetic concerns through artistic endeavor and the exploitation of 
new technologies. All this should lead to a successful integration of 
design theory with the industríal process. Bauhaus protagonists 
wanted to bridge the gap between the social idealism and the 
commercial reality and to promote a response to the emerging 
technological culture. '̂ 

(uarnr 
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION, LONDON. Every aspect of 
AA's teaching is a negotiation of the space between freedom and its 
limits. This approach starts on the Foundation Course and continues 
to the Graduate School - indeed, it could be said to form the entire 
ethos of the AA. While our culture today appreciates and values 
freedom, many educational institutions still rely on models of 
teaching that emphasize preestablished ways of doing things. But it 
is the tension between freedom and the particularities of its limits 
that ft^mes all our actions, be they within a school of architecture, or 
within a democratic society. 

fãjM, 

FACILITIES. The quality and character of the AA's academic 
programmes, the calibre of its students and teachers, the range of 
its exhibitions, lectures and publications, together with its extensive 
facilities, provide the ground for producing new and innovative 
forms of pracfice in architecture that are socially, politically, 
economically and ethically engaged with everyday life. 

The Electronic Media Lab encourages and supports the use of 
computer and related video equipment, acting as a software library, 
database and output facility. It is equipped with both Mac and 
Windows NT machines, linked to plotters, colour printers and video 
input and output. Access to the Intemet and other outside 
communications is provided. Software is available for 3-D 
modelling, drafting, rendering, animatíon and the productíon of 
computer-generated video. 
The Model Shop is a space where the making of small-scale 
objects can take place. It encourages exploration and 
experimentation with materials and techniques and is equipped with 
a kiln, a vacuum former and some castíng facilitíes. Tutorials are 
available to help guide the student through both technical and 
conceptual processes.'̂  

Facility 

Architectural Association, 
London 

Facilities 

fig.53 

AA students work on an 
urban installation in the 

city. 

^^Architectural Association 
Shoolof Architecture. 

(http://www.aaschool.ac. 
uk/audiovisual.shtm). 

November 1 ,2003. 
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EYBEAM. Eyebeam is a not-for-profít new media arts organization 
established to provide access, education, and support for students, 
artists, and the general public in the field of art and technology. 
Eyebeam engages cultural dialogue at the intersection of the arts 
and sciences. Its goal is to forge an understanding of the 
relatedness of these practices, which are becoming increasingly 
significant engines of cultural production. Eyebeam amplifíes the 
flux and hybridity of the art/science intersection by openly fostering 
the parallel strands of EDUCATION, RESEARCH, PRODUCTION, 
EXHIBITION with its public and peers, It implements this mission 
through: 1) Providing educatíonal programming and access to 
cultural resources to the community. 2) Facilitating research and 
development of incremental and radical innovation in cultural 
production and technology. 3) Enabling artistic creation by providing 
access to technological and cultural resources. 4) Expanding and 
infonning the critical perceptíon of art, culture and media through 
exhibitions and public programs. The application of new 
technologies to the field of art is accelerating art production, 
challenging traditíonal art venues and giving birth to a new 
generation of radical arts culture. Eyebeam Atelier is dedicated to 
exposing broad and diverse audiences to new technologies and the 

media arts while simultaneously establishing and articulating new 
media as a significant medium. Through its education, exhibition 
and Artist-in-Residence programs, Eyebeam Atelier acts as a 
stmctural support for its constituency, providing the tools, space and 
context for the production of viable new art fonns. The goal is not 
simply to produce and present wort(, but to facilitate and observe a 
potentially vital reciprocal process: it is not about success or failure, 
but about the process itself 

THE ATELIER MODEL. The atelier model is fundamental to the 
concept of Eyebeam. The studio/wori<space environment, in which 
the energies of artistic production, education and curatoríal practice 
fuse, provides a unique, stimulating and vital working context for 
creating art. This tremendous energy, along with the dialogue 
exchanged between curators, artists and students of various 
practices and stages of development, can inform and inspire the 
creation of artworks that may not previously been imagined or 
produced. By directly investing in experimentation with new 
technologies and art forms, Eyebeam Atelier is positioned at the 
center of the most significant contemporary art genre since video 
art.'3 

• t y e b i í i r 
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BUILDING. Eyebeam has chosen the architecture firm that will 
design its new facility, opening in 2006. Diller + Scofidio was 
selected fl-om over thirty fimis participating in the year long 
architectural design competition. The new building will be located at 
the cun-ent interim exhibition and education space for Eyebeam at 
540 West 21 st Street, New York.The new Eyebeam building will 
house a museum of art and technology, artist-in-residence studios, 
education center, multi-media classrooms, state-of-the-art theater 
and digital archive. 

This facility will provide unprecedented production and exhibition 
opportunities for artists exploring new media in video, film and 
moving image art, DVD production, installation, 2D/3D digital 
imaging, net art and sound and performance art forms. 
Over the next year, Eyebeam will conduct an intensive research 
program aimed towards fully understanding and integrating 
conceptual and pragmatíc design issues that will ultimately direct the 
building's fínal outcome. 

Facility 

Eyebeam 

Building 

Fig.54 
Diller+Scofídio Design - Interior 

View 

Fig.55 
Diller+Scofidio Design - Exterior 

View 
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HARVARD SCHOOL OF DESIGN. Designed by Australian 
architect and GSD graduate John Andrews, Gund Hall opened in 
1972. Major gifts to finance the new building were received from the 
George Gund Foundation; the Gund family; John L. Loeb, SB'24, 
LLD'71 (hon); GSD alumni/æ and friends; and the Office of 
Education of tiie United States Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. Gund Hall offers students a stimulating environment 
in which to worî , including studio and office areas for approximately 
500 stijdents and more than 100 faculty and staff; lecture and 
seminar rooms; wori<shops and darkrooms; an audiovisual center; 
computer facilities; a cafeteria; a project room; Piper Auditorium; 
and the Frances Loeb Library. The yard area is used for basketball, 
volleyball, picnics; as an exhibition area for class projecls; and as 
the setting for commencement ceremonies. The central studio 
space extends through five levels under a stepped, clear-span roof 
that admits natural light and provides views toward Boston. The 
dramatic facade and extensive glass surfaces make an eloquent 
statement about the design excellence and professional creatívity 
for which the school is known. Some administrative ofllces and 
offices for doctoral students, plus seminar rooms, are located 
opposite Gund Hall at 7 Sumner Road. " 

Facility 

Harvard School ofDesign 

fíg.56 
Harvard Design School Gund 

Hall Interior 

'"Harvard Design School (http: 
//www.gsd.harvard. 

edu/admissions/visiting/about_g 
und.html), October31,2003. 
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RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN. RISD (RlZ-dee), 
founded in 1877 in Providence, Rhode Island, is a vibrant community 
of artists and designers that includes more than 2,000 students ft-om 
around the world, approximately 350 faculty and curators, and 400 
staff members. Each year more than 200 prominent artists, critics, 
authors and philosophers visit our historic College Hill campus. 
Foundation Studies Studios push your creativity to unforeseen 
temtory vi/itii new challenges involving conceptual thinking, materials 
and skills. Projects often make use of campus locations for student 
installations. As you enter the RISD Tap Room, one day you may 

find a play, another day a sculpture installation. In a "typical" year, 
you'll encounter movies, swing dance lessons, poetry readings and 
"Glam Rock Pirate Bingo. Whether they are in the Design Center 
or Market House, whether it's their semester project or checking e-
mail, students actively use RISD's extensive computer facilities. 
Over 300 workstations are available and in a growing number of 
departments students do their wori( on individual laptop systems 
configured specifically for their discipline. State-of-the-art equipment 
and facilities are animportant part of the RISD experience. Whether 
you're using this electronic jacquard loom — one of the few found 

Facility 

Rhode Island 
School of Design 

Fig.57 
Rhode Island School of Design 

Student Activities 
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in an educational institution — or our fully equipped foundry for 
casting and welding, your artistic pursuits are capped only by your 
imagination. Students spend a majority of theirtime in studio refíning 
their wori(. In Fumiture Design — and in all departments — 
students are encouraged to push their ideas beyond the usual 
stopping places. Regardlessof department, in yourstudio you'll use 
a hands-on approach to wori( out design problems.The RISD 
Library has over 100,000 books, most of which are related to art 
and design. Openings are a vi^[ J^r t of the RISD student 

experience, and they occur with headspinning regularity at 13 on-
campus galleries. Benefít Street is like a block party during 
outdoor student and alumni art sales, when everything ft-om 
paintings, glass and ceramics to handmade books and clothing is 
sold by the artists who made them. Old worid meets new along. 
Here an installation for the Convergence Festival coexists with 
RISD's Market House. Built in 1773, it is the oldest building on 
campus, yet it houses such high-tech facilities as the fine arts 
computer lab and junior animation studios." 

Facility 

Rhode Island 
School of Deslgn 

'̂ Rhode Island School of Design 
(http://vww.risd.edu/tour.cfm), 

Oclober 15,2003. 
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The previous examples of design, art, architecture, and media 
schools provide a precedent for the successful integration of 
different disciplines within one institution. 

Issue: 
Intemal organization of the facility - separate group entities vs. 
integrated all inclusive approach. 

Potential Design Response: 
It is important that the facility provides an all-inclusive, integrated but 
autonomous feel to the intemal organization of the school. 

Therefore, a system of groups of spaces related to their activity and 
multifuncionality is to be organized where spaces between the 
groups are connected as a networi<, with multiple different 
connections and integration capabilities. 

Facility 

Facility Issue 

Internal organization 
ofthefacility 

system 3 
system 2 

fig.59 
fig.59 

Example of four systems 
mutually connected 
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Facility SPACES. The school complex will incorporate a complex system 
of groups of spaces, interwoven in a coherent entity where public 
and private coexist and interact under interrelated controlled 
conditions. Spaces are grouped in smaller subsystemsthat operate Systems AnalysiS 
both intemally and extemally through the networi< of complex 
connections. „ ,, , 

Space Systems 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM 

MODEUINSTALLATION SHOPS SUBSYSTEM 

AUDIO, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY LABS SUBSYSTEM 

STUDIOS SUBSYSTEM 

EXTERIOR SUBSYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE / PUBLIC SUBSYSTEM 
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LIGHTING. The lighting system of the facility will involve the 
following conditions: 

ABUNDANT DAYUGHT FOR OFFICES 

DIFFUSED DAYUGHT FOR SOME STUDIOS 

FULLY ARTIFICIALLY LIT ENVIRONMENT 

controlled artiflclal lighting 

building coinpletely enclosed 

fig.62 

FaciHty 

Systems Analysis 

Lighting System 

fig.60 
Abundant daylight system for 

offices 

fig.61 
Diffused north light forstudios 

fig.62 
Fully artificially lit environment 
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STRUCTURE. Structure will incorporate primarily steel frame 
construction that allows for various enclosures to define the use of 
a space. Some of the more generic spaces will be prefabricated and 
assembled on site which will allow for additional parts to be 
introduced upon expansion. This will allow a modular design with 
changeable organization. 

ENCLOSURE. Various enclosure systems in the form of panels will 
be used to define the use of a space: Transparent, Semitransparent, 
Perforated, and Solid. This will allow for the space use to be easily 
changed by replacing or reconfiguring the enclosure system. Other 
enclosure systems include permanent cast-in-place concrete for 
some more sculptural and solid parts as well as masonry for others. 

Facility 

Systems Analysis 

Structural System 

Enclosure System 
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ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM of spaces 
encourages the use of computer and related video equipment. It 
includes: 

Software library, digital archive, and server space. 

Computer labs equipped with both PC and Mac machines. 

Plotter room incorporating both 2Dand 3D plotting capabilities. 

Video editing facilitíes. 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

fig.65 
Overall organization ofelectronic 

media lab subsystem 

fig.65 
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Software library, digital archive, and server space. 

Number of users: 3 max, 

Usage Rate: 8-10 hours per day 

Activities: server maintenance, archiving and retríeving of digital 
resources 

Requirements: 
Provide minimal or no daylight 
Keep away from public access 
Provide securíty systems 
Isolate moisture 
Provide small work area (desks, chairs) 
Provide archive equipment (shelves, drawers) 
Provide enclosed space within for server equipment 

Size: min. 600 sq. ft. 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required. 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Software library, digital archive, 
and server space. 

fig.66 
A typical server room for this 

scope 
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fig.67 

Computer labs equipped with both PC and Mac machines. 

Number of users: 5 per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: work area for digital artists, faculty, and students 

Requirements: 

Provide diffused, limited daylight 
Available to public access 
Isolate moisture 
Provide small rest/visitor area (sofas, tables) 
Provide wori<space equipment (desks, shelves, drawers) 
Provide display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 

Size; min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencles: other computer labs, main visitor pathway, plotter 
room. 
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Electronic Media Labs 
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Computer Labs 

rig.67 
A typical assemblu ofcomputer 
rooms indoor/outdoor restareas 

inbetween 
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Plotter room incorporating both 2Dand 3D plotting capabilities. 

Number of users: ^ 

Usage Rate: 8-10 hours per day 

Activities: plotting and plot archiving 

Requirements: 

No direct sunlight allowed 
Extra ventilation required 
Available to public access on special occasions 
Isolate moisture 
Provide a small rest/visitor area (sofas, tables) 
Provide a small workspace (desks, shelves, drawers) 
Provide a small display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 
Plot supplies Storage 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: computer labs, supply driveway. 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Plotter Room 

fíg.68 
Prínt rooms located close to 

computer rooms and accessible 
to supply drive 
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video ediífng 

puWic walkway 

fig70 

Video editing facilities. 
Number ofusers: 2 per room 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Actlvities: Video editing, compositing, and producing 

Requirements: 

No direct sunlight allowed 
Limited or no light capabilities 
Extra ventilation required 
Available to public access 
Isolate moisture 
Provide a small resfvisitor area (sofas, tables) 
Provide a small workspace (desks, shelves, drawers) 
Provide a small screen display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 

Size: min. 150 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: main pathway, computer labs, video shoot soundstage 
facilities 

FaciHty 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Video Ediiing Facilities 

fig.69 
Typical video editing equipment 

fig.70 
Video editing facilities adjacency 
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Auxiliary/Multiuse Spaces: Video Conference/Lecture Room 

Number of users: 15 max per room 

Usage Rate: upon schedule 

Adivities; Video conferencing, lecturing, and meeting 

Requirements: 

Ability to open towards computer labs 
Limited or no light capabilities 
Available to public access upon schedule 
Provide conferencing/lecture fumiture and equipment 

Size; min. 150 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: computer labs 

Auxiliary/Muitiuse Spaces : Faculty/Artist in residence office 

Number ofusers; 3 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Acf/Wí/es; work, administrative duties, small meetings 

Requirements; 

Abundant daylight availability 
Available to public access upon schedule 
Provide small workspace equipment and furniture 

Size: min. 80 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: computer labs, video conference/ lecture room 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 
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MODEL / INSTALLATION SHOPS SUBSYSTEM will incorporate 
both small and large scale model building accommodating for 
various experimentation with materials and techniques. Includes: 

Fire kiln facility 

Casting facilíty 

Glass blowing facility 

Metalwork facility 

Woodshop 

Fabric treatment facility 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

fig.7i 
Overall organization of 

model/installation shops 
subsystem 
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fig.73 
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Fire kiln facility 

Number of users: 6 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: fíre treatment ofclay and other materials 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Provide fire treatment equipment 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies; exterior area, material supply driveway public 
walkway 

Facility 
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fíg.72 
A typical exterior fire kiln facility 

fíg.73 
F'ire kiln facility organization 
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Casting facility 

Number ofusers; 6 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

/4cí/Wí/es.'casting of concrete and other materials 

Requirements; 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 
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Casting facility 

fíg.74 
Casting facility exterior 

confíguration 
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Glass blowing facility 

Number of users: 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

/\cf/w'//es.glass blowing 

í?ecjiiv/remenfs; 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 

Subsystem 

Casting facility 

fig.75 
An example of glass blowing 

facility 

fig,76 
Glass blowing facility 

organization 
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Metalwork facility 

Number ofusers: 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: metalsmithing, founding 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size: min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 
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Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
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Casting facility 

fíg.77 
Foundry 

fig.78 

Metalwori< facility organization 
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Fabric treatment facility 

Number of users; 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

>\cf/w//es;fabric weaving, coloring, sawing, testíng 

f?ecjit//re/r)enfs; 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies; exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

supply driveway 
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Fabric treatment facility 
fig.79 

Weaving 

fig. 80 
Fabric Coloring 

fig.8i 
Fashion Design 

fig.82 
Fabnc treatment facility 

organization 
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Woodshop 

Number of users; 15 max 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Activities:moú treatment, model building 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze; min. 1000 sq.ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
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Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

rig.83 
Woodshop 

fíg.84 
Woodshop organization 
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Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Exhibit 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Activities: constant exhibition of student, artist, and faculty 
productíon 

Requirements: Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Controlled daylight allowed 
Size: min. 300 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, public walkway, various workshops 

General materíals and supplies storage 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Activities: storage 

Requirements: Not available to public access 
No direct sunlight allowed 
Moisture proof 

Size: min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, various wori(shops 

Installations facility 
Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: various installation exhibitions 

fîec/u/re/nenfs; Available to public access 
Complete enclosure/ no daylight capabilities 
Moisture proof 
Sound proof 

Size: varies - 500 sq. ft, 800 sq. ft, 1000 sq. ft per space 

Adjacencies: exterior area, public walkw 
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AUDIO, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY LABS SUBSYSTEM 
provide opportunities for filming and experimentation with different 
light media and film as well as audip and photography technology. 

Soundstage and photo shoot lab facilities. 

Darkrooms. 

Audio experiment, recording and testing facility. 
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soundstage soundstage 
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fig.85 
Overall Audio, film, and 

photography lab subsystem 
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Soundstage and photo shoot lab facilities. 

Number of users: 30 max 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Acf/wf/es;fílmshooting 

Rec/u/re/T/e/î/s; 

Available to public access upon schedule through viewing area 
No daylight allowed 
Open reconfigurable space required 

Size: min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: set building shops 
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Space Systems 

Audlo, Film, and 
Photography labs 
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Soundstage and photo shoot lab 
facilities 

fíg,86 
Typical soundstage facility 

fíg.87 
Typical photo shoot lab 
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Darkrooms 

Number ofusers; 4 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities; film shootíng 

Requirements: 
Available to public access upon schedule 

No daylight allowed 

Size: min. 100 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required 

FaciHty 

Space Systems 

Audio, Film, and 
Photography labs 
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fig.88 
Typical photo development 

process 

fig.89 
Typical darkroom 
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Audio experiment, recording and testing facility 

Number of users; 4 max per room 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Activities: sound testing and recording 

Requlrements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of light allowed 
Sound proof 

Size; min. 100 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required 
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Space Systems 

Audio, Film, and 
Photography labs 
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Audio experiment, recording 
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fíg.90 
Typical recording equipment 

fig.91 
Typical recording studio 
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STUDIOS SUBSYSTEM provides additional facilities for the wort< 
of various students and artists on specific projects. 

Architectural studios 

Paining studios 

Miscellaneous studios 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

fíg.92 
Overall studios subsystem 
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Architectural studios 

Number ofusers; 10 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: architectural studio projects wori<: model building, 
drawing, etc. 

Requirements: 
Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfigurable for lectures 
Studio fumiture required 
Small exhibition space required 

Size; min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Acíyace/7C/es;otherstudios, faculty offices, workshops, outdoor area 
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Architectural studios 

fíg.93 
Atypical architecture studio 

fig.94 
Architecture studio layout 
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Painting studios 

Number of users; 10 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities; painting instructíon and execution 

Requirements: 

Avaiiable to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfígurable for lectures 
Painting Studio furniture required 
Small exhibition space required 

Size; min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other studios, faculty offices, workshops, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

Painting studios 

fig.95 
Atypical painting studio 

fig.96 
Painting studio layout 
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Miscellaneous studios 

Number of users: 10 max per room 

Usage Rate; unlimited 

Activities: various mixed media, experímental studio work 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfigurable for exhibitions 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other studios, faculty offíces, workshops, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

Miscellaneous studios 
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permanent 
exhibition 

hall 

faculty 
offices 

community 
programs 

room 

lobby 

fig.97 access from visitors parking 

jconference 
J room 

îdministratife 
offices 

ADMINISTRATIVE / PUBLIC SUBSYSTEM includes 
administrative and instructor's offices as well as a permanent 
exhibition and community programs spaces. 

Reception 

Administrative office 

Faculty office 

Conference room 

Permanent exhibition hall 

Library 

Community program room 

FaciHty 

Space Systems 

Exterior Subsystem 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

fíg.97 
Overall administrative/public 

subsystem layout 
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permanent 
exhibition 

hall 

faculty 
offices 

community 
programs 

room 

access from visitors parking 

\ 

conference 
room 

administratife 
offices 

Reception 

Number of users: 20 max 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Activities; sign in and out of visitors, tours, guides, and promotion 

Requirements; 
Available to public access 
Alotofdaylightrequired 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: permanent exhibition hall, conference room, 
administrative offices, faculty offices, community programs rooms 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Reception 

ftg.98 
Reception adjacencies 
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conference room 

lobby/reception 

curators/ 
tour 

guides 

waiting 
area secretary 

Administrative office 

Numbe^r of users; 3 max per room 

Usage Rate; 6-8 hours per day 

Activities: office / administrative / promotional work 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, conference room 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Administrative offíce 

fig.99 
fig.99 

Administrative Offices layout 
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faculty 
offices 

reception/lobby 

faculty 
offices 

Faculty office 

Number ofusers: 3 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: office/administrative work 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
Alotofdaylightrequired 
Small office fumiture required 

Size: min. 80 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, conference room, studios/workshops 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Faculty office 

fig.100 
Faculty Offices layout 

fig.100 
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fig.101 

Conference room 

Number ofusers: 20 max per room 

Usage Rate; 6-8 hours per day 

Acf/V/f/es;formal meetings and presentations 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
Limited or no daylight required 
Conference furniture required 
Video Equipment required 
Ability to be combined with another space for temporary expansion 

Size: min. 300 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies; reception, administrative offices 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Conference room 

fig.101 
Typical video conference room 
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fig.102 

mezzanine 
level 

gallery space 

fig.103 

I reception 

Permanent exhibition hall 

Number of users: 20 max 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Actlvities: permanent gallery exhibition of artwortc 

Reqíu/feme/7fs; 
Available to public access 
Limited or no daylight required 

Size: min. 500 sq. ft 
Adjacencies: reception 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Permanent exhibition hall 

fig.102 
Typical exhibition space 

fig.103 
Gallery space layout 
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T 
north glass wall 

tables 

stacks 

stacks stacks 

, jnezzanine J 

tables 

stacks 

fig.104 

Library 

Number ofusers; 50 max 

Usage Rate: 12 hours per day 

Activities; wrítten archive and reading area 

Re(ju/re/7ie/7fs; 

Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 
Library fumiture required: shelves, desks, chairs, couches 

Size; min. 2000 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 

Subsystem 

Library 

fig.104 
Typical library interior 

fig.105 
Library layout 

fig.105 
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Gommunity program room 

Number ofusers: 20 max per room 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Activities: various art and education programs for different age 
groups 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 
Capabilities to be reconfígured form lecture to meetíng, to studio, to 
workshop, and so on. 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Community program room 

fíg.106 
Typical community art class 

fig.106 
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fig.107 

EXTERIOR SUBSYSTEM will not be utilized as the traditional 
frontier external to the building but instead will be incorporated as an 
additional system to complement the rest of the space systems both 
in terms of use and quality of space, light, and connectivity. 
Exterior spaces between the other spaces will serve as intemal 
courtyards and as buffers between spaces. It will also provide 
diffused light and additional ventílation. Exterior spaces could be 
used as study/work/play areas as well as for formal and informal 
gatherings. They will provide a porous entity for the complex. 

The exterior subsystem also encompasses the visitors' public 
walkway/path that lets the entire complex be viewed as a 
museum/gallery in progress. This path, although mostiy exterior will 
merge and cut through some spaces. 

Fig.107 shows some of the different types of exterior spaces as well 
as the public path system (blue pillars). 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Exterior Subsystem 

Administrative /Public 
Subsystem 

fig.107 
Overali exterior spaces 

subsystem layout 
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fig.108 
Space Distribution in 

Subsystems 
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PHOTOGRAPHr 

LABS SUBSYSTEU 
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ADMINISTRATIVEI 

PUBLIC 
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Schematic Studies 
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fig.109 fig.110 

fíg.109 
Spatial Scheme 1 

fig.110 
Scheme 1 Space Distribution 
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SCHEME2 

fíg.111 fig.112 

fig.111 
Spatial Scheme 2 

fig.112 
Scheme 2 Space Distribution 
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fig.113 
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fig.114 
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fig.113 
Spatial Scheme 3 

fig.114 
Scheme 3 Space Distribution 
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SPACE 

Electronic media labs subsystem 
Software library, digital archive, and 
server space. 
Computer labs 
Plotter Room 
Video editing facilities. 
Video conference/lecture room 
Faculty/Artist in residence ofl ce 

Model/lnstallation shops subsystem 
Fire kiln facility 
Casting facility 
Glass blowing facility 
Metalwork facility 
Woodshop 
Fabric treatment facility 
Exhibit 
General materials and supplies storage 
Installatíons facility 

# 

1 

10 
2 
2 
2 

40 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
5 
3 
2 

AREA 
SQ.FT 

800 

800 
400 
200 
800 
200 

800 
800 
800 
800 

1.200 
800 

2,000 
800 

2,000 

Ntr 
AREA 

18,800 
800 

8,000 
800 
400 

1,600 
8,000 

28,600 
800 
800 
800 

1,600 
2,400 

800 
10,000 
2,400 
4,000 

SPACE 

Installatíons facility 
Installations facility 

Audio, Film, and Photography labs 
Soundstage 
Darkrooms 
Audio experiment, recording and testing 
Photo shoot lab facilities 

Studios subsystem 
Architectural studios 
Paining studios 
Miscellaneous studios 

Administrative / public subsystem 
Reception/lobby 
Administrative office 
Faculty office 

# 

1 
1 

1 
4 
2 
2 

3 
3 
2 

1 
4 

20 

AREA 
SQ.FT. 

1,000 
4,000 

4,000 
400 
400 
800 

800 
800 
800 

2.000 
400 
200 

NET 
AREA 
1,000 
4,000 

8,000 
4,000 
1,600 

800 
1,600 

6,400 
2,400 
2,400 
1,600 

25,800 
2.000 
1.600 
4,000 

Conference room 1,000 1,000 

Facility 

Space Summary 
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SPACE 

Permanent exhibition hall 
Library 
Community program room 
Cafeteria 

Total Net Assignable Area 

# AREA 
SQ.FT. 

1 4,000 
1 8,000 
4 800 
1 2,000 

NET 
AREA 
4,000 
8,000 
3,200 
2,000 

87,600 
Efficiency Ratio: 60 /40 

Un-; 
Gross Area 

assignable Area 
146,000 

58,400 

BUDGET 
Total Budget: $ 40,000,000 
SiteAcquisition:S 500,000 

Fees 
Fixed Equipment= 10% 
Site Development= 20 % 
Contingency= 2 % 

Professional Fee = 10% 
AdminCost = 1% 
Movable Equipment = 4% 

X=1+( % Fixed Equip.) + (% Site Develop.)= 1+(.10) + (.20) = 1.30 
Y= (X) [(% Contingency) + (% Professional Fee) + (% Admin 
Cost)]= (1.30)[(.02) + (.10) + (.01)] = 0.169 
Z= % Movable Equipment = .04 

Building Cost =Total Budqet-Site Acquisition-House Acquisition = 
X+Y+Z 

= S 40.000.000 - S 500.000 = $ 26,176,275 
(1.3)+(.169)+(.04) 

Gross Sq. Ft. = Buildmg Cost = $ 26,176,275= 146,000 sq. ft. 

Costpersq. ft.: $180 

Soft Cost = Total Budget - Construction Cost 
SoftCost = $ 13,823,725 

Facility 

Space Summary 



CON::;XT STAYEME T. The project site is located in Marfa - a 
small ranching community of about 2300 residents, sitting on a high 
desert plateau, sun-ounded by vast mountains, about 150 miles east 
of El Paso, southwest Texas. The subject of context is highly 
important to this study for two main reasons: 1) to demonstrate that 
the use of computational design techniques renders context a main 
constructive force in the generation of designs and 2) to investigate 
the direct application of reality vectors in a complex system of 
relationships of both tangible and intangible elements. 

CONTEXTUAL SYNTHESIS. Computational design techniques 
are to be used to conceive a series of designs where context 
remains a vital part of the design generation. This is not saying that 
context is mimicked, regionalized, deconstructed, etc. Instead, the 
existing tangible agents that characterize and constitute Marfa 
landscape and cityscape are to be used as variables when 
constructing the relationships between the parts in the whole 
towards the definition and generatíon of designs. On the other hand, 
the investigatíon of the direct applicatíon of realily vectors in a 
complex system of relationships provides a dynamic framework of 
operation. Most of the immediate site/climate related issues are to 

be addressed in the eariy phases of the design as those are the 
once to draw the physical limitations and possibilities of the designs. 
Some of the aesthetic, philosophical, and socio-political 
considerations are to be addressed in a later phase of the design 
where qualifíable approach is possible. 
Among the aspects that define the contextual problem of this project 
are: 1) the semi-desert climate conditions and 2) the relationship 
between longtime residents of the town, and those who have come 
since the 70s, for reasons connected to art. 
The semi-desert climate conditions require a specifíc spatial and 
organizational - bioclimatic approach. The use of controlled heat 
gain/loss openings, courtyards, and subterranean elements are 
among the main aspects that contribute to a site responsive, 
sustainable, and ecological design. 
Since the 1970s, the town has become increasingly well known for 
its substantial collections and installations of art, principally by 
Donald Judd. The influx of artists, art and subsequentiy tourists has 
caused a tension among Ihe different social and cultural groups in 
Marfa. Thus, the design calls for an approach that understands the 
clash between the different groups and accommodates for 
tolerance and integration - "less aesthetic, more ethics'. 



LOCALE. The small ranching community of Marfa is located on a 
Chihuahuan Desert plateau in the Trans-Pecos area of west Texas. 
Supported mostly by ranching, and more recently by tourism, it is 
surrounded by vast mountains and is Texas' highest incorporated 
city. Established in 1883, Marfa lies on a semi-protected highland 
plain between three mountain ranges, at an altitude of 4,830 feet. 
Marfa (population 2,424), is said to be named after a character in 
The Brothers Karamazov, by Dostoyevsky. Here, the traditional 
lifestyle of the Texas cowboy coexists with the growing art 
community that began with the arrival of world renowned artist 
Donald Judd in the mid-1970s and the creation of the Chinati 
Foundation. Marfa now enjoys an intemational reputation in the art 
world as a result of the installations by Donald Judd and other 
predominantiy Minimalist sculptors and painters permanentíy on 
view at the foundation's various exhibition sites. 
HISTORY. By 1885 Marfa had one or two saloons, a hotel, and a 
general merchandise store-Humphris and Company Poker bets in 
the saloons were often made with deeds to town lots. At the St. 
George Hotel stayed drummers-traveling salesmen-who came by 
train, established their headquarters in ttie hotel, and ft-om Marfa 
made stagecoach trips to Shafter, Fort Davis, Valentine, and 

Presidio to show their wares. Humphris and Company's store also 
contained the bank, the post office (established in 1883), and a 
reslaurant. In 1885 Marfa replaced Fort Davis as the Presidio county 
seat, and in July of that year the public records were moved from 
Fort Davis to Marfa. Also in 1885 a three-story Renaissance-revival 
courthouse was built at Marfa. It cost $60,000, and in the eariy 
1990S it still housed the county offices. In 1885 and 1886 Marfa 

fig.145 * - * " 
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fig.115 
Marfa, Texas vicinity 
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gained churches, a school, and a newspaper C. M. Jennings began 
publishing the New Era, the town's first weekly newspaper, in 1886. 
Over the years, it changed hands several tímes until the weekly 
finally merged with the Big Bend Sentinel under the management of 
T E. Childers. In 1900 the population of Marfa was 900. Eventually 
the tovwi had literary clubs, fratemal organizations, telephone 
service, and a bank. By 1920 Marfa reported 3,553 residents. In 
1924, a patrol called the "mounted watchmen" was established by 
the United States govemment to deter aliens from crossing the Rio 
Grande, primarily for the smuggling of liquor during Prohibition. The 
United States Border Patrol later replaced this organization. The 
Marfa Sector, with offices in the northeastem corner of the fonner 
Fort D. A. Russell compound, is responsible for immigration control 
in seventy-seven counties in West Texas and eighteen counties in 
Oklahoma, a total of 92,000 square miles and 365 miles of border 
The administrative offices are housed in solar-powered 
headquarters built in 1977. In 1989 the federal government built an 
aerostat station near Marfa in an attempt to control drug smuggling 
across the border The 2,466 inhabitants of Marfa celebrated the 
town's 100th birthday on March 5, 6, and 7, 1983. For the 
celebration about 5,000 friends, relatives, and former Marfans came 

to have a memorable time and enjoy their city. In 1990 Marfa 
reported a population of 2,424. 

fig.116 

íig 116 
II; 'in ív'ar-'a, 

.oer-2.2003. 
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TOURISM. Tourísm also plays a vital role in the Marfa economy. In 
the summer it is often one of the coolest places in the state. 
Beginning in 1963 a few glider enthusiasts found the thermals at 
Marfa to their liking, and Marfa eventually hosted two national 
soaríng competition meets, an intemational meet, several regional 
meets, and a number of annual soaring camps. Big Bend National 
Pari< is also in the vicinity. One of the town's biggest attraction. 

however, is the famous Marfa Lights. The town and surrounding 
area have also provided the background for several Hollywood 
movies, including Giant (1950) and the Andromeda Strain (1970). 
"Art tourism" is the other phenomenon that has emerged since the 
70's and has claimed its place in the everyday life of the area 
bringing with itself a number of social and cultural clashes often 
disregarded and unnoticed by the intruders. 

CONTEXT 

Tourism 

fig.117 
Marfa downtown coffee shop on 
Chinati Open House weekend. 

October12, 2003. 

fíg.118 
Natural Landscape, Marfa 

vicinity. 
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CHINATI. 'lt takes a great deal oftime and thought to install work 
carefully This should not always be thrown away. Most art is fragile 
and some should be placed and never moved again. Somewhere a 
portion of contemporary art has to exist as an example ofwhat the 
art and its context were meant to be." -Donald Judd 
The Chinati Foundation/La Fundaciôn Chinati is a contemporary art 
museum based upon the ideas of its founder, Donald Judd. The 
specific intention of Chinati is to preserve and present to the public 
permanent large-scale installations by a limited number of artists. 
The emphasis is on works in which art and the surrounding 
landscape are inextricably linked. The Chinati Foundation is located 
on 340 acres of land on the site of fomier Fort D.A. Russell in Marfa, 
Texas. Consti-uction and installation at the site began in 1979 with 
initial assistance from the Dia Art Foundation in New York. The 
Chinati Foundation opened to the public in 1986 as an independent, 
non-profít, publicly funded institution. Chinati was originally 
conceived to exhibit the wori< of Donald Judd, John Chamberiain 
and Dan Flavin. The collection has since been expanded to include 
work by a limited number of other artists. Today the collection on 
pennanent view consists of 15 outdoor concrete works by Donald 
Judd, 100 aluminum works by Judd housed in two converted 

artillery sheds, 25 sculptures by John Chamberiain, and an 
installation by Dan Flavin occupying six former army barracks. Also 
on view are pieces by Cari Andre, Ingôlfur Arnarsson, Roni Horn, 
llya Kabakov, Richard Long, Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van 
Bruggen, David Rabinowitch, and John Wesley. Each artist's wort< 
is installed in a separate building on the museum's grounds. 
Temporary exhibitions feature modem and contemporary art of 
diverse media. 

CONTEXT 

Prcedents 

Chinati 

fíg.119 
Chinati Foundation Ballroom 
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The Chinati Foundation sponsors art and education programs, 
establishing close links to the local community and other cultural 
institutions and universities in the United States and abroad. Started 
by Judd, Chinati's Artists in Residence Program provides artists 
from around the worid an opportunity to develop and exhibit their 
work in a stimulating environment Chinati's Internship Program 
offers students from a variety of disciplines hands-on museum 
experience. Each summer the museum hosts art classes for local 
school children, where teachers use the collection to enrich 

classroom activities. Chinati produces anannual newsletter with 
critical essays and information about the collection and programs in 
English and Spanish. Every October Chinati holds a weekend-long 
Open House which features concerts, readings and art exhibitions, 
celebrating the museum's rich history and vibrant presenl 

CONTEXT 

Prcedents 

Chinati 

fig.120 
Donald Judd, 15 untitled works 

inconcrete, 1980-1984. 

fig.121 
Donald Judd, 100 untitled works 

in mill aluminum, 1982-1986. 

fug.122 
Dan Flavin, untitied (Marfa 

project), 1996. 
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RICK JOY. Rick Joy, an Arizona-based architect specializing in 
residential design, reworks and reevaluates the traditional building 
techniques of the American Southwest. Influenced by artists such as 
James Tun-ell and Richard Serra, Joy employs layered geometries, 
color, and light to frame views of the Arizona desert. His use of 
materíals, including rammed earth walls, concrete and glass, 
defines an architecture that is both visually stunning and 
environmentally sensitive. 

fig.124 fig.125 

Attention to sensory stímulation, what Joy calls "ethereal, visceral 
experiences," guides his design wori< to such an extent that it often 
"preempts consideration of the formal aspects of a project. Sounds, 
smells and tactile qualities are often more important than the shape 
of the object itself." Owing to this focus on sensory experience Joy's 
architecture, while undeniably rooted in Modemism, avoids the 
coldness sometímes associated with the style. "To this day," Joy said 
proudly, "several of my clients don't believe they have modern 
architecture projects." 
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Prcedents 

Rick Joy 

fig.123 
Palmer House, Catalina 

Mountains, Rick Joy, Architect 

fig.124 
Tyler House, Tubac AZ 

Rick Joy, Architect 

fig. 125 
Tyler House, Tubac AZ 

Rick Joy, Architect 
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LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS. The 50 acre project site is 
located on the north side of town. It sits directly north from the 
Courthouse at the edge of one of the older neighborhoods and in 
between emerging, newer residential areas. The site is only 10 
minutes walking distance from downtown with a north view towards 
the fleld and the mountains. 
Highland Street draws the main city trajectory connecting the project 
site with Chinati Foundation across town. This main street also cuts 
through most residential areas and intersects the railway. 

irrígation 
area 

' *®M ̂  ^ ^ ^ t f > ' % . sS 

^ project site 

ê^^A^s^, residential 
'*'' area 
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fíg. 126 
Aerial Map of Marfa Texas with 

main areas designated. 

fíg.127 
Project site aerial map 
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CLIMATE 
Highest Maximum Temperature -106° 
Lowest Maximum Temperature - 21° 
Highest Minimum Temperature - 75° 
Lowest Minimum Temperature - (- 2°) 

Greatest number of consecutive days with: 
Maximum temperature 90° or above - 60 
Maximum temperature 95° or above - 28 
Minimum temperature 32° or below - 60 

Average annual precipitation -15.77" 

Average days per year with precipitation - 71 
Greatest number -108 
Norainfall -163 
Average annual snowfall - 2.4" 

Hottest time of year - May through SepL - Average 90° 
Rest of the year - Averaage 65° 

CONTEXT 

Site Analysis 

Climate 

Marfa, Texas 
Precipltatlon 

fig.128 

mm 

N D 

Fig.128 
Marfa Temperature and 

Precipitation 
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TOPOGRAPHY The project site slopes down gradually from north to south rendering 
a fairly fíat site where drainage occurs naturally towrds the south 
bordering street. 
Natural vegetatíon is limited. 
Distant viewto the north reveals mountian landscape. 
Fig.123 show view of site looking north. 
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Topography 

Fig.129 
topographic map of project site, 

July01,1983. 

fíg.130 
Project site from south. 
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CONTRASTS. Marfa is a place of contrasts. 70% of its population 
is Hispanic, a majoríty that occupies the períphery of town leaving 
the central core for middle to upper class white population and the 
north edge for suburban expansion. The minimalist look and 
interiors of some of the buildings downtown contrast the run down 
sheds, squads, and trailers in the rest of town. 10% of the buildings 
in tovm are unoccupied which includes a few unrenovated historic 
and foundations owned building downtown as well as old 
abandoned houses in tiie run down residential neighborhood. 

CONTEXT 

Relevant Contexts 

Contrasts 

/ig.131 
Marfa, Texas housing. 

October12, 2003. 

fig.132 
Marfa, Texas housing 

neighborhood. 
October12, 2003. 

fig.133 
Chinati Foundation permanent 

exhibition. October12, 2003. 
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fig.134 

DIVISION. Marfa could be subdivided in a few major areas: 
south/north from the railroad being the existing housing conditions 
and east/west in terms of development. With the Chinati Foundation 
occupying the greater part of the south edge of town, the city grows 
east/west and to the north. The east/west growth, south if the 
railroad is characterized by low incom$ housing with irregular 
appearance and organization, sprinkled in the landscape, in a "no-
man's-land" like state. It expands towards the northeast in the 
outskirts of town in the fomi of squads, trailers, shacks and other 
impermanent structures. The core of the city contains the Main 
street with the courthouse, historical hotel, coffee/wine bar -
bookstore, upscale minimalist Italian restaurant, art galleries, etc. 
North and northwest of it is a middle/upper middle class residential 
housing including some bigger and older houses constituting a 
picturesque, orderly residential neighborhood. A few grid-like 
clusters start to emerge on Uie north and northwest edge of town -
newer housing developments including typical suburtjan houses 
and some designed residences. The location of the project site aims 
at breaking the emerging dichotomy of occupancy 

CONTEXT 

Relevant Contexts 

Division 

fíg.134 
Aerial division of Marfa. 
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REVITAUZATION? Since the 1970s, the town has become 
increasingly well known for its substantial collections and 
installations of art, principally by Donald Judd. According to some, 
the influx of artists, art and subsequently tourists, has revitalized 
Marfa. That being said, the relationship between longtime residents 
of the town, and those who have come since the 70s, for reasons 
connected to art, is an uneasy one. For locals, who frown upon the 
fad that emerged in the previously small farming community, it is an 
external phenomenon. And although some of them are benefiting 
from the exposure to art, bigger social issues remain unaddressed. 
A more holistic and effective approach to this problem is needed for 
a true revitalization of Marfa. 

CONTEXT 

Relevant Contexts 

Contrasts 

fig.135 
Marfa, Texas art party. 

October12, 2003. 

fíg.136 
Marfa, Texas in the morning. 

October12, 2003. 

fíg.137 
Missing street. October 12, 

2003. 

fig.138 
Marfa Housing neighborhood 
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DESERT ARCHITECTURE. Desert architecture may be 
characterized as "architecture of the extremes," being basically 

__similar to "regular" architecture but differentiated from it by its 
ûbligatíon to address needs and problems of an extreme character 
The problem of thenmal comfort in buildings is perceived as one of 
the more characteristic and difficult problems that desert 
architecture must address, even though this is not the only problem 
nor necessarily the most difficult one. A typical way of addressing Ihe 
themial comfort issue in buildings is by intensive use of expendable 
energies, but this, of course, is not an ideal approach: it leads to 
waste of energy, it is expensive, and not everyone is comfortable 
with the thermal conditions it creates (air-conditíoning). 
BUILDING ENVELOPE. The concept guiding building design in 
this climate is the creation of an envelope, sealed as far as possible 
against the passage of energy In this envelope should be openings, 
allowing desirable (but controlled, both in time and in quantity) 
passage of natural energy from the building outwards and vice 
versa. The building should be massive with a relatively high thermal 
capacity. Sealing the envelope against uncontrolled passage of 
energy should reduce to a minimum the possible overheating of the 
house in tiie summer and its cooling in the winter In order to 

"manage" the energy economy of the house, no energy should be 
allowed to pass through the walls, as far as is technically and 
economically possible. Desirable transfer of energy, allowing for 
heating the house by sôlar energy in the winter and cooling it in the 
summer by nighttime ventilation, should be done only through and 
bvtheopeninqs. 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Building Envelope 

fig.139 
Various cooling strategies 
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OPENINGS. The openings can either supply a significant 
proportion (sometimes almost all) of the heating required in the 
winter, or they may be a "hole" in the sealed envelope through 
which there is an uncontrolled passage of energy. In the summer 
,the openings can be, on one hand,-well protected, allowing for very 
'jittle increase in the internal heat level, or they can be a source of 
significant and harmful heating; it all depends on their design, 
placement, and quality of performance in the building. 
The design of the windows should maximize solar gain in the winter 
and minimize such gain in the summer Window design also should 
minimize the penetration of hot air into the building during the hot 
hours of the summer and of cold air during the winter, while allowing 
massive ventilation on cool summer nights. The building's 
signifícant thermal capacity should contribute to stabilizing the large 
daily temperature fíuctuations typical of the desert, and also should 
increase the building's thermal lag time. From the aspect of solar 
radiation, the most important factor is the orientation of the 
windows. Special overhangs and permanentshading elements over 
glazed openings are of very limited benefit under these conditions. 
The solutíon is exterior blinds or other movable shading 
mechanisms that can absolutely, or almost absolutely, prevent solar 

solar radiation from hitting the windows. Since the radiatíon heating 
the stmcture during the summer is diffused and directionless, 
shutters are required in all window orieritations. Section of house 
showing climatic response in summer (left) and winter (right). 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Openings 

fig,140 
Building response in summer 

(top) and winter (bottom). 
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COURTYARD. Summer days are very hot and that it is difficult to 
protect oneself from the heat during these hours. Observations 
indicate that because of the large amplitude of daily temperatures in 
this season, good themial conditions actually exist outdoors during 
•inost of the-day.. The courtyard's orientation is to be to the north so 
that it will cátch the comfortable summer breezes. Facing north, the 
courtyard can also be almost totally shaded from the sun; part of it -
by a second fíoor volume, which manages when the sun is at its 
highest, to keep most of the courtyard shaded during most of the 
day The shading of the courtyard reduces significantly the effective 
temperature in it by neutralizing the element of radiation and also by 
maintaining the external wall surfaces sun-ounding the courtyard at 
a relatively low temperature. The result is a courtyard, very useful 
during most of the year, where a large portion of the inhabitant's 
activities can take place. If the courtyard were to face south, most of 
the positive features of the northem courtyard would be lost. It is 
important to differentiate between a southem exposure of glazed 
openings and the location of attached external spaces, whose 
recommended location is on the north side of the building. The idea 
of the courtyard can be taken to the holistic edifice of the complex 
where the overall edifice of the building is based on courtyard 

shading techniques combined with multiple level articulations. This 
south-facing view shows how the nan-owness of the pathways and 
the use of vines trellised overhead both provide shade for 
pedestrians on summer days. 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Courtyard 

fig.141 
A typical courtyard in desert 

conditions 
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EARTH-SHELTERED DESIGN. Earth-sheltered design employs 
the earth as a major component of a building's thermal control 
system. Using the earth as a component of the energy system, or 
"earth-tempering/ can be accomplished through three primary 
;mettiods: direct,- indirect, and isolated. In the direct system, the 
'building envelope is in contact with the earth, and conduction 
through tiie building elements (primarily walls and floor) regulates 
the interior temperature. In the indirect system, the building interior 
is conditioned by air brought through the earth, such as in earth 
tubes. 
CROSS VENTILATION. In a penetrational design, cross ventilation 
can be achieved by the use of operable windows located on 
opposite sides of the space. The use of operable clerestory will 
facilitate cross ventilation in penetrational and elevational designs. 
In both cases air can be forced by mechanical means (flg.135). 

ELEVATIONAL PLAN. When openings are restricted to one side of 
the stmcture, the interior spaces on the opposite side may seem 
dark. Therefore, the use of skylight brings light into the deep interior 
spaces. Openings in interior walls will allow indirect sunlight to 
penetrate interior spaces (fig.136). fig.142 

CONTEXT 

Contextual íssues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design. 

fig.142 
Cross ventilation concepts 
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fíg.143 

ATRIUM DESIGN. 7he height and width of the atrium dictates sun 
and shadow pattems inside the atrium. A tall thin atrium produces 
more shadow and less sunlight. A shorter, wider atrium design 
allows more direct sunlight to enter the atrium and reduces the 
âmount of shadow. Ventílation of an atrium design may be enhanced 
through the use of operable window in the courtyard walls (fig.137). 

CLERESTORY CONCEPT FOR NORTH LIGHT A north 
clerestory can provide a direct view of the sky and surroundings. 
Use of an interior light shelf with a north derestory will reflect the 
sunlight onto the ceiling and walls. A clerestory atrium adds a spatial 
element to the interior as well as an outside view (flg.138). 
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Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design. 

fig.143 
Elevational plan concepts 
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fig.145 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design. 

fig.144 
Atrium Design concepts 

fig.145 
North light concepts 
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•ríig.146 ~ 

CONTEXT 

Schematic Studies 

fig.146 
Access and Public/Private site 

conditions 

fíg.147 
Views from and to the site 
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CONTEXT 

Schematic Studies 

fig.148 
Entry and pari<ing conditions 

Scheme 1 

fíg.149 
Entry and parking conditions 

Scheme 1 
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CONTEXT 

Schematic Studies 

fig.150 
Entry and parking conditions 

Scheme 3 
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ELECTRONIC tåEDlA LABS SUBSYSTEM 

scheme 1 

fig.151 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

fig.151 
Scheme 1 Floor Plan 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

scheme 1 fig.152 

fig.152 
Scheme 1 Section 

fíg. 153 
Scheme 1 Axonometric view 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES. 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

computer labs 

plotroQi 

eai . .ieo ean 
conference 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM scheme 2 fig.154 

fig.154 
Sheme 2 Floor Plan level 1 

(bottom) and level 2 (top) 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Eíectronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

fíg.155 
Scheme 2 Section 

fig.155 fig.156 fig.156 
Scheme 2 Axonometric View 
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ELECTRONIC UEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEU 

computer labs 
plotroom 
video edit 
conference 

scheme 3 
flg.157 

PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

scheme 3 fig.159 
fig.157 

Scheme 3 Floor Plan 

fig.158 

fig.158 
Scheme 3 Section 

fig.159 
Scheme 3 Axonometric view 
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OVERVIEW. The exploration phase of this project involves a series 
of studies of various aspects of the context and purpose of the 
design problem., Existing conditions and specifíc requirements are 
abstracted in order to provide a framework for the deflnition of a 
shape grammar that could delimit the design possibilities of this 
project. 

CONTEXT Natural and artiflcial elements, found in the Marfa 
context, are extracted and analyzed in order to identify some of the 
particularities of the sun'ounding environment. Artifacts found in 
both the Chinati Foundation's art collection and settings and the 
uriaan context of Marfa are interpreted in terms of three main 
concepts: Density (fig.160), Specific Object (fíg.161), and Boundary 
(fig.162). 

The next study brings those ideas to the pronounced horizon line of 
the Marfa landscape and the project site (fig.163). The sky-earth 
relationship is interpreted in various special confígurations with 
respect to the surreal quality of the environment (fíg.164). Various 
relationships between object and environment are defined with 
respect to the bi-woríd landscape (fig.165). 

Main elements of the existing site and context - built and natural 
devices - grids, axes, solids and voids (fig.166 and flg.167). 

Next, three studies that utilized the fonner explorations intefpreted 
other possibilitíes through the use of solids, planes, lines, and 
points. Fig.172 represents the study of the two main grids 
overiapping so that the solids deflning the void are subtracted from 
one another to reveal the space remaining. Similar studies are 
conducted with the use of solids, planes, and lines (fig.173) and 
planes, lines, and points (fig.174). 



flg.160 

PROCESS 

Context 

Density 

fig.160 
Densify context study explores 

the general distribution of 
objects with respect to their 

environment. 
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fíg.161 

PROCESS 

Context 

Specific Object 

fig.161 
Speciflc Object context study 

identifíes the strategic 
placement of some particular 

objects within the environment. 
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fíg.162 

PROCESS 

Context 

Boundary 

fig.162 
Boundary context study finds 

various ways in which the 
environment is framed, 

encompassed, projected, and 
reflected through the boundary 

of an object. 
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flg.163 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site 

fig.163 
Project site 
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flg.164 

PROCESS 

Context 

Sky-Earth 

fig.164 
Spatial studies of sky-earth 

relationship. 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Object-Landscape 

fíg.165 

fig.165 
Spatial studies of object-

landscape relationship. 
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flg.166 

PROCESS 

Context 

Context Analysis 

fig.166 
Context analysis diagram 1. 
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fig.167 I 

PROCESS 

Context 

Context Analysis 

fig.167 
Context analysis diagram 2. 
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fig.168 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.168 
Grids and axis extended 

to the site. 
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fig.169 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.169 
Possible configuratíons 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.170 
Possible configurations 
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fig.171 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fíg.171 
Possible configurations 
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fig.172 

PROCESS 

r 

; Context 

; Site Mapping 

fig.172 
Solid definitions of 

residual space. 
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flg.173 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.173 
Solids, planes. 

and lines studies 
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fig.174 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.174 
Planes, lines, 

and points studies. 
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flg.175 

Another aspect of the context studies involves a climatic analysis, 
with a focus on solar radiation. The day of summer solstice (June 
20th) was selectpd as the day with the mojst solar radiation and the. 
hottest time of th'e year A simulation of light hitting a vertical plane ', 
at the speciflc sun angle for different times of that day was 
conducted in order to detennine the configuration of a horizontal 
plane necessary to shade the vertical one (fig.175). Additional 
vertical plane was introduced where necessary in order to define a 
better solar shading conflguration. The information was abstracted 
into vertical and horizontal planes intersecting/touching in a 
particular spatíal relationship (fig.176 and fig.177). 

PROCESS 

r 

Context 

Climate Studies 

fig.175 
Solar angle simulation. 
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fig.176 
Solar angle study configurations 

in an orthogonal 
(north-south grid). 
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M1 

M2 

M3 

M4 

transparent 
largesl tieat aná \ ght transmitiance, moderate refiectivity 

thickness 2 

transtucent 
shading and ventilation of surfaces 

thlckness 5 

^ opaque - metal clac 
hígh reflecbvity, shori 
tíiickness -1 

opaque - agregate 
longesttimelag.high 
Ihickness • 2.5 

ding 
tjinelag 

Summer Solstice - June 21 
altltude: 83.12 
azimutli: 0 

Long: 104.03472W 
Lat: 30.32145N 
High:4750ft 
Zone:GMT-6:00 

transparent 
1/4-3/8 incli body tinted glass * 
frame 
absorptance - 6-65% 
reflectance -10-30% 
emittance-10-46% 
net gain -10-30% 
time lag - 0-1 tiour 
overall thickness - 2- 4 inch 

translucent 

metal 

ground reflectancs: 
concrete surface - 30-50% 
grass - 20-30% 
sandysoil-15-40% 
drygr3ss-32% 
green leaves - 25-32% 
water-3-1 % 

ground emittance: 
sollheatcapacity-18BTU/ftT 
timelag-13hcurs 
concrete 
healcapadly-30BTU/ffF 
time lag • 7.5 hours 

opaque - metal daddlng 
1/8' alumlnum claddlng + 
cavlty 'I' Insulatlon 
absorptance-15% 
refleclance - 85% 
emittance - 8% 
netgain-13.8 
time lag - 1 hour 
overall thicl(ness - 6-9 inctí 
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fig.178 

fig.178 
Four Enclosure Systems 
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fig.179 
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fig,179 
Enclosure System Variations 

Based on Orientation 
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Solar Contiol Glass 

Solar control glasses save money try reducing Ihe amount of energy used by healing and air 
condilioning syslems and boost comfort levels inside the buMing by controlling ind^or 
temperatures and light levels. / 

Solar conlrol performance, as expressed by Ihe glass' solar íactor, will vaty according to the 
quantity of heat absorbed by the glass and tlie quantity of rellected heat 
Glaverbel ptoduct range; 

coloured Raniíw/bcidy-tjnted glasses; 

Stopso/and Sune/gypyroli ic hanj-coated glasses; 
Síppray and So/arfw/vacuumcoatedglasses, 

Artlíie silkscreen.printed glasses 
Vacuum coated glass - The solar-control function is achieved by applying a coating oí melal alloys 
to Ihe surface of the glass. 
Light transmission, medíum to low. 
Ideal glasses for buiWings pemianently exposed to intense natural light. 

Solarbel Green SSV06 6mm - Planibel clear 1/4 inch 
light Transmission - 6% Light Refleclion - 30% 

Energy ReHection - 1 7 % Energy Absorplkm - 80% 

SolarFactor-11% 

In a double-glazed unit a combination of Heat Absorbenl and Clear glass increase the resistance 
to heat flow (R-value) to .29 as opposed lo average .11. Silkscreen - prinled glass reduces the 
iighl transmission by another 10% and also provides a semi-transparenl surface where desired. 

Aluminum Frame 

PROCESS 

Materials 

Glimate Control 

fig.180 

fig.180 
Glazing System 
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Wire Mesh Cloth 

Woven wire-cfôth is slrelched with spnngs providing a consistent translucent layer on a 

screen's surface. The material has the ability to cover 60-90% of openings rellecling a 
considerable amounl ofsolar radiation, The openir . 'Jlowfor conlrolled venlilation of 
Ihe entire screen. II is usually installed 2-4 inches avrây from the glass surface cooling 
of the metal mesh and providing low transmiltance 'pf heat to the other síde of the 

screen. 
Slainless steel. aluminum, galvanized steel or coated;wire mesh provides oulslanding 
corrosion and weather resistance. 
StrandsWidth:,004" 
ApertuieSize OII-xOOS' 
NominalOpenArea;21% 
Resin; SS 

Solar Control Glass 

Body tinted - Made using the 'float' process the sides of the glass are perfectly flat and 
parallel, Bask: solar control Base glass to which coalings are applied, Application- single 
glazing - insulating glazing - laminated glass - loughened glass - enamelled glass, 

Glaverbel - Planibel green 6mm - Planibel clear 1/4inch 
Light Transmission - 65% Light Reflection - 1 1 % 
Energy Reflection - 7% Energy Absorption - 55% 
SolarFactor-46% 

Aluminum Frame 

PROCESS 

Materíals 

Climate Control 

fig.181 

fig.181 
Metal Mesh Screen 
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fig.182 
Metal Panel/Double-Pane 

Glazing/Metal Mesh Screen 
Enclosure System 
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fig.183 
Corrugated Metal Panels with 

Window Openings 
Enclosure System 
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fig.184 
Frameless Glazlng with 

Adjustable Louvre System 
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FACILITY. Required spaces, identified in the program, are grouped 
according to potenfial use and characterized in the range of introvert 
(fuliy enclosed. opaque, private, detached) vs. extrovert (open, 
transparent, public, connected) space (fig.186 and fig.187). Next, 
based on size and proportion, spaces are classified in terms of three 
proportional types: Type A- 4:2:1, Type B - 3:2:1, and Type C - 2:1: 
1 (fig.188). This overall matrix (fig.185) is later used to assign 
potential use the shape grammar designs based on the proportional 
type of space that they define. 

A shape grammar (SG) in the planar Algebra U23 is defined. The 
shape vocabulary (SV) and initial shape (I) of the grammar consist 
of a plane (a) with proportions a:b = 2:1. Spatial relationships 
(t1(a)+t2(a)) are defined, allowing for the shapes to touch and 
intersect in a way that provides the proportional relationships 
defined eariier Addition rules of the type "left-hand side right-hand 
side" "A B" and a labeling system (•) are established, such that 
A=[t(a),(.)I and B={(t1(a)+[t2(a), (•)]} (fg.189). 

A series of designs (D) in the language (L) are derived using the 
following interpretative mechanism: 

If[t(a),(-)]SDÍ, 
Then Di+1 := Di - [t(a),(")] + {(t1(a)+[t2(a), (•)]}. 

Generated designs are classified in the three proportional types 
according to the proportions of the space delimited by the particular 
design (fig.190). 

Designs in the language (L), whose spaces coTespond to particular 
proportional types and potential uses, are selected and scaled to 
appropriate size to accommodate a designated function. Next, in 
anotherseries of studies (fig.191 -196), some designs are inserted 
in the site in an orientation that optimizes the theniial and solar 
response of a designs' spatial composition. 
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fig.185 
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Facility 

fig.185 
Space Analysis Matrix 
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fig.186 
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fig.188 
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Space Classification Based on 
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fig.189 
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Designs in the Language 
grouped according to the 

proportions of the space defíned 
by the design. 
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Shape Grammar Designs -
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fig.192 
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Shape Grammar Designs -

Ground Plane Study 
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fig.193 
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A GENERATIVE DEFINITION ofa Language of Designs for a 
Particular Locale. 

A Ixale is identified in an architectural program by a set of purpose 
and coni^xt requirements. 

The purpose, also l<nown as facility - here, a School for Art, 
Technology, and Design-provides the requirements of number of 
spaces, their sizes and the various relationships among them. 
CULTura Atelier School of/\rt, Technology and Design will house 
the wori( of cultural production, constantly ft'aming, filtering, and 
curating emerging art forms. The project incorporates a fusion of 
design education, art producfion, research, and museum facilities 
for 150 students, 30 instructors/artists-in-residence/ curators, 
and 10 permanent staff members in a two year post 
professional education/research/ art production program. 

The context - here situated in the semi-desert landscape of 
ivlarfa, Texas - provides the requirements pertaining to the 
physical environment, the climate, and the culture. 

Both the context and the purpose are abstracted at various leveis 
and scales in order to suggest potential shapes and spatial relations 
to be considered for the definition of the shape grammar and thus 
the definition of the language of designs for this particular locale. 

Further, the selected designs are materialized, incorporating various 
structural and enclosure systems towards the articulation of 
architectural space. 



P^'^^^^^ DESIGN RESPONSE 

Space Classification. 

Purpose 
Space requirements identified in the architectural program are 
classified according to: 

1. space use and relationships that define the main characteristics 
of a space introvert (private, enclosed, opaque, detached) vs. 
extrovert (public, open, transparent, integrated) and 

2. space size and proportion. Three types of proportional systems 
are defined: Type A - 4:2:1, Type B - 3:2:1, and Type C - 2:1:1 (fig. 
160). 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Space Classification 

fig.197 
Space Classification based 

on Space Size and Proportions 
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Shape Grammar Based on Purpose Requirements (SGJ DESIGN RESPONSE 

A shape grammar (SG,) in the planar Algebra U23 is defined. The 
shape vocabulary (SV) consists of a plane (a) with proportions a: b PuTpOSe 
= 2:1. The spatíal relationships (SR)=(t,(a) + t̂ ^a)) are defined in a 
way that allows for the shapes to touch and intersect in a way that 
provides the proportional relationships in fig.150. S h a p e G r a m m a r 

The shape grammar consists of: 
1 an initial shape l(a,^), where (a) is a shape from the shape 

vocabulary and (•) is a label breaking the symmetry of the plane; 
2. and a set of shape ailes of the form A->B where A and B are 

shapes in the vocabulary. 

Addition mles in the fonn "left-hand side" -> "right-hand side" <=> 
"A->B" are specified (fig.151). 

Designs in the Language (fig. 152) are classified according to the 
proportion of the space delimited by a design in reference to fig.150. 
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Shape Rules and 
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fig.199 
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fig.199 
Shape Rules and 

Designs in the Language cont. 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fig.200 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportions of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type A 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fig.201 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportions of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type B 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fig.202 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportions of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type C 
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CONTEXT 

Context Analysis. Main elements of the existing context (streets, 
éxisting stmctures, natural elements, etc) are abstracted and 
interpreted as organizing and scaling devices (grids, axes, solids 
and voids). Main axis and grids within the town and its sun-oundings 
are identified (fig. 153). The project's site, located on the northwest 
side of town, is interpreted in terms of volumes, planes, iines, and 
points in order to suggest some possible organizations and 
relafionships (fig. 154). 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context 

Shape Grammar Based on Context Requirements (SGJ. 
A series of studies that simulate the sun angles, at various times of 
the year and the day for that particular location, in relationship to a 
vertical plane were conducted. June 21, the summer solstice, was 
selected to select a set of spatial relations between planar shapes 
that provide shading to the vertical plane. 
Once a design in the language of SG, is inserted into the context 
and given a particular orientation, every plane from this design that 
faces west can be selected as an initial shape of shape grammar 
SGj defined as follows in fig.155. 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context 

fig.203 
Contexf Studies 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context 

flg.204 
Context Studies 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context 

Shape Grammar 

fig.205 
Shape Rules that define 

a horizontal shading plane 
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rig.206 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context-Purpose 
Synthesis 

fig.206 
Synthesis of Purpose and 

Context - Site Design -
Top View 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context-Purpose 
Synthesis 

fig.207 
Synthesis of Purpose 

and Context - Site Design -
Sections through site 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context-Purpose 
Synthesis 

fig.208 
Synthesis of Purpose 

and Context - Site Design -
Views of site 
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MATERIAUZATION 

Enclosure 

Four systems of enclosure are developed (fig,158) to denote the 
materialization of the planes constituting the designs inserted in the 
site. These systems are specified as follows: 

M1 - transparent, thinnest (glass); 
M2 - translucent, perforated (shading/ventilation devices); 
M3 - opaque, thin (metal cladding; 
M4 - opaque, thicl< (load bearing aggregate or masonry, stone 

cladding). 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Materialization 

opaque - agregale or masonry 

longesl linie lag. higliest tieal capacity 

Ihiclsness - 2.6 

opaque - metal cladding 

high reflectivi^y, short time lag 

thickness - 1 

fig.209 

Various instances and combinations of the four enclosure systems 
are specified according to a plane's geographic orientation (fig. 
159). 

A series of transformations of planes or parts of the planes 
(pivoting) are explored, which allow for natural ventilation and 
lighting (fig. 160). 

fig.209 
Four Enclosure Systems 
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fig.210 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Materíalization 

fig.210 
Enclosure Systems 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Materíalization 

fig.211 
Enclosure Systems Variations 

and Openings 
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PLACE DESIGN RESPONSE 

fig.212 

Design Articulation 
The Architecture/Painting/Misc. Studios are selected and 
materialized in terms of the four enclosure types (fig. 161). 
Other designs in the language are materialized as various building 
elements: stairs, benches, shading louvres, etc. 

Place 

fíg.212 
Shape Grammar Design 

Materialization 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fig.213 
Design Top View 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fig.214 

fig.214 
Design South(top) and North 

Elevations 
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fig.215 
Design Sections 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fig.216 
Design Sections 
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Place 

fig.217 
South Facade Wall Articulation 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fíg.218 

fig.218 
North Facade Articulation 

and Wall Materialization 
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fig.219 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fig.219 
Space Definition 
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CONCLUSION. The main goal of this study was the search for a 
process of a generative definition of a language of designs for a 
particular locale. The particularities of such a local encompass the 
specific conditions and requirements related to the purpose of an 
architectural design, also known as facility and its use, and the 
context, both physical and intangible, in which it is placed. 
Shape grammars are algorithms that allow the generafion of 
designs directly through computations with shapes, rather than 
indirectly, through computations with symbols. These graphic 
algorithms can be used to analyze and extract underiying spatial 
organization (ianguage of designs) in existing architecture or 
directly, as a generative tool, towards the derivation of designs 
belonging to a particular language of designs. 
During the design process, shape grammar concepts were used in 
the foliowing ways: 

1. Purpose and context requirements were analyzed and 
abstracted. Spaces were categorized according to size, proportion, 
and use. A shape grammar vocabulary and a number of spatial 
relationships were defined following the three proportional types 
categorized, where any two instances of the shape vocabulary are 
limited to any ratio within that proportional system. Designs in the 

language are generated and further interpreted within the three 
types according to the proportions of the space they envelope. 
Climatic context requirements were studied and a second shape 
grammar that specifíes various strategies of controlling western sun 
exposure was defined. Once a vertical plane in a design is assigned 
a west facing geographical orientation, a series of shading 
strategies provided by the context shape grammar can be applied in 
order to achieve optimal orientation of the planes. Other aspects of 
the physical context were abstracted into grids, axes, and nodes in 
order to provide the basis for an underiying organization to the 
project site. 
2. A synthesis of purpose and context requirements was provided 
when designs in the language were reinterpreted in terms of the 
initial purpose categorizations (size, proportion, use, etc) and were 
disposed on the project site following the underiying organizational 
elements as well as the climatic strategies of the context analysis. 
3. Further, a vocabulary for potential materialization of the planes, 
infonned by the climatic particularities of the region was developed. 
Four types of enclosure systems that can be assigned to any of the 
planes of a design were specified. This allows for a shape grammar 
design to be materialized into a building mass. 

/-',--
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4. Once a design in the language is selected 
and materialized, it is further articulated in terms 
of various architectural elements (walls, stairs, 
seating, etc) bringing into consideration the 
human scale and human perception. 
The abstraction of the context and purpose 

requirements invests shapes and their spatial 
relationship in a grammar with the specific 
conditions of a locale and thus allow for designs 
generated by the grammar to become pregnant 
with these conditions. Thus, it is the generated 
designs that help delimit, in the infinite design 
universe, a language of design for a particular 
locale by allowing for a potential design solution 
to be discovered. Furthennore, generated 
designs in the language reveal a rich space of 
possibilities where the materialization of a 
design can occuron various scales and degrees 
in the definition of architectural space and the 
realization of a place. 

PRESENTATION 
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INTRODUCTION. The last few decades marked the cultural and 
social revolution brought by telecommunications and information 
technology. After a few years of ardent skepticism and critique we 
can certainly say that the virtual worid of man's new best friend - the 
computer - is here to stay. The eager humming that resulted in the 
scientifíc. social, and artistic fields have gone a long way in 
becoming a progressive. experimental, multidisciplinary effort. 
Today the future looks even more exciting as new processes and 
techniques are helping us understand the complex world around us. 
In the case of architecture, it has always been both the cause and 
the consequence of social transformation. always inherently tied to 
technological advancement. 
Architecture fínds itself in a position of reconsidering its entire 
agenda as the entire human civilization adapts in the conditions of 
the Information Age. Metropolitan populations, once locally bound, 
become nomadic and transitory as different social bodies (families, 
firms. communities, etc.) vanish or change their structure. The 
dynamic movements. accumulations and diffusions of international 
capital change the sources of power and the related expectations 
and iconography. 
A different concept of architecture needs to be identified -

architecture free from occupying space by its enclosure, but rather 
constructing situations that become movable and transformable to 
reflect and accommodate tendencies in society that put altogether 
form this multilayer dynamic complex system of modernity. 
A different way of thinking, projecting and executing architecture is 
conditioned by the stimulating investigation of complexity, which has 
freed architecture from its disciplinary concerns and brought it into 
contact with other spheres of contemporary knowledge, ranging 
from philosophy to genetics. 
The more powerful and sophisticated computers and software 
become, the greater the possibility of processing dynamic systems 
data. Traditional constants are replaced by variables that could 
reconfigure the whole system - processes that simulate the 
development of evolutionary structures that are able to grow, 
organize, modify or transform themselves on the basis of algorithms. 
A lot of these models have been inspired by mathematical 
equations, geometric applications, and topological, biological, or 
genetic systems. These concerns are evident in the work of a whole 
generation of architects such as Greg Lynn, Marcos Novak, Preston 
Scott Cohen, Reiser and Umemoto. and design groups such as 
dECOI, NOX, Foreign Office Architects, Ocean, and others. 



THESIS STATEMENT Architecture is a complex system where 
space and form can be generated and articulated through the 
use of shape grammars. 
SCOPE CULTura Atelier School of Art, Technology, and Design 
will house the work of cultural production, constantly framing, 
filtering, and curating emerging art forms. The project incorporates 
a fusion of design education, art production. research. and museum 
facilities for 150 students, 50 instructors/artists-in-residence/ 
curators. and 20 permanent staff members in a two year post -
professional education/research/ art production program as a part of 
a non-profit organization sponsoring emerging arts and media 
technologies. 
THEORETICAL FOCUS. The theoretical agenda of this project 
has two main implications: 1) architecture as a complex system -
the study of complex systems when detemiining the abstract 
relationships and connections within the architectural problem and 
2) 3-.^ce pramr'5':. - the use of spatial algorithms (shape 
grammars) towards a better understanding of the architectural 
problem. The conceptualization of these conditions aims at a better 
understanding of the complexity of architecture through the use of 
shape grammars. 

CONTEXT The project site is located in Marfa, Texas - a small 
ranching community of about 2300 residents, sitting on a high desert 
plateau, surrounded by mountains, about 150 miles east of El Paso, 
southwest Texas. The subject of context is highly important to this 
study for two main reasons: 1) to demonstrate that the use of 
computational design techniques draws on context as one of the 
main constructive forces in the generation of designs and 2) to 
investigate the explicit defínition of in a complex 
system of relationships of both tangible and intangible elements. 

FACILITY The design of the CULTura Atelier is based on a 
dynamic complex system of both traditional and high tech art/media 
workshops that blur the boundary between production and 
exhibition, visitor and visited, observer and observed. The emerging 
interaction of art and science into the design field renders the notion 
of a facility as an impermanent assembly of parts. The building 
becomes an interface between the viewer/society and the 
artist/architect, a spacio-technological journey with a collective 
consciousness. Thus, the third implication of this project explores 
the use of shape grammars as generators of languages of designs 
that articulate the architectural problem. 
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'An algorithm, speaking loosely is a set of rules, a recipe, a 
prescription foraction, a guide a linked and controlled injunction, an 
adjuration, a code, an effort made to throw a compiex verbal shawl 
over life's chattering chaos." 

David Bertinski 
The Advent of the Algorithm; The Idea That Rules Ihe World 

New York; Harcourt Brace, 2000. 

THEORETICAL FOCUS. Exploring the possibilities of shape 
grammars as an area of computational design and the study of 
complex systems as a multidisciplinary discourse. this project 
envisions the integration of art and science into an architecture/ 
design/media fíeld. The conceptualization of this condition aims at a 
better understanding of the impact and future implications of 
contemporary technology on the construct of society. 

The theoretical agenda of this project has two main implications: 
1) the use of shape grammars as design methodology to generate 
languages of designs exploring the possibilities of the projects and 
2) the study of complex systems and their application when 
determining the abstract diagram of relationships and connections 
within the architectural problem. 



COMPLEX SYSTEMS. The study of complex systems in a unifíed 
framework has become recognized in recent years as a new 
scientifíc discipline, the ultimate of interdisciplinary fíelds. It is 
strongly rooted in the advances that have been made in diverse 
fieids ranging from physics to anthropology, fi'om which it draws 
inspiration and to which it is relevant. Many of the systems that 
surround us are complex. The goal of understanding their properties 
motivates much if not all of scientific inquiry. Despite the great 
complexity and variety of systems, universal laws and phenomena 
are essential to our inquiry and to our understanding. Complex 
systems concepts provide a new unity of approach to many 
different problems. These concepts originate from efforts to 
understand physical, biological and social systems. Examples of 
applications can be found in all fíelds and professions including 
science, medicine, engineering, management and education. 
WHAT IS THE STUDY OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS? Complex 
Systems is a new field of science studying how parts of a system 
give rise to the collective behaviors of the system, and how the 
system interacts with its environment. Social systems formed (in 
part) out of people. the brain formed out of neurons, molecules 
fornied out of atoms, the weather formed out of air flows, cities 

formed out of buildings and infrastructure are all examples of 
complex systems. The fíeld of complex systems cuts across all 
traditional disciplines of science. It focuses on certain questions 
about parts, wholes and relationships. These questions are relevant 
to all traditional fields including architecture. 
WHY COMPLFX sySTEMS'' The study of complex systems is 
about understanding indirect effects. Problems that are difficult to 
solve are often hard to understand because the causes and effects 
are not obviously related. Pushing on a complex system "here" often 
has effects "over there" because the parts are interdependent. This 
has become more and more apparent in our efforts to solve societal 
problems or avoid ecological disasters caused by our own actions. 
The fíeld of complex systems provides a number of sophisticated 
tools, some of them concepts that help us think about these 
systems, some of them analytical for studying these systems in 
greater depth, and some of them computer based for describing, 
modeling or simulating these systems. 
EXAÍÍJIFLEO Examples of Complex Systems; governments, 
families, the human body—physiological perspective, a person-
psychosocial perspective. the brain. the ecosystem of the world, 
subworid ecosystems (desert, rain forest, ocean), weather a 
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corporation, a computer. etc. Examples of Simple Systems: An 
oscillator, a pendulum, a spinning wheel, an ort)iting planet, etc 
CENTRAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS After 
beginning to describe complex systems, a second step is to identify 
commonalities - a list of some of the characteristics of complex 
systems and some measure or attribute that can provide a method 
of classifícation or description: 1) Elements (and their number), 2) 
Interactions (and their strength), 3) Formation/Operation (and their 
time scales). 4) DiversityA/ariability 5) Environment (and its 
demands), 6) Activity(ies) (and its[their] objective[s]). " 

A similar description can be drawn for different complex systems 
within the architectural filed. 
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A dictionary definition of the word "complex" is: "consisting of 
interconnected or intera/oven parts." The following is a list of the 
most typical properties of complex sistems. Some of these 
properties are shared by many non-biological systems as well. 
1) Complex systems contain many constituents interacting 
nonlinearíy. 
2) The constituents of a complex system are interdependent. 
3) A complex system possesses a structure spanning several 
scales. 
4) A complex system is capable of emerging behavior.̂  
LINEAR vS ' ._ ' .-; The concept of linear relationship 
suggests that two quantities are proportional to each other: doubling 
one causes the other to double as well. What is important in 
considering nonlinear relationships is that a wider range of possible 
dependencies is allowed. 
RELATIONSHIP. When parts of a system are related to each other 
we talk about them as a network, when a system is related to parts 
of a larger system we talk about its ecosystem. A network is a 
description of the connections that allow interactions and influences 
between parts of a complex system. It is also used to refer to the 
parts along with the connections, i.e. the system as a whole, when 

considering the effects of these connections. In the general usage 
one can contrast "ecosystem" to the term 'system" which focuses 
on the collective behaviors. The term ecosystem is typically used to 
describe the internal dependencies of the larger system especially 
as they pertain to a particular part. 
EMERGENCE Emergence happens when you switch the focus of 
attention from one scale to the coarser scale above it. A certain 
behavior observed at a certain scale. is said to be emergent if it 
cannot be understood when you study, separately and one by one, 
every constituent of this scale, each of which may also be a complex 
system made up of finer scales. Emergence is... 
1) ...what parts of a system do together that they would not do by 
themselves: collective behavior - how collective properties arise 
from the properties of parts. 
2) ...what a system does by virtue of its relationship to its 
environment that it would not do by itself: e.g. its function - all the 
properties that we assign to a system that are really properties of 
the relationship between a system and its environment. 
3) ...the act or process of becoming an emergent system. 
The second aspect of emergence (2) is related to the first aspect (1) 
because the system can be viewed along with parts of its 
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environment as together forming a larger system. The collective 
behaviors due to the relationships of the larger system's parts reflect 
the relationships of the original system and its environment. 
The idea of emergence is often contrasted with a reductionist 
perspective. The reductionist perspective thinks about parts in 
isolation. It is the often vilifíed "anli-complex systems" view of the 
world. Reductionism is an approach to building descriptions of 
systems out of the descriptions of the subsystems that a system is 
composed of, and ignoring the relationships between them. 
ART AND COMPLEX SYSTEMS. The artistic gesture of working 
with algorithms is one of the main directions of study of complexity 
outside of the scientific fíeld. It could be seen as related to other 
1960s and 1970s art trends in the same era, for example, serialists, 
minimalists, and conceptualists, In the larger culture, interest was 
growing in "system thinking" - trying to unravel the interrelationship 
of what previously was considered separate functions. 
Understanding underiying structures, processes. and interrelations 
were important part of this approach. These ides captured the 
imagination of many artists over the last two decades. Their 
explorations have been one of the major influences in the scientific 
fíeld due to theirs willingness and ability to explore aspects of 

algorithms that generally extend beyond the scientifíc approach. 
Intemational Society for the 

Computational Modeling of Creative Processes focused on 
research and artistic activity in the realm of algorithmic creativity. 
Their mission provides a good summary of the range of research 
and artistic activities concerned with these issues. "Considering 
recent developments in generative grammars, genetic algorithms, 
and other research in computer and cognitive science, this society 
was fomied to promote the development of fonnal representations 
for creative processes..." ^ The editorial board of the joumal 
indudes linguists, literary theorists, music theorists and composers, 
computer theorists and researchers of artificial intelligence, artists, 
architects, and art critics. The special interests of the society focus 
on fonnal design theory, generative grammars, shape grammars. 
computational musicology, and computational aesthetics. 
Other resources and organizations exploring the convergence of 
various multidisciplinary fields towards the synthesis of a common 
grammar (a complex system involving the use of algorithms) 
include: MIT Media Lab, Art Technology Studies - Art Institute of 
Chicago), Conceptual Information Arts - San Francisco State 
University, and many others.'' 
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Theoretical Issue: 
Complex Systems Implications in Architectural Design 

Potential Design Response: 
Nonlinear complex systems promise to have major impact on both 
science and art in the next decades. The study of complexity will 
improve our understanding of underlying principles connecting 
society with art and science. 
When dealing with complex systems in design, for example in 
architecture, various new processes and techniques start to 
emerge. Because of the high probability values, multiples of 
variables. and nonlinear organization, the use of algorithms and 
computing is introduces to the design fíeld. 

ALGORITHMS An algorithm is a logical process of a computable 
set of steps to achieve a desired result. Originally used in 
mathematics, the term has been extended to mean any systematic 
logical sequence. Some of the aspects that are important when 
algorithms are used are: 
1. A way of wori<ing that focuses on the creation of abstract 
generative process rather than exclusively on the production of a 

particular image 
2. The ability of algorithms to create "families" of designs through the 
manipulation of parameters 
3. Cultivating a new kind of artistic understanding involving 
innovation in developing algorithms and understanding of working 
with the constraints and possibilities of complex systems. 
4. Development of new kind of aesthetics - experimental, 
algorithmic aesthetics - based on mathematical operations, among 
which: symmetrization, transfonmations, mathematical functions, 
permutations, interpolation and extrapolation. matrix calculus, 
random numbers and etc. This new aesthetics anticipates and 
captures the possible in its moment of emergence seeking the 
expression of symmetry (and nonsymmetry) and structure within the 
complex universe we find ourselves in. 
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WHATARE SHAPE GRAMMARS? Shape grammars are one of 
the eariiest algorithmic systems for creating and understanding 
designs directiy through computations with shapes, rather than 
indirectly tiirough computations with text orsymbols. 
A shape grammar is a set of shape rules that apply in a step-by-
step way to generate a set. or language, of designs. The 
components of shape rules are shapes: points, lines, planes, or 
volumes. Shape ailes generate designs using the shape 
operations of addition and subtraction, and spatial transformations 
familiar to designers such as shifting, min'oring, and rotating. In 
short, shape grammars are spatial, rather than textual or symbolic, 
algorithms. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHAPE GRAMMARS. Shape 
grammars treat shapes as nonatomic entities and can be freely 
decomposed and recomposed at the discretion of the designer This 
liberty allows for emergence. Emergence is the ability to recognize 
and, more importantly to operate on shapes that are not predefíned 
in a grammar but emerge, or are formed, from any parts of shapes 
generated through rule applications. Shape grammars are also 
nondeterministic. The user of a shape grammar may have many 
choices of oiles. and ways to apply them, in each step of a 

computation. As a design is computed, there may be multiple futures 
for it that respond differently to emergent properties, or to other 
conditions or goals. Shape grammars could be used in original 
composition, in the creation of new design languages or styles. They 
could be used to analyze known orexisting desigri,languages. 

-•iJ- # 

^.. 

A number of shape grammar designs are based on an abstract grid 
or parti (the Palladian grammar the Japanese tearoom grammar 
etc). Some grammars use subdivision as the basis for designs (the 
ice-ray grammar the Siza grammar all of the painting grammars-
Vantongerioo, Glarner and Diebenkorn). Other grammars use an 
additive process where designs are generated beginning with one 
part to which other parts are successively added (the Wright 
grammar the Queen Anne grammar and others).* 
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The following is a series of studies conducted over three 
consecutive years by Hendricka Buelinckx, Ph.D. - Mentor and 
Pavlina llieva - Research Fellow as a part of the Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship. Honors College, Texas Tech University. 

These investigations explore some design methodologies that could 
be invested in design in order to reveal further possibilities. 

AMBIGUITYIN DESIGN: SET VS. SHAPE GRAMMARS. 
9000-2001 
This study delineates the formal generative approach to shape 
grammars. The main interpretative mechanism is outlined and 
shape labels are introduced. 

DESIGN TRANSFORMATIONS 2001-2002 
HHMI/Honors College Research Days PosterAwards - Ist Prize 
A design generated by a shape grammar is taken through a series 
of Euclidean and parametric transformations. It is specially 
redefined in terms its planar boundaries and architectonic space is 
revealed. 

GENERATIVE SPECIFICATION OF PLANAR DESIGNS. 
9009-?n03 
This study sets out by defining the shape grammar in the planar 
algebra itself Architectonic space is defined by planes composed in 
three-dimensional space. 
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ABSTRACT Situated in the area of computational design, 
research focuses on the distinction between set and shape 
grammar Grammars are graphic algorithms that may be defíned in 
a number of different algebras. Computations in the discrete 
algebras are fomriulated in terms of set theory; those in the 
continuous algebra require more advanced technological theory. 
Although very different both set and shape grammars are 
complementary methods and have been used in a wide variety of 
application domains in design. This part of the research focuses on 
the exploring simple set and shape grammars and constructing 
computer models that generate step-by-state derivations of possible 
design specified by each grammar. 
CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH TO LANGUAGES OF DESIGN. 
A language of designs can be defines according to the following 
constructive program; 

SPATIAL 

SHAPE " ^ RELATIONS 
VOCABULARY 

~~ INITIALSHAPE -

SHAPE _ ^ 
RULES SHAPE 

GRAMMAR 
LANGUAGE 
OF DESIGNS 

design (fig.4). 

{« . Pf u"l...i} 
fig.4 
SPATIAL RELATIONS A spatial relation is specifíed whenever 
any collection of shapes is considered to form a recognizable 
arrangement. Building elements are arranged in designs according 
to these spatial relations. There are four broad categories of spatial 
relations (fig.5). 

SHAPE VOCABULARY. A vocabulary is a fínite set of shapes 
none of which are similar; it provides the basic building elements for 

fíg.5 
Spatial relations are preserved under any transfonmation; a rotation, 
a translation, a refíection. a scaling orany combination of these (fíg. 
6). 
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Shape Vocabulary: a cube 

and a half cube. 

rig.5 
Types ofspatia! relations: 

a. shapes disjoint 
b. shapes share a face 

c. shapes overíap 
d. shapes contained 
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' „^^ ., •̂  ^rmM 
fig.6 

SHAPE RULES. Shape mles are defíned in terms of spatial 
relations between shapes of the given vocabulary where a shape 
mle (A -> B) specifies transformation (L -> R) - how a shape in the 
left-hand side of the rule (L) can be replaced (transformed) with the 
shape in the right-hand side (R). Given a vocabulary of shapes {o, p 
} that are arranged to form a spatial relationship a+(3, four types of 
shape mles are possible (fig.7). 
INITIAL SHAPE {!}. In a shape grammar the construction of a 
design begins with a fixed initial shape to which shape rules are 
applied(fig.8). 
SHAPE GRAMMARS A shape Grammar consists of: an initial 
shape (I) and a set of shape rules of the form A->B where A and B 
are shapes in the vocabulary. 
A grammar can be used to derive a design in a sequence of shapes 

n -.j 
fíg.7 

A D D Í T I D N R U L E S : S U B T R A C T I D N R U L E S : 

3 
TYPE 1: a — a + p 

-^ ^ J^ 

PE z: p—• a + p 

^ ^ ^ SUBTRACTI 

1 J 
TvPE 3: a + p —- a 

:i 
J - é 'J^ 

TYPE 4: a + p — • p 

fig-8 
called a derivation. Derivation starts with an initial shape b^ =1 and 
continues with applying any of the shape rules. A shape rule A -> B 
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fig. TFour types ofshape rules. 

fig.8 Two initiai shapes: ôO - / 
a.5. = {a,0}.b.ô0 = {IS,0} 
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applies to a design 5, if ttiere is a transformation t, such that t(a) is 
a part of 5. If this condition is satisfíed, then a new design 5' may be 
produced by erasing t(a) from 6 and by drawing t(P).(fig.7) 

INITIAL B H A P E ( I ) : _J,^ :Í 
S H A P E R U L E 1 : ^ 

S H A P E R U L E 2 : 

.3-. 
Á--^^ 

FORMALLY: 

If t(a)<ô 
Then ô^^-= [5-t(A)H(B)] 

Where t: Euclidean transformations - translation, rotation, 
reflection, scaling, or any combination thereof 

^: part, subshape,subset 
-/+: shape subtraction/addition, erase/draw 

ô. 

VATIDN: ^ ^ . ^ ^ ™ i £ R | B 
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SYMMETRY. The symmetry of a shape is a transformation (such as 
a translation, a rotation, a reflection, a scaling, and any combination 
of these) that leaves the shape invariant. The connection of ail 
symmetries is ttie symmetry group of a given figure. In order to 
control the design in terms of the symmetry properties of the shapes 
occurring in the shape mles. one may label shapes. Labels restrict 
the application under which a shape mle a -> a +P can be applied 
to a particular part of a design depends on the symmetry properties 
of its left-hand side (a). 
In order to break the symmetry of the cube, a label is placed off the 
lines of symmetry. Consider one of the faces of shape a. Labels can 
be put on B different positions off the lines of symmetry. The 
rectangular face of the prism, however has only four positions 
(figlO). 

fíg.10 

J^ 

O-

^ P^ P^ P^ P 
L.P^ PJC- WJ^ P 

Â-^ Â-^ 'ÂJ^ Â 

As a comparison, if the label is put on any of the lines of symmetry, 
the shape is still symmetrical and ambiguity is preserved (fig.11). 

fíg.11 ^ W^ P -̂  Â^ 'Â 
SHAPE VOCABULARY WITH LABELS 
Shape vocabulary: {a, P} 
Label Vocabulary; {L} = { . } 
SHAPE RULES WITH LABELED SHAPES 
Both sides of the rule should be labeled in terms of the symmetry 
properties of the objects in order to control the order in which shape 
mles are applied. (fig.12) 

rt J L 
fig.i2 ( a . • > — ( a • p . 
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flg. 11 Different label positions 
that do not break the symmetry 

of the cube and the prism. 

fig. 12 Shape rule with labeling 
system applied. 
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SHAPE GRAMMARS WITH LABELS 

FORMALLY: 

IFT(A..)<5, 

THEN 5,^,:=[5rT(Ô..)]+T(B..) 

Where 
t: Euclidean transformations - translation, rotation,reflection, 
scaling, or any combination thereof 
<: part, subshape,subset 
-/+: shape subtraction/addition, erase/draw 

I N I T I A L S H A P E ( I ) : 

S H A P E R U L E 1 : 

1 . 
3 . é 

S H A P E R U L E 2 :, ^ l I ^ ^ ^ ^ 
'J^ 

D E R I V A T I D N : 

T 6 l : 

fig.i3 
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Shape grammar 1 with labels. 
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ABSTRACT In a previous study, shape grammars were defíned 
that specified computations in the solid Algebra U33. This study 
explores how a design generated by such a shape grammar can be 
transfonned from an assembly of solid blocks into a design 
composition that spatially articulates the planar boundaries of 
architectonic spaces. Five kinds of transformations are explored: 
(1) First, the design is redefíned in Ihe planar Algebra U ĵ, (2) 
Second. the spatial relations are transformed from adjacent to 
interpenetrating kinds which produces the emergence of new 
shapes. (3) Third, parametric transformations of the design are 
explored to select new proportional systems and/or to change the 
shape vocabulary. (4) Fourth, the architectonic principle of solid-void 
is explored to reveal the contained spaces of the design and to 
further articulate its tectonics. (5) Fifth, the architectonic principle of 
open-closed is explored guided by the concept of phenomenological 
transparency. This study illustrates how architectonic design, whose 
main aim is to delineate spaces for human occupation, may benefit 
from specifying computations in the spatially more articulate and 
abstract planar Algebra U ĵ rather than in the traditional solid 
Algebra U33. 
"T/ie proposal develops the idea that a language ofdesign can be 

defined from scratch by rules which appiy to a vocabulary ofbuilding 
elements... The developmentofthe constructive approach focuses 
on ways to define languages ofdesigns foranygiven vocabulary of 
building elements: it extends and refínes some ideas about 
architectural composition... Parts of the discusslon rely on the 
shape grammar formalism... Asa result, a fullrange ofpossibilities 
for design can be explored,,. ".̂  

"Ifone sees two or more figures overlapplng one another and each 
of them claims for itself the common overlapped part, the one is 
confronted wlth a contradictlon ofspatial dimensions. To resolve this 
contradiction one must assume the presence of a new optical 
quality The figures are endowed with transparency: that is they are 
able to interpenetrate without an optical destruction of each other 
Transparency implies however more than an optical characteristic, 
it implies a broader spatial order Transparency means a 
simultaneous perception of different spatial relations."^ "Anybody 
who reads aboutmodem architecture in current publications comes 
constantly upon the reiteration ofhow important it is for the modern 
architect to deai with 'space'... the architect's attempt really was -
to gather and pile up masses of building material, leaving empty 
hollows forhuman use. The room itselfwasa byproduct..."^ 
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fig.i4 

OESIGN. A design generated by a shape 
grammar is selected as a starting point. Design represents an 
assembly of solids blocks. 

3L0CK 70 aOSED eOX. The shapes of the 
solids are proportionately scaled and redefined in terms of their 
planar boundaries. 
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Grammar design selection 

fig.15 
Transformation 1; A shape 

grammar design is redefined 
from an assembly of solid blocks 

into a design composition that 
articulates the planar boundaries 

of architectonic space. 
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(2) FROM 'TOUCHING" TO 'OVERLAPPING" SPATIAL RELATIONS. 
Changing the type of spatial relations from touching to overtapping 
produces interpenetrating boxes and the emergence of new shapes. 

>' II om sí^ iwo « moie liyures overlappmg 
one is cofilronleí) wiih a conitadiciion ot 

(ualily Tfie ligufes m eni 
oíwf, Transparency impl 
iasimullaneoii'^ne'ceiili 

'n ciaims fof ils«lt Itie common oveflapped parl. Ih<j 
'ive ttils contradiclion one musl assume Ihe preser e 
I istheyareat)lelo inierpeoetraiewilhoulãr optical 
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(3) Paramelric Transformalid 

4^H 
(3) PARAMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS. 
The parameters of the boxes are changed vatying the length 
between vertices and/or the angle between edges and faces. 
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fig. 16 Transfomiation 2; Spatial 
relations are transformed from 

adjacent to interpenetrating, 
which produces the emergence 

of new shapes. scaled and 
redefíned 

fíg.17Transformation 3: 
Parametric transformations of 

the design are explored to 
select new proportional systems 

and/or change the shape 
vocabulary. 
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(4) SOUD VERSUS VOID Parts of the planar boundaries of each 
shape are selectively removed to reveal the contained space. The 
remaining solids still imply the shape and represent a potential 
structural system. 

OPEN VERSUS i.LÚbLO 
Openings in the solid components are located guided by the 
concept of phenomenological transparency 
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Design Transformations 

fig.18 
Transformation 5; The 

architectonic principle of solid-
void is explored in order to 

reveal the contained spaces. 

fíg.19 
Transformation 6; The 

architectonic principle of open-
closed is explored guided by the 

concept of phenomenological 
transparency 
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fig.20,21 
Architectonic form and space 
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ABSTRACT In a first study, shape grammars were defined that 
specified computations in the solid Algebra U33. A second study 
illustrated how a design generated by such a grammar could be 
globally transfomied into a spatial composition of planes in the 
Algebra Uj^. The present study sets out to defíne shape grammars 
in the Algebra Û ^ itself. such that all components of a grammar - the 
shape vocabulary. the shape ailes and the initial shape are defíned 
in tenris of planes that are disposed in a 3D spatial dimension. The 
computer modeling of such a grammar facilitates the defínition of 
these spatially more abstract and more articulated shapes. In 
addition, since a grammar specifies not only a single design, but a 
whole language of designs; a computer implementation readily 
supports multiple interactive derivations of a particular instance. 
And thirdly. once generated, a computer rendering also greatly 
facilitates the manipulation and visualization of these rather 
complex, mostlv intricate, and often interpenetratinq desiqns. 

spaTiaL rELaTiansHip 

Spatial ralationships nalate thraa mutualíy parpandiculan píanas 
('^,:-' ,'y) to dafina tha valuma of a cuba in a 3D apatial dimanaian. 
Zn panticular: 

anfi=M3 « 0 7 = 1 / 3 
pna =1/2 7na=i/4 
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I = a - 60 

fig.22 
Shape Vocabulary 

fig.23 
Spatial Relation 

and Initial Shape 
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fíg.24 
Shape Rules; Stage 1 (left) and 

Stage 2 (right). 

fig.25 
DesignDerivationStagel. 
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Generative Specification of 
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fig.26 
Design Denvation Stage 2. 
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fig.27 
A design in the language: 

two axonometric, top, bottom. 
and right views. 

fíg.28 
the other fwo axonometric, left, 

front ,and back views 
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RESULTS. The selected spatial relation consists of three mutually 
perpendicular planes that defíne the volume of a cube. This spatial 
relation provides the context to define the operations in the 
grammars shape rules. Shape rules allowtoeitheradd (shape rule 
1 and 2), replace (shape rule 3), or remove (shape rule 4) planes. 
Even though the shape njles do not expand the implied space 
volume, they do not scale planes, and they do not add planes in the 
same direction; the designs generated by the grammar exemplify 
pattems of growth, of self-similarity, and of multi-directionality, This 
multi-directional self-similar growth is due in part to symmetry 
properties, in part to multiplication properties, and in part to the 
properties of emergence, Symmetry, multiplication, and emergence 
- all three are supported by the interpretative mechanism of the 
shape grammar fonnalism. 
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% 
fig.30 

fig.31 - ^ 

PRESTON SCOTT COHENs Eyebeam Atelier competition design 
explores the spatial complexity of connectivity This project aims to 
exemplify and accommodate emerging information technologies. 
Symbiosis of digital media and architectural space results in 

THEORY 

Precedents 

fig.32 
reciprocal elements bound in tension. The overall minimal form of 
the exterior is intensifíed by the multiples of penetrating connections 
linking the parallel levels/ 

Preston Scott Cohen 

Eyebeam Atelier 

fig.29 
View through level 3-6 

fig.30 
Interior view 1 

fig.31 
Interiror view 2 

tig.oz 
3D model 
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Precedents 

Asymptote 

Guggenheim Virtual 
Museum 

ASYMPTOTE's design study forthe Guggenheim Virtual Museum 
explored a series of design generations where various instances 
reveal the possibilities of a complex system. Certain variables are 

used in the generative algorithms to derive the designs. The fíuid 
fonn is exposed to several confígurations all belonging to the same 
generative root. 

fíg.33 
Atrium design generation 

fig.34 
Galleries design generation 
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Theoretical Issue: 
Integration of Complex Systems + Shape Grammars Approach 

Potential Design Response; 
The space system of the facility will be divided in two main types of 
spaces: Studio (represented by cube) and Path (represented by 
pillar) (Fig.35). Paths not only provide connections between studios, 
but also provide main circulation/viewable space for the visitors. 
Therefore, main study will begin by exploring various relationships 
and organizations based on this condition. 

fíg.35 

A secondary space can be described as an oblong to represent 
additional auxiliary space. Next, various spatial relationships can be 

fig.36 

explored; touching (fig.36) - path attached to studio and connects 
horizontally from top and side as well as vertically; overiapping (fíg. 
37); and penetrating (fig.38). Additional spatial relations can be 
constructed for the studio and auxiliary spaces (fig.39) - touching, 
stacked, adjacent, and integrated. 
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Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

Integrationof Complex 

Systems + Shape 
Grammars Approach 

fíg.35 
Shape Vocabulary - cube 
(studio), oblong (auxiliary 
space). and pillar (path). 

fig.36 
Possible spatial relations 
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fig 37 
Possible Spatial Relations 

fig38 
Possible Spatial Relations 

fig.38 ^ ^ fíg 39 
Possible Spatial Relations 
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From here, shape mles can be constructed. Fig.40 and fig.41 
demonstrate two simple addition shape mles. There is no limit to the 
number or order of mles to be used. 

fig.40 

fig.4i 

R1 

fíg.42 

fig.43 
Fig.42 shows the fírst three steps of the design generation were 
shape rule 1 is applied followed by shape rule 2. A few steps further 
design stops after the alternating application of both rules into a 
design in this language (fig.43) - a fully connected, enclosed system 
solution. Other designs, part of this language (family) include but are 
not limited to fig.44. 
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Theoretical Issues 

Integrationof Complex 

Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig.40 Shape Rule 1 

fig.41 ShapeRule2 

fig.42 Generative Process 

fig.43 Adesign in the language -
a fully connected, enclosed 

system solution 
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visitors viewing area radiating paths studios core 

i 
fig.44 ^^gjj^gg 

studios 

The design in fig.44 shows a solution where spaces are composed 
in terraced parallel strips. Continuous connection occurs through 
actual studios. 

fig.45 

This solution (fig.45) proposes a centralized design where spaces 
are connected between each other in a core fashion and paths 
radiate from it. 
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fig.44 
Parallel, terraced design in the 

language 

fig.45 
Radial. central core design in 

the language 
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fig.46 

By allowing overiaps and penefrations a more integrated design 
solution is developed (fíg.46). Spaces and paths create a consistent 
solid with very little open surface. 

fig.47 

Fig.47 proposes a consolidation of the separate units into a semi-
symmetrical design and thus creating two independent but largely 
connected entities. 
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IntegrationofComplex 

Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig.46 
Integrated design in the 

language 

fig.47 
Consolidated, semi-symmetrical 

design in the language 
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Conclusion THEORY 

1. The complex systems theory is integrated within the shape 
grammar approach by the study of various subsystems and the 
emerging conditions of their interaction, For example, the integration 
of the previously generated designs into one system (fig,48) gives 
an example of this interaction, The different sub-entities function 
independently within their organization but also interact with the rest 
of the condition. Therefore, both complex systems and shape 
grammars explore and handle emergence. 

2. In addition, any conceptual diagram developed can be looked at 
as both overall system as well as subsystem organization, This 
allows for additional emerging fractal qualities of the configuration, 
Therefore, both complex systems and shape grammars operate 
on multiple scales simultaneously. 

Shape Grammars 

Theoretical Issues 

Conclusion 

Integrationof Complex 

Systems + Shape 

Grammars Approach 

fig,48 

3, This study also demonstrates the random, sporadic nature of the 
design generation, However it allows for the exploration of various 
formal organizations. When context is brought into the computation, 
more specific and restricting rules are defined. Where the 

symmetries of the shape vocabulary are broken and ambiguity thus 
randomness is reduced. Therefore, context is the most crucial 
and restrictive part of the formulation of the complex system 
and the design generation. 

fig.48 
Different design in the language 
integrated as subsystems into a 

larger system 
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FACIUTY MISSION. The design of the CULTura Atelier School of 
Art, Technology, and Design is based on the dynamic complex 
system of high tech art/media shops that blur the boundary between 
production and exhibition, visitor and visited, observer and 
observed. The untraditional inten/veaving of a school, museum, and 
art production facility makes the inner workings and the everyday 
aspects visible. The building is to be designed for the work of 
cultural production, constantly framing, filteríng, and curating 
emerging art forms. 

OVERVIEW The scope of this project involves the design of a 50, 
000 sq ft facility to house the activities of 150 art, design, and media 
technology students, 50 instructors/artists-in-residence. and 20 
staff/curators. Due to Cultura Atelier being a mix of a school, 
museum, and artist workshop, it is important that the parts of this 
complex system are designed in a way that allows dynamic grouping 
of activities and spaces as well as enough privacy for particular 
artistic creations while providing circulation of visitors throughout the 
complex without interrupting the ongoing daily activities. Additional 
space is to be provided for large community gatherings, programs 
and exhibitions. 



FACIUTY SYNTHESIS All the spaces are to be grouped in 
different subsysfems accordingly with constant crossover of 
connections available. 
By focusing on process rather than goal, the building becomes an 
interface between the viewer/society and the artist/architect, a 
spacio-technological journey with a collective consciousness. 
The purpose of this study is to undertake research inlo the future of 
art and technology, and the future of the architecture that will 
accommodate and support it. 

IMPERMANENCE What renders a building responding to the 
emerging interaction of art and science into the design fíeld is the 
notion of a facility as an impermanent assembly of parts. an 
incomplete instmment to be used, altered, and explored rather than 
an edifice of static relationships, preconceived notions of use and 
applications, Because the future of art, technology and design is so 
dynamically unpredictable, it is important that the building is 
designed with the idea of adaptability and flexibility - at no time there 
should be space for one specific purpose only without the possibility 
of conversion. overlap, and evolution. 

INTERFACE. Traditionally, architecture is at odds with the new 
state of impermanent being as it has always been associated with a 
deep rooted desire and understanding of finality. even more so - the 
planning of fínality, As the role of the educational institution starts to 
change by shifting its emphasis from safeguarding objects and 
knowledge and containing educational activity to promoting social 
interaction, knowledge exchange, and process demonstration a new 
paradigm emerges, It embraces incompleteness and 
upgradeability, and calls for space open to manipulation and 
interaction, By focusing on process rather than goal, the building 
becomes an interface between the viewer/society and the 
artist/architect, a spacio-technological journey with a collective 
consciousness, programmable and always reprogrammable to 
adjust and evolve in future states of being. 

FACIUTY 

Facility Mission 

Impermanence 

Interface 
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HISTORY OF CAMPUS PLANNING. The search for the unity of 
the institution of college or university after Worid War II can be 

, brought to a conclusion through the use of one single temi: campus. 
This term, originally meaning "filed" (from Latin) became common as 
an expression for an assembly of buildings (usually) for higher 
education. It indicates a location. underiines self-containedness and 
separateness of the institution. Although campus could not exist 
without the institution, over time, it assumed something of the 
meaning of the institution itself. 
The Eariy American college campuses consisted of a number of 
blocks. at right angles to each other with "architectural" treatment 
consisting of the time-honored Westem fashion of making a central 
block with some ornamental features. Later the "Beaux Arts " 
planning became the model for higher education in the fomri of a 
more pictorial representation - a multi-axial layout and careful 
scaling of buildings, together with central public spaces and 
sensitive landscaping - all in favor of the search for visual unity. The 
Intemational Modernism brought to the table the conviction that a 
good campus can consist of a number of diverse architectural 
maste™/ori<s and proclaimed distrust in the "grand" planning and 
Beaux Arts uniformity. With the rapid growth of higher education 

institutions, coherent plans became harder to uphold and there was 
an increased need for to plan for extendibility. Issues such as 
automobile access as well as other less visible manifestations of 
new technology - the new "teaching machines" - audio-visual aids 
and computerized communication networi< started to emerge. In 
some cases this led to leaving vast spaces around the initial 
buildings to be filled up gradually in years to come.' 

Facility 

Epistemology ofFacility 
Type 

History of Campus 
Planning 

'Stefan Muthesius. The Postwar 
Universily; Utopianist Campus 

and C lleqeíLondon; Yale 
University Press, 2000). 

fig.49 
University of South Florida 

Campus. Tampa(1964) 
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TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY Education buildings are 
often perceived to constitute no more than passive shells for activity 
- permanent walls which sun'ound what is important - teaching and 
leaming. School buildings are rarely perceived by the public-in-large 
as active changing settings which contain various levels of support 
for teaching and learning. Related to the passive/active dialectic, the 
building is often conceived solely in terms of a relatively fixed object 
or product which is not amendable to a great deal of change. 
However the process by which the building is designed, maintained 
and modifíed is an important factor affecting the effectiveness of the 
educational process. 

Anderson's Model of Environmental Dimensions and school climate 
This model is a synthesis of the research literature on school climate 
as a constmct which accounts for all factors which influence the 
lotal environmental quality" of a school setting. 
1, Ecology; physical and material aspects such as building 
charactenstics (age, condition, size of school), 
2, Milieu: institution and student body characteristics and morale, 
3, Social System; administrative organization, instructional program, 
ability grouping, opportunity for student participation, community-
school relationship, interpersonal relationship. 

4, Culture; teachercommitment, peernorms, cooperative emphasis, 
expectations, consensus and cleargoals, 
School climate, as a constmct, is more holistic than simple 
elementalism (that is, discrete entities or elements that interact), 
Historically, school climate research has emphasized the 
concentration on the relationship between component elements, 
rather than on a conceptualization of the total organization,'" 
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'"Stefan Muthesius, The Postwar 
University: Utopianisl Campus 

and Colleqe (London: Yale 
University Press, 2000). 

fíg,50 
Diagrams of various university 
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The previous discussion provides various views on the physical 
organization of university facilities in general. 
Issue: Building Complex Organization - Campus vs. Single Building 
Configuration as it relates to the tolal environment. 
Potential Design Response; 
The school's complex is to avoid a typical campus organization 
based on axis and institutional hierarchy. On the other hand, a one-

I work 

fig.51 

work area 

area 
1 

awp^^l 
f 

building configuration seems to limit the possibilities of interaction 
and growth. 
Therefore, the Cultura Atelier complex is to follow the direct 
relationship of the groups of spaces to the whole system without 
conforming to a particular formal organization and reside in a 
configuration that negotiates between a campus-like and an 
integrated -space-like situation. Possibilities include: 

(3 

courtyai 

courtyard 

fíg.52 

courtyard 

^ 

W 1 
courtyard 

FaciHty 

Facility Issues 

Building Complex 

Organization 

fig.5i 
Small campus-like entities 

organized around common 
workspace 

fig.52 
Small campus-like entities 

connected as a single building 
surrounded by courtyards 
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HISTORY OF BAUHAUS. The Bauhaus was founded in 1919 by 
an architect named Walter Gropius. Gropius came from the 
Weri(bund movement which sought to integrate art and economics, 
and to add an element of engineering to art. The Werkbund 
movement was unable to achieve this integration, but the founding 
of the Bauhaus saw the solution that had previously been 
overiooked. The Bauhaus was founded by the combining of the 
Weimar Art Academy, and the Weimar Arts and Crafts School. 
Students at this new school were trained by both an artist and a 
master craftsman, realizing the desires of Gropius to make "modern 
artists familiar with science and economics, [that] began to unite 
creative imagination with a practical knowledge of craftsmanship, 
and thus to develop a new sense of functional design," (Bauhaus 
1919-1928 p. 13). 

IDEOLOGIES. The school had three aims at its inception that 
stayed basically the same throughout the life of the Bauhaus. The 
fírst aim of the school was to "rescue all of the arts from the isolation 
in which each then found itself," (Whitford p.11) to encourage the 
individual artisans and craftsmen to work cooperatively and combine 
all of their skills. Secondly, the school set out to elevate the status of 

crafts, chairs, lamps, teapots, etc, to the same level enjoyed by fíne 
arts, painting, sculpting, etc. The third aim was to maintain contact 
with the leaders of industry and craft in an attempt to eventually gain 
independence from government support by selling designs to 
industry. 

NEW EDUCATION. The Bauhaus was the most influential art, craft 
and design school of the 20th century. The Bauhaus teachers were 
highly influential people -artists such as Paul Klee, Wassily 
Kandinsky and Lászl Moholy-Nagy architects and designers such 
as Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer They believed that students 
should be able to exercise different disciplines, from graphics to 
architecture. Every student needed a combined practical and 
theoretical education, which at the time was quite revolutionary. 
The aim was to produce work that unified intellectual. practical and 
aesthetic concerns through artistic endeavor and the exploitation of 
new technologies. All this should lead to a successful integration of 
design theory with the industrial process. Bauhaus protagonists 
wanted to bridge the gap between the social idealism and the 
commercial reality and to promote a response to the emerging 
technological culture." 

Facility 

History of Bauhaus 

Ideologies 

New Education 

Víargaref Kentgens-Craig, Ihe 
Bauhaus and America 

(Cambridge. Mass.; MIT Press. 
1999). 
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION, LONDON. Every aspect of 
AA's teaching is a negotiation of the space between freedom and its 
limits. This approach starts on the Foundation Course and continues 
to the Graduate School - indeed, it could be said to form the entire 
ethos of the AA, While our culture today appreciates and values 
freedom, many educational institutions still rely on models of 
teaching that emphasize preestablished ways of doing things, But it 
is the tension between freedom and the particularities of its limits 
that frames all our actions, be they within a school of architecture, or 
within a democratic society. 

FACILITIES. The quality and character of the AA's academic 
programmes, the calibre of its students and teachers, the range of 
its exhibitions, lectures and publications, together with its extensive 
facilities, provide the ground for producing new and innovative 
fomis of practice in architecture that are socially, politically, 
economically and ethically engaged with everyday life, 

The Electronic Media Lab encourages and supports the use of 
computer and related video equipment, acting as a software library, 
database and output facility. It is equipped with both Mac and 
Windows NT machines, linked to plotters, colour printers and video 
input and output, Access to the Intemet and other outside 
communications is provided, Software is available for 3-D 
modelling, drafting, rendering, animation and the production of 
computer-generated video, 
The Model Shop is a space where the making of small-scale 
objects can take place, It encourages exploration and 
experimentation with materials and techniques and is equipped with 
a kiln, a vacuum former and some casting facilities, Tutorials are 
available to help guide the student through both technical and 
conceptual processes,'̂  

Facility 

Architectural Association, 
London 

Facilities 

fig.53 

AA students work on an 
urban installation in the 

city. 

Architectural Association 
Shoolof Architecture. 

(http://www.aaschool.ac. 
uk/audiovisual.shtm). 

November 1 ,2003, 
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EYBEAM Eyebeam is a not-for-profít new media arts organization 
established to provide access, education, and support for students, 
artists, and the general public in the field of art and technology, 
Eyebeam engages cultural dialogue at the intersection of the arts 
and sciences, Its goal is to forge an understanding of the 
relatedness of these practices, which are becoming increasingly 
significant engines of cultural production, Eyebeam amplifíes the 
flux and hybridity of the art/science intersection by openly fostering 
the parallel strands of EDUCATION, RESEARCH, PRODUCTION, 
EXHIBITION with its public and peers, It implements this mission 
through; 1) Providing educational programming and access to 
cultural resources to the community 2) Facilitating research and 
development of incremental and radical innovation in cultural 
production and technology 3) Enabling artistic creation by providing 
access to technological and cultural resources, 4) Expanding and 
informing the critical perception of art, culture and media through 
exhibitions and public programs, The application of new 
technologies to the field of art is accelerating art production, 
challenging traditional art venues and giving birth to a new 
generation of radical arts culture, Eyebeam Atelier is dedicated to 
exposing broad and diverse audiences to new technologies and the 

media arts while simultaneously establishing and articulating new 
media as a signifícant medium, Through its education, exhibition 
and Artist-in-Residence programs, Eyebeam Atelier acts as a 
stmctural support for its constituency, providing the tools, space and 
context for the production of viable new art fomis, The goal is not 
simply to produce and present wori(, but to facilitate and observe a 
potentially vital reciprocal process; it is not about success or failure, 
but about the process itself 

THE ATELIER MODEL The atelier model is fundamental to the 
concept of Eyebeam. The studio/wori<space environment, in which 
the energies of artistic production, education and curatorial practice 
fuse, provides a unique, stimulating and vital working context for 
creating art. This tremendous energy, along with the dialogue 
exchanged between curators, artists and students of various 
practices and stages of development, can inform and inspire the 
creation of artworks that may not previously been imagined or 
produced. By directly investing in experimentation with new 
technologies and art forms, Eyebeam Atelier is positioned at the 
center of the most signifícant contemporary art genre since video 
art.'3 

Facility 

Eybeam 

The Atelier Model 

•Eyebeam Atelier (http;//www. 
eyebeam.org/about/mission. 

html),October 20.2003. 
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BUILDING Eyebeam has chosen the architecture firm that will 
design its new facility. opening in 2006, Diller + Scofidio was 
selected fi-om over thirty fínns participating in the year long 
architectural design competition, The new building will be located at 
the cun̂ ent interim exhibition and education space for Eyebeam at 
540 West 21 st Street, New York,The new Eyebeam building will 
house a museum of art and technology, artist-in-residence studios, 
educafion center multi-media classrooms, state-of-the-art theater 
and digital archive. 

This facility will provide unprecedented production and exhibition 
opportunities for artists exploring new media in video, fílm and 
moving image art, DVD production, installation, 2D/3D digital 
imaging, net art and sound and performance art forms, 
Over the next year Eyebeam will conduct an intensive research 
program aimed towards fully understanding and integrating 
conceptual and pragmatic design issues that will ultimately direct the 
building's fínal outcome. 

M̂  

V«í4. 

fig,55 U 
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Eyebeam 

Building 

Fig,54 
Diller+Scofídio Design - Interior 

View 

Fig,55 
Diller+Scofidio Design - Exterior 

View 
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HARVARD SCHOOL OF DESIGN. Designed by Australian 
architect and GSD graduate John Andrews, Gund Hall opened in 
1972, Major gifts to fínance the new building were received from the 
George Gund Foundation; the Gund family; John L, Loeb, SB'24, 
LLD'71 (hon); GSD alumni/æ and friends; and the Office of 
Education of the United States Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. Gund Hall offers students a stimulating environment 
in which to wori(, including studio and office areas for approximately 
500 students and more than 100 faculty and staff; lecture and 
seminar rooms; wort<shops and darkrooms; an audiovisual center; 
computer facilities; a cafeteria; a project room; Piper Auditorium; 
and the Frances Loeb Library. The yard area is used for basketball, 
volleyball, picnics; as an exhibition area for class projects; and as 
the setting for commencement ceremonies. The central studio 
space extends through five levels under a stepped, clear-span roof 
that admits natural light and provides vievi« toward Boston. The 
dramatic facade and extensive glass surfaces make an eloquent 
statement about the design excellence and professional creativity 
for which the school is known. Some administrative offices and 
offices for doctoral students, plus seminar rooms, are located 
opposite Gund Hall at 7 Sumner Road. "̂ 

Facility 

Harvard School of Design 

fíg.56 
Harvard Design School Gund 

Hall Interior 

•"Harvard Design School (http: 
//www.gsd.harvard. 

edu/admissions/visiting/about_g 
und.html),October 31,2003, 
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RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN RISD (RlZ-dee), 
founded in 1877 in Providence, Rhode Island, is a vibrant community 
of artists and designers that includes more than 2,000 students from 
around the worid, approximately 350 faculty and curators, and 400 
staff members, Each year more than 200 prominent artists, critics, 
authors and philosophers visit our historic College Hill campus, 
Foundation Studies Studios push your creativity to unforeseen 
ten-itory with new challenges involving conceptual thinking, materials 
and skills, Projects often make use of campus locations for student 
installations, As you enter the RISD Tap Room, one day you may 

find a play, another day a sculpture installation, In a "typical" year 
you'll encounter movies, swing dance lessons, poetry readings and 
"Glam Rock Pirate Bingo, Whether they are in the Design Center 
or Market House, whether it's their semester project or checking e-
mail, students actively use RISD's extensive computer facilities. 
Over 300 workstations are available and in a growing number of 
departments students do their wori< on individual laptop systems 
configured specifically for their discipline. State-of-the-art equipment 
and facilities are animportant part of the RISD experience. Whether 
you're using this electronic jacquard loom — one of the few found 

Facility 

Rhode Island 
School of Design 

Fig.57 
Rhode Island School of Design 

Student Activities 
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In an educational institution — or our fully equipped foundry for 
casting and welding, your artistic pursuits are capped only by your 
imagination. Students spend a majority of theirtime in studio refíning 
their worî . In Fumiture Design — and in all departments — 
students are encouraged to push their ideas beyond the usual 
stopping places. Regardless of department, in yourstudio you'll use 
a hands-on approach to work out design problems.The RISD 
Library has over 100,000 books, most of which are related to art 
and ^ s i g n , Openings are a vital j a r t of the RISD student 

experience, and they occur with headspinning regularity at 13 on-
campus galleries. Benefít Street is like a block party during 
outdoor student and alumni art sales, when everything from 
paintings, glass and ceramics to handmade books and clothing is 
sold by the artists who made them, Old worid meets new along, 
Here an installation for the Convergence Festival coexists with 
RISD's Market House. Built in 1773, it is the oldest building on 
campus, yet it houses such high-tech facilities as the fine arts 
computer lab and junior animation studios.'̂  

Facility 

Rhode Island 
School of Design 

'̂ Rhode Island School of Design 
(http;//www.nsd.edu/tourcfm), 

October 15,2003, 

Fig.58 
Rhode Island School of Design 

Student Activities 
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The previous examples of design, art. architecture, and media 
schools provide a precedent for the successful integration of 
different disciplines within one institution. 

Issue: 
Intemal organization of the facility - separate group entities vs, 
integrated all inclusive approach. 

Potential Design Response: 
It is important that the facility provides an all-inclusive, integrated but 
autonomous feel to the intemal organization of the school. 

Therefore, a system of groups of spaces related to their activity and 
multifuncionality is to be organized where spaces between the 
groups are connected as a networi<, with multiple different 
connections and integration capabilities. 

Facility 

Facility Issue 

Internal organization 
of thefacility 

fíg. 59 w f m - " ' . fig.59 
Example of four systems 

mutually connected 
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SPACES. The school complex will incorporate a complex system 
of groups of spaces, interwoven in a coherent entity where public 
and private coexist and interact under interrelated controlled 
conditions. Spaces are grouped in smaller subsystems that operate 
both intemally and extemally through the networi< of complex 
connections. 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM 

MODEL/INSTALLATION SHOPS SUBSYSTEM 

AUDIO, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY LABS SUBSYSTEM 

STUDIOS SUBSYSTEM 

EXTERIOR SUBSYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE / PUBLIC SUBSYSTEM 

Facility 

Systems Analysis 

Space Systems 
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LIGHTING. The lighting system of the facility will involve the 
following conditions: 

ABUNDANT DAYUGHT FOR OFFICES 

DIFFUSED DAYUGHT FOR SOME STUDIOS 

FULLY ARTIFICIALLY LIT ENVIRONMENT 

controlled artjficiai lighting 

\ ^ ^ ~ ^ -

* 

"- -

building completely enclo sed 

fíg.62 

Facility 

Systems Analysis 

Lighting System 

fig.eo 
Abundant daylight system for 

offices 

fig.61 
Diffused north l'ight for studios 

fig.62 
Fully artifícially lit environment 
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STRUCTURE. Structure will incorporate primarily steel frame 
construction that allows for various enclosures to define the use of 
a space. Some of the more generic spaces will be prefabricated and 
assembled on site which will allow for additional parts to be 
introduced upon expansion. This will allow a modular design with 
changeable organization. 

ENCLOSURE. Various enclosure systems in the form of panels will 
be used to define the use of a space: Transparent, Semitransparent, 
Perforated. and Solid. This will allow for the space use to be easily 
changed by replacing or reconfiguring the enclosure system. Other 
enclosure systems include permanent cast-in-place concrete for 
some more sculptural and solid parts as well as masonry for others. 

Facility 

Systems Analysis 

Structural System 

Enclosure System 
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ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM of spaces 

encourages the use of computer and related video equipment. It 
includes: 

Software library, digital archive, and server space. 

Computer labs equipped with both PC and Mac machines. 

Plotter room incorporating both 2Dand 3D plotting capabilities. 

Video editing facilities. 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

fig.65 

Overall organization ofelectronic 

media lab subsystem 

fig.65 
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fig.66 

Software library, digital archive, and server space. 

Number of users: 3 max, 

Usage Rate: 8-10 hours per day 

Activities: server maintenance, archiving and retrieving of digital 
resources 

Requirements: 
Provide minimal or no daylight 
Keep away from public access 
Provide security systems 
Isolate moisture 
Provide small work area (desks, chairs) 
Provide archive equipment (shelves, drawers) 
Provide enclosed space within for sen/er equipment 

Size: min. 600 sq. ft. 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required. 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 

Subsystem 

Software library. digitai archive, 
and server space. 

fíg.66 
A typical server room for this 

scope 
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fig.67 

Computer labs equipped with both PC and Mac machines. 

Number of users: 5 per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: work area for digital artists, faculty, and students 

Requirements: 

Provide diffused, limited daylight 
Available to public access 
Isolate moisture 
Provide small rest/visitor area (sofas. tables) 
Provide workspace equipment (desks. shelves. drawers) 
Provide display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other computer labs, main visitor pathway, plotter 
room. 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Computer Labs 

fíg.67 
A typical assemblu ofcomputer 
rooms indoor/outdoor restareas 

inbetween 
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fig.68 

computef room computer room computer room 

Plotter room incorporating both 2Dand 3D plotting capabilities. 

/Vum£iero/users:1 

Usage Rate: 8-10 hours per day 

^cf/wf/es:plotting and plot archiving 

Requirements: 

No direct sunlight allowed 
Extra ventilation required 
Available to public access on special occasions 
Isolate moisture 
Provide a small rest/visitor area (sofas, tables) 
Provide a small workspace (desks. shelves. drawers) 
Provide a small display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 
Plot supplies Storage 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: computer labs, supply driveway. 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Píotter Room 

fig.68 
Print rooms located close to 

computer rooms and accessible 
to supply drive 
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video editing 

fig70 

Video editing facilities. 
Number of users: 2 per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: Video editing, compositing, and producing 

Requirements: 

No direct sunlight allowed 
Limited or no light capabilities 
Extra ventilation required 
Available to public access 
Isolate moisture 
Provide a small rest/visitor area (sofas, tables) 
Provide a small workspace (desks, shelves, drawers) 
Provide a small screen display area (on walls, ceiling, etc) 

Size: min, 150 sq, ft per room 

Adjacencies: main pathway computer labs, video shoot soundstage 
facilities 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Video Editing Facilities 

fig.69 
Typical video editing equipment 

f'ig.70 
Video editing facilities adjacency 
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Auxiliary/Multiuse Spaces : Video Conference/Lecture Room 

Number of users: 15 max per room 

Usage Rate: upon schedule 

Ací/wí/es: Video conferencing, lecturing, and meeting 

Requirements: 

Ability to open towards computer labs 
Limited or no light capabilities 
Available to public access upon schedule 
Provide conferencing/lecture fumiture and equipment 

Size: min, 150 sq, ft per room 

Adjacencies: computer labs 

Auxiliary/Multiuse Spaces : Faculty/Artist in residence office 

Number of users: 3 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Ac//V/(/es; work, administrative duties, small meetings 

Requirements: 

Abundant daylight availability 
Available to public access upon schedule 
Provide small workspace equipment and furniture 

Size: min. 80 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: computer labs, video conference/ lecture room 

Facility 

Space Analysis 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem 

Auxiliary/Multiuse Spaces: 

Faculty/Artist in residence office 

Video Conference/Lecture 
Room 
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MODEL / INSTALLATION SHOPS SUBSYSTEM will incorporate 
both small and large scale model building accommodating for 
various experimentation with materials and techniques. Includes; 

Fire kiln facility 

Casting facility 

Glass blowing facility 

Metalwork facility 

Woodshop 

Fabric treatment facility 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 

Subsystem 

fíg.7i 
Overall organization of 

model/installation shops 
subsystem 
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fîg.72 . 

public walkway 

fíg.73 

overhang 

supply dnveway 

Fire kiln facility 

Number of users: 6 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: fíre treatment ofclay and other materlals 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Provide fire treatment equipment 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

Size: min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Modeí / Installation Shops 

Subsystem 

Fire k'iln facility 

fig.72 
A typicai extenor fire k'iln facility 

fig.73 
Fire kiln faciiity organization 
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fig.74 

Casting facility 

Number of users: 6 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

/\cf/wí/es; casting of concrete and other materials 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze; min. 500 sq.ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

Casting facility 

fíg.74 
Casting fadlity exterior 

configuration 
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glass I 
blowing ' 
facility I 

opens to outside 

Glass blowing facility 

Number of users: 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivltles: glass blowing 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze; min. 500sq.ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

supply driveway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

Casting facility 

fig.75 
An example of glass blowing 

facility 

fig.76 
Glass blowing facility 

organization 
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Metalwork facility 

Number of users: 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: metalsmithing, founding 

Requirements: 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

Casting facility 

fíg.77 
Foundry 

fíg.78 

Metaiwork facility organization 
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Fabric treatment facility 

Number of users: 10 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Ac//V/í/es;fabric weaving, coloring, sawing, testing 

/?equ/remente; 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway public 
walkway 

supply driveway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

Fabnc treaiment facility 
fig.79 

Weaving 

fig.80 
Fabric Coloring 

fig.81 
Fashion Design 

fig.82 
Fabric treatment facility 

organization 
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Woodshop 

Number of users: 15 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: wood treatment, model building 

ReQu/re/nenís; 
Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Daylight allowed 
Storage space 

S/ze;min. lOOOsq. ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, material supply driveway, public 
walkway 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 

Subsystem 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

fig.83 
Woodshop 

fíg.84 
Woodshop organization 
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Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 

Exhibit 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: constant exhibition of student, artist, and faculty 
production 

Requirements: Open to outside 
Available to public access 
Controlled daylight allowed 
S/ze; min. 300 sq.ft 

Adjacencies: exterior area, public walkway, various workshops 

General materials and supplies storage 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activities: storage 

Requirements: Not available to public access 
No direct sunlight allowed 
Moisture proof 

Size: min. 500sq. ft 

Adjacencies; exterior area, various worî shops 

Installations facility 
Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivlties: various installation exhibitions 

Requirements: Available to public access 
Complete enclosure/ no daylight capabilities 
Moisture proof 
Sound proof 

Size: varies - 500 sq. ft, 800 sq. ft, 1000 sq. ft per space 

Adjacencies: exterior area, public walkw 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Model / Installation Shops 
Subsystem 

Auxiliary/Multiuse spaces 
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AUDIO, FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY LABS SUBSYSTEM 
provide opportunities for filming and experimentation with different 
light media and film as well as audio and photography technology. 

Soundstage and photo shoot lab facilities. 

Darkrooms. 

Audio experiment, recording and testing facility 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Audio, Film, and 

Photography Labs 

Subsystem 

photoshool labs 

soundstage soundstage 

fig.85 

supply driveway 

fig.85 
Overall Audio. film, and 

photography lab subsystem 
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Soundstage and photo shoot lab facilities. 

Number ofusers: 30 max 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activlties: fílm shooting 

Requlrements: 
Available to public access upon schedule through viewing area 
No daylight allowed 
Open reconfigurable space required 

S/ze; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies; set building shops 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Audio, Film, and 

Photography labs 

subsystem 

Soundstage and photo shoot lab 
facilities 

fig,86 
Typical soundstage facility 

fíg.87 
Typ'ical photo shoot iab 
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Darkrooms 

Number of users: 4 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Ac//V/f/es;fílm shooting 

Requirements: 
Available to public access upon schedule 

No daylight allowed 

Size: min. 100 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Audio, Film. and 
Photography labs 

subsystem 

Darkrooms 

fig.88 
Typical photo development 

process 

fig.89 
Typical darkroom 
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Audio experiment, recording and testing facility 

Number ofusers: 4 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

/\c/;w'//es;sound testing and recording 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
Alotof lightallowed 
Sound proof 

Size: min. 100 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: no particular adjacencies required 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Audio, Film, and 
Photography labs 

subsystem 

Audio experiment, recording 
and testing facility 

fig.90 
Typical recording equipment 

fíg.9i 

Typical recording studio 
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STUDIOS SUBSYSTEM provides additional facilities for the \Nork 
of various students and artists on specifíc projects. 

Architectural studios 

Paining studios 

Miscellaneous studios 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

fíg.92 
Overall studios subsystem 
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fig.94 
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computer desks 
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public 
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Architectural studios 

Number of users: 10 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: architectural studio projects wori<; model building, 
drawing, etc. 

Requirements: 
Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfigurable for lectures 
Studio fumiture required 
Small exhibition space required 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other studios, faculty offices, workshops, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

Architectural studios 

fig.93 
A typical architecture studio 

fíg.94 
Architecture studio layout 
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fig.96 

north window wall 

public 
walkway 

presentation area 

Painting studios 

Number of users: 10 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Activlties: painting instruction and execution 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfígurable for lectures 
Painting Studio furniture required 
Small exhibition space required 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other studios, faculty offices, workshops, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

Painting studios 

fíg.95 
Atypical painting studio 

fig.96 
Painting studio layout 
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Miscellaneous studios 

Number of users: 10 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: various mixed media, experimental studio work 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of defused light allowed 
Space reconfigurable for exhibitions 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: other studios, faculty offices, workshops, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Studios Subsystem 

Miscellaneous studios 
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ADMINISTRATIVE / PUBLIC SUBSYSTEM includes 

administrative and instmctor's offices as well as a permanent 
exhibition and community programs spaces. 

Reception 

Administrative office 

Faculty office 

Conference room 

Permanent exhibition hall 

Library 

Community program room 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Exterior Subsystem 

Administrative / Public 

Subsystem 

fig.97 access from visitors parking 

fíg.97 

Overall administrative/public 

subsystem layout 
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Reception 

Number ofusers: 20 max 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Adlvities: sign in and out of visitors, tours, guides, and promotion 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: permanent exhibition hall, conference room, 
administrative offices, faculty offices, community programs rooms 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Reception 

access from visitors parking fig.98 
Reception adjacencies 
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Administrative office 

Number of users: 3 max per room 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Adivlties: office / administrative / promotional work 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, conference room 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Admlnistrative offíce 

fig.99 
fíg.99 

Administrative Offices layout 
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Faculty office 

Number ofusers: 3 max per room 

Usage Rate: unlimited 

Adivities: office/administrative work 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
A lot of daylight required 
Small office fumiture required 

Size: min. 80 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, conference room, studios/workshops 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Faculty office 

fig.100 
Facuity Offices layout 

fíg.100 
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fig.101 

Conference room 

Number ofusers: 20 max per room 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Adivities: formal meetings and presentations 

Requirements: 

Available to public access upon schedule 
Limited or no daylight required 
Conference furniture required 
Video Equipment required 
Ability to be combined with another space for temporary expansion 

Size: min. 300 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, administrative offices 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Conference room 

fig.101 
Typical video conference room 
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fig.102 

fig.103 

Permanent exhibition hall 

Number of users: 20 max 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Adlvities: permanent gallery exhibition of artworî  

gallery space 

- mezzanine 
level 

reception 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
Limited or no daylight required 

S/ze; min. 500 sq. ft 

Adjacencies; reception 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Permanent exhlbition hail 

fig.102 
Typical exhibition space 

fig.103 
Gallery space layout 
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fig.104 

Library 

Number ofusers: 50 max 

Usage Rate: 12 hours per day 

Adivities: written archive and reading area 

Requlrements: 

Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 
Library fumiture required; shelves, desks, chairs, couches 

Size: min. 2000 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Library 

fig.104 
Typical library interior 

fig.105 
Library layout 

fig.105 
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Community program room 

Number of users: 20 max per room 

Usage Rate: 6-8 hours per day 

Activities: various art and education programs for different age 
groups 

Requirements: 
Available to public access 
A lot of daylight required 
Capabilities to be reconfigured form leclure to meeting, to studio, to 
workshop, and so on. 

Size: min. 200 sq. ft per room 

Adjacencies: reception, outdoor area 

Facility 

Space Systems 

Administrative / Public 
Subsystem 

Community program room 

• fig.106 

Typical community art ctass 
fig.106 
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EXTERIOR SUBSYSTEM will not be utilized as the traditional 
frontier external to the building but instead will be incorporated as an 
additional system to complement the rest of the space systems both 
in terms of use and quality of space, light, and connectivity. 
Exterior spaces between the other spaces will serve as intemal 
courtyards and as buffers between spaces. It will also provide 
diffused light and additional ventilation. Exterior spaces could be 
used as study/work/play areas as well as for formal and informal 
gatherings. They will provide a porous entity for the complex. 

The exterior subsystem also encompasses the visitors' public 
walkway/path that lets the entire complex be viewed as a 
museum/gallery in progress. This path, although mostiy exterior will 
merge and cut through some spaces. 

Fig.107 shows some of the different types of exterior spaces as well 
as the public path system (blue pillars). 
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SPACE 

Electronic media labs subsystem 
Software library, digital archive, and 
server space. 
Computer labs 
Plotter Room 
Video editing facilities. 
Video conference/lecture room 
Faculty/Artist in residence office 

Model/lnstallation shops subsystem 
Fire kiln facility 
Casting facility 
Glass blowing facility 
Metalwork facility 
Woodshop 
Fabnc treatment facility 
Exhibit 
General materials and supplies storage 
Installations facílity 

# 

1 

10 
2 
2 
2 

40 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
5 
3 
2 

AREA 
SQ.FT. 

800 

800 
400 
200 
800 
200 

800 
800 
800 
800 

1.200 
800 

2,000 
800 

2,000 

NET 
AREA 

18,800 
800 

8.000 
800 
400 

1,600 
8,000 

28,600 
800 
800 
800 

1.600 
2.400 

800 
10.000 
2.400 
4,000 

SPACE 

Installations facility 
Installations facility 

Audio, Film, and Photography labs 
Soundstaqe 
Darkrooms 
Audio experiment, recording and testing 
Photo shoot lab facilities 

Studios subsystem 
Architectural studios 
Paining studios 
Miscellaneous studios 

Administrative / public subsystem 
Reception/lobby 
Administrative office 
Faculty office 
Conference room 

# 

1 
1 

1 
4 
2 
2 

3 
3 
2 

1 
4 

20 
1 

AREA 
SQ.FT. 

1,000 
4.000 

4,000 
400 
400 
800 

800 
800 
800 

2,000 
400 
200 

1,000 

NET 
AREA 
1,000 
4.000 

8,000 
4.000 
1.600 

800 
1.600 

6,400 
2,400 
2,400 
1.600 

25,800 
2.000 
1.600 
4.000 
1,000 

Facility 

Space Summary 
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SPACE 

Permanent exhibition hall 
Library 
Community program room 
Cafeteria 

# AREA 
SQ.FT. 

1 4.000 
1 8.000 
4 800 
1 2,000 

NE 
AREA 
4,000 
8,000 
3,200 
2,000 

Total Net Assignable Area 
Efficiency Ratio: 60 /40 

Gross Area 
Un-assignable Area 

87,600 

146,000 
58,400 

BUDGET 
Total Budget; $ 40,000,000 
Site Acquisition: $ 500,000 

Fees 
Fixed Equipment^ 10% 
Site Development= 20 % 
Contingency= 2 % 

Professional Fee = 10% 
AdminCost = 1% 
Movable Equipment = 4% 

X=1+( % Fixed Equip.) + (% Site Develop,)= 1+(.10) + (.20) = 1.30 
Y= (X) [( % Contingency) + ( % Professional Fee) + (% Admin 
Cost)l= (1.30)[(.02) + (.10) + (.01)] = 0.169 
Z= % Movable Equipment = .04 

Building Cost =Total Budqet-Site Acquisition-House Acquisition = 
X+Y+Z 

= $ 40.000.000 - $ 500.000 = $ 26,176,275 
(1.3)+(.169)+(.04) 

Gross Sq. Ft. = Building Cost = S 26,176,275= 146,000 sq. ft. 

Cost per sq. ft.: $180 

Soft Cost = Total Budget - Construction Cost 
SoftCost = $ 13,823,725 

Facility 

Space Summary 



CONTEXT STATEMENT The project site is located in Marfa - a 
small ranching community of about 2300 residents, sitting on a high 
desert plateau, surrounded by vast mountains, about 150 miles east 
of El Paso, southwest Texas. The subject of context is highly 
important to this study for two main reasons: 1) to demonstrate that 
the use of computational design techniques renders context a main 
constructive force in the generation of designs and 2) to investigate 
the direct application of reality vectors in a complex system of 
relationships of both tangible and intangible elements. 

CONTEXTUAL SYNTHESIS. Computational design techniques 
are to be used to conceive a series of designs where context 
remains a vital part of the design generation. This is not saying that 
context is mimicked, regionalized, deconstructed, etc. Instead. the 
existing tangible agents that characterize and constitute Marfa 
landscape and cityscape are to be used as variables when 
constructing the relationships between the parts in the whole 
towards the defínition and generation of designs. On the other hand, 
the investigation of the direct application of reality vectors in a 
complex system of relationships provides a dynamic framework of 
operation. Most of the immediate site/climate related issues are to 

be addressed in the eariy phases of the design as those are the 
once to draw the physical limitations and possibilities of the designs. 
Some of the aesthetic, philosophical, and socio-political 
considerations are to be addressed in a later phase of the design 
where qualifíable approach is possible. 
Among the aspects that define the contextual problem of this project 
are; 1) the semi-desert climate conditions and 2) the relationship 
between longtime residents of the town, and those who have come 
since the 70s, for reasons connected to art. 
The semi-desert climale conditions require a specifíc spatial and 
organizational - bioclimatic approach. The use of controlled heat 
gain/loss openings, courtyards, and subterranean elements are 
among the main aspects that contribute to a site responsive, 
sustainable, and ecological design. 
Since the 1970s, the town has become increasingly well known for 
its substantial collections and installations of art, principally by 
Donald Judd. The influx of artists, art and subsequentiy tourists has 
caused a tension among the different social and cultural groups in 
Marfa. Thus, the design calls for an approach that understands the 
clash between the different groups and accommodates for 
tolerance and integration - "less aesthetic, more ethics". 



LOCALE. The small ranching community of Marfa is located on a 
Chihuahuan Desert plateau in the Trans-Pecos area of west Texas. 
Supported mostly by ranching, and more recently by tourism, it is 
surrounded by vast mountains and is Texas' highest incorporated 
city Established in 1883, Marfa lies on a semi-protected highland 
plain between three mountain ranges, at an altitude of 4,830 feet. 
Marfa (population 2,424), is said to be named after a character in 
The Brothers Karamazov. by Dostoyevsky. Here, the traditional 
lifestyle of the Texas cowboy coexists with the growing art 
community that began with the arrival of worid renowned artist 
Donald Judd in the mid-1970s and the creation of the Chinati 
Foundation. Marta now enjoys an international reputation in the art 
world as a result of the installations by Donald Judd and other 
predominantiy Minimalist sculptors and painters permanentiy on 
view at the foundation's various exhibition sites. 
HISTORY. By 1885 Marfa had one or two saloons, a hotel, and a 
general merchandise store-Humphris and Company. Poker bets in 
the saloons were often made with deeds to town lots. At the St. 
George Hotel stayed drummers-traveling salesmen-who came by 
train, established their headquarters in the hotel, and from Marfa 
made stagecoach trips to Shafter Fort Davis, Valentine, and 

Presidio to show their wares. Humphris and Company's store also 
contained the bank, the post office (established in 1883), and a 
restaurant. In 1885 Marfa replaced Fort Davis as the Presidio county 
seat and in July of that year the public records were moved from 
Fort Davis to María. Also in 1885 a three-story Renaissance-revival 
courthouse was built at Marfa. It cost $60,000, and in the eariy 
1990s it still housed the county offices. In 1885 and 1886 Marfa 
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fig.115 
Marfa, Texas vicinity 
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gained churches, a school, and a newspaper C. M. Jennings began 
publishing the New Era. the town's first weekly newspaper in 1886. 
Over the years, it changed hands several times until the weekly 
finally merged with the Big Bend Sentinel under the management of 
T E. Childers. In 1900 the population of Marfa was 900. Eventually 
the town had literary clubs, fraternal organizations, telephone 
service, and a bank, By 1920 Marfa reported 3,553 residents, In 
1924, a patrol called the "mounted watchmen" was established by 
the United States govemment to deter aliens from crossing the Rio 
Grande, primarily for the smuggling of liquor during Prohibition, The 
United States Border Patrol later replaced this organization, The 
Marfa Sector with offices in the northeastern corner of the fonrer 
Fort D, A, Russell compound, is responsible for immigration control 
in seventy-seven counties in West Texas and eighteen counties in 
Oklahoma, a total of 92,000 square miles and 365 miles of border 
The administrative offices are housed in solar-powered 
headquarters built in 1977, In 1989 the federal government built an 
aerostat station near Marfa in an attempt to control drug smuggling 
across the border The 2,466 inhabitants of Marfa celebrated the 
town's lOOth birthday on March 5, 6, and 7, 1983, For the 
celebration about 5,000 friends, relatives, and former Marfans came 

to have a memorable time and enjoy their city In 1990 Marfa 
reported a population of 2,424. 
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fig.116 
Downtown Marfa, 
October 12.2003. 
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TOURISM. Tourism also plays a vital role in the Marfa economy. In 
the summer it is often one of the coolest places in the state. 
Beginning in 1963 a few glider enthusiasts found the thermals at 
Marfa to their liking, and Marfa eventually hosted two national 
soaring competition meets, an international meet, several regional 
meets, and a number of annual soaring camps. Big Bend National 
Pari< is also in the vicinity One of the town's biggest attraction. 

CONTEXT 

Tourism 

however is the famous Marfa Lights. The town and surrounding 
area have also provided the background for several Hollywood 
movies, including Giant (1950) and the Andromeda Strain (1970). 
"Art tourism" is the other phenomenon that has emerged since the 
70's and has claimed its place in the everyday life of the area 
bringing with itself a number of social and cultural clashes often 
disregarded and unnoticed by the intruders. 

fig.117 
Marfa downtown coffee shop on 
Chinati Open House weekend. 

October12, 2003. 

fig.118 
Natural Landscape, Marfa 

vicinity. 
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CHINATI. 'lt takes a great deal of time and thought to install work 
carefuliy. This should not always be thrown away. Most art is fraglle 
and some should be placed and never moved again. Somewhere a 
portion of contemporary art has to exist as an exampie of what the 
art and its context were meant to be." -Donald Judd 
The Chinati Foundation/La Fundacion Chinati is a contemporary art 
museum based upon the ideas of its founder Donald Judd. The 
specific intention of Chinati is to preserve and present to the public 
permanent large-scale installations by a limited number of artists. 
The emphasis is on works in which art and the surrounding 
landscape are inextricably linked. The Chinati Foundation is located 
on 340 acres of land on the site of fomner Fort D.A. Russell in Marfa, 
Texas. Construction and installation at the site began in 1979 with 
initial assistance from the Dia Art Foundation in New York. The 
Chinati Foundation opened to the public in 1986 as an independent, 
non-profit, publicly funded institution. Chinati was originally 
conceived to exhibit the wori< of Donald Judd, John Chamberiain 
and Dan Flavin. The collection has since been expanded to include 
work by a limited number of other artists. Today the collection on 
pennanent view consists of 15 outdoor concrete works by Donald 
Judd, 100 aluminum works by Judd housed in two converted 

artillery sheds, 25 sculptures by John Chamberiain, and an 
installation by Dan Flavin occupying six former army barracks. Also 
on view are pieces by Carl Andre, Ingolfur Arnarsson, Roni Horn, 
llya Kabakov, Richard Long, Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van 
Bruggen, David Rabinowitch, and John Wesley Each artist's wort< 
is installed in a separate building on the museum's grounds. 
Temporary exhibitions feature modem and contemporary art of 
diverse media. 
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fíg.119 
Chinati Foundation Ballroom 
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The Chinati Foundation sponsors art and education programs, 
establishing close links to the local community and other cultural 
institutions and universities in the United States and abroad. Started 
by Judd. Chinati's Artists in Residence Program provides artists 
from around the worid an opportunity to develop and exhibit their 
work in a stimulating environment. Chinati's Internship Program 
offers students from a variety of disciplines hands-on museum 
experience. Each summer the museum hosts art classes for local 
school children. where teachers use the collection to enrich 

classroom activities. Chinati produces anannual newsletter with 
critical essays and information about the collection and programs in 
English and Spanish. Every October Chinati holds a weekend-long 
Open House which features concerts, readings and art exhibitions, 
celebrating the museum's rich history and vibrant present. 
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fig.120 
Donald Judd. 15 untitled works 

inconcrete, 1980-1984. 

fig.121 
Donald Judd. 100 untitied works 

inmillaluminum, 1982-1986. 

fug.122 
Dan Flavin, untitled (Marfa 

project), 1996. 
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RICK JOY. Rick Joy an Arizona-based architect specializing in 
residential design. reworks and reevaluates the traditional building 
techniques of the American Southwest. Infíuenced by artists such as 
James Tunell and Richard Serra. Joy employs layered geometries, 
color and light to frame views of the Arizona desert, His use of 
materials, including rammed earth walls, concrete and glass, 
defínes an architecture that is both visually stunning and 
environmentally sensitive. 

fig.124 ;i9.125 

Attention to sensory stimulation, what Joy calls "ethereal, visceral 
experiences," guides his design work to such an extent that it often 
"preempts consideration of the formal aspects of a project. Sounds, 
smells and tactile qualities are often more important than the shape 
of the object itself" Owing to this focus on sensory experience Joy's 
architecture, while undeniably rooted in Modemism, avoids the 
coldness sometimes associated with the style. "To this day," Joy said 
proudly, "several of my clients don't believe they have modern 
architecture projects." 
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fig.123 
Palmer House, Catalina 

Mountains. Rick Joy Architect 

fig.124 
Tyler House, Tubac AZ 

Rick Joy Architect 

fig. 125 
Tyler House, Tubac A2 

Rick Joy, Architect 

w 
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LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS. The 50 acre project site is 
located on the north side of town. It sits directly north from the 
Courthouse at the edge of one of the older neighborhoods and in 
between emerging, newer residential areas. The site is only 10 
minutes walking distance from downtown with a north view towards 
the field and the mountains. 
Highland Street draws the main city trajectory connecting the project 
site with Chinati Foundation across town. This main street also cuts 
through most residential areas and intersects the railway. 
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fig. 126 
Aerial Map of Marfa Texas with 

main areas designated. 

fig.127 
Project site aerial map 
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CLIMATE 
Highest Maximum Temperature -106° 
Lowest Maximum Temperature - 21 ° 
Highest Minimum Temperature - 75° 
Lowest Minimum Temperature - (- 2°) 

Greatest number of consecutive days with; 
Maximum temperature 90° or above - 60 
Maximum temperature 95° or above - 28 
Minimum temperature 32° or below - 60 

Average annual precipitation -15.77" 

Average days per year with precipitation - 71 
Greatest number -108 
Norainfall -163 
Average annual snowfall - 2.4" 

Hottest time of year - May through Sept. - Average 90° 
Rest of the year - Averaage 65° 
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TOPOGRAPHY The project site slopes down gradually from north to south rendering 
a fairly fiat site where drainage occurs naturally towrds the south 
bordering street. 
Natural vegetation is limited. 
Distant view to the north reveals mountian landscape. 
Fig.123 show view of site looking north. 
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Fig,129 
topographic map of project site, 

July01,1983, 

fig.130 
Project site from south 
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CONTFiASTS. Marfa is a place of contrasts. 70% of its population 
is Hispanic. a majority that occupies the periphery of town leaving 
the central core for middle to upper class white population and the 
north edge for suburban expansion. The minimalist look and 
interiors of some of the buildings downtown contrast the run down 
sheds, squads. and trailers in the rest of town. 10% of the buildings 
in town are unoccupied which includes a few unrenovated historic 
and foundations owned building downtown as well as old 
abandoned houses in the run down residential neighborhood. 

ísssssi3mmí^ji 
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/ig.131 
Marfa, Texas housing. 

October12, 2003. 

fig.132 
Marfa, Texas housing 

neighborhood. 
October12. 2003. 

fig.133 
Chinati Foundation permanent 

exhibition. October12, 2003. 
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DIVISION Marfa could be subdivided in a few major areas; 
south/north from the railroad being the existing housing conditions 
and east/west in terms of development. With the Chinati Foundation 
occupying the greater part of the south edge of town, the city grows 
east/west and to the north. The east/west growth, south if the 
railroad is characterized by low income housing with irregular 
appearance and organization, sprinkled in the landscape, in a "no-
man's-land" like state. It expands towards the northeast in the 
outskirts of town in the fomi of squads, trailers, shacks and other 
impermanent structures. The core of the city contains the Main 
street with the courthouse, historical hotel, coffee/wine bar -
bookstore, upscale minimalist Italian restaurant. art galleries, etc. 
North and northwest of it is a middle/upper middle class residential 
housing including some bigger and older houses constituting a 
picturesque, orderiy residential neighborhood. A few grid-like 
clusters start to emerge on the north and northwest edge of town -
newer housing developments including typical suburtjan houses 
and some designed residences. The location of the project site aims 
at breaking the emerging dichotomy of occupancy 
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fig.134 
Aerial division of Marfa. 
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REVITALIZATION? Since the 1970s, the town has become 
increasingly well known for its substantial collections and 
installations of art, principally by Donald Judd. According to some, 
the influx of artists, art and subsequently tourists, has revitalized 
Marfa. That being said. the relationship between longtime residents 
of the town. and those who have come since the 70s, for reasons 
connected to art, is an uneasy one. For locals, who frown upon the 
fad that emerged in the previously small farming community, it is an 
external phenomenon. And although some of them are benefiting 
from the exposure to art, bigger social issues remain unaddressed. 
A more holistic and effective approach to this problem is needed for 
a true revitalization of Marfa. 
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fig.135 
Marfa, Texas art party 

October12, 2003. 

fig.136 
Marfa, Texas in the morning. 

October12, 2003. 

fíg,137 
Missing street. October 12. 

2003. 

fig.138 
Marfa Housing neighborhood 
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DESERT ARCHITECTURE. Desert architecture may be 
characterized as "architecture of the extremes," being basically 

__similar to "regular" architecture but differentiated from it by its 
"ûbligation to address needs and problems of an extreme character 
The problem of themnal comfort in buildings is perceived as one of 
the more characteristic and difficult problems that desert 
architecture must address. even though this is not the only problem 
fior necessarily the most difficult one. A typical way of addressing the 
thermal comfort issue in buildings is by intensive use of expendable 
energies. but this. of course. is not an ideal approach: it leads to 
waste of energy, it is expensive, and not everyone is comfortable 
with the thermal condilions it creates (air-conditioning). 
BUILDING ENVELOPE The concept guiding building design in 
this climate is the creation of an envelope, sealed as far as possible 
against the passage of energy In this envelope should be openings, 
allowing desirable (but controlled. both in time and in quantity) 
passage of natural energy from the building outwards and vice 
versa. The building should be massive with a relatively high thermal 
capacity Sealing the envelope against uncontrolled passage of 
energy should reduce to a minimum the possible overheating of the 
house in the summer and its cooling in the winter In order to 

"manage" the energy economy of the house, no energy should be 
allowed to pass through the walls, as far as is technically and 
economically possible. Desirable transfer of energy allowing for 
heating the house by solar energy in the winter and cooling it in the 
summer by nighttime ventilation, should be done only through and 
bv the openinqs. 
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fig.139 
Various cooling strategies 
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OPENINGS. The openings can either supply a signifícant 
proportion (sometimes almost all) of the heating required in the 
winter or they may be a "hole" in the sealed envelope through 
which there is an uncontrolled passage of energy In the summer 
.Ihe openings can be, on one hand, well protected, allowing for very 
iittle increase in the internal heat level, or they can be a source of 
signifícant and harmful heating; it all depends on their design, 
placement, and quality of performance in the building. 
The design of the windows should maximize solar gain in the winter 
and minimize such gain in the summer Window design also should 
minimize the penetration of hot air into the building during the hot 
hours of the summer and of cold air during the winter while allowing 
massive ventilation on cool summer nights. The building's 
signifícant thermal capacity should contribute to stabilizing the large 
daily temperature fíuctuations typical of the desert, and also should 
increase the building's thermal lag time. From the aspect of solar 
radiation, the most important factor is the orientation of the 
windows. Special overhangs and permanentshading elements over 
glazed openings are of very limited benefít under these conditions. 
The solution is exterior blinds or other movable shading 
mechanisms that can absolutely, or almost absolutely, prevent solar 

solar radiation from hitting the windows. Since the radiation heating 
the structure during the summer is diffused and directionless, 
shutters are required in all window orieritations. Section of house 
showing climatic response in summer (left) and winter (right). 
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fig.140 
Building response in summer 

(top) and winter (bottom). 
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COURTYARD Summer days are very hot and that it is difficult to 
protect oneself from the heat during these hours. Observations 
indicate that because of the large amplitude of daily temperatures in 
this season. good thennal conditions actually exist outdoors during 
most of the day.. The courtyard's orientation is to be to the north so 
•that it will catch the comfortable summer breezes. Facing north, the 
courtyard can also be almost totally shaded from the sun; part of it -
by a second floor volume. which manages when the sun is at its 
highest, to keep most of the courtyard shaded during most of the 
day The shading of the courtyard reduces significantly the effective 
temperature in it by neutralizing the element of radiation and also by 
maintaining the external wall surfaces surrounding the courtyard at 
a relatively low temperature, The result is a courtyard, very useful 
during most of the year where a large portion of the inhabitant's 
activities can take place, If the courtyard were to face south, most of 
the positive features of the northem courtyard would be lost, It is 
important to differentiate between a southem exposure of glazed 
openings and the location of attached external spaces, whose 
recommended location is on the north side of the building, The idea 
of the courtyard can be taken to the holistic edifice of the complex 
where the overall edifice of the building is based on courtyard 

shading techniques combined with multiple level articulations. This 
south-facing view shows how the narrowness of the pathways and 
the use of vines trellised overhead both provide shade for 
pedestrians on summer days. 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Courtyard 

fig.141 
A typical courtyard in desert 

conditions 
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EARTH-SHELTERED DESIGN. Earth-sheltered design employs 
the earth as a major component of a building's thermal control 
system. Using the earth as a component of the energy system, or 
"earth-tempering," can be accomplished through three primary 
imethods; direct, indirect, and isolated. In the direct system, the 
;building envelope is in contact with the earth, and conduction 
through the building elements (primarily walls and floor) regulates 
the interior temperature. In the indirect system, the building interior 
is conditioned by air brought through the earth, such as in earth 
tubes. 
•CROSS VENTILATION. In a penetrational design, cross ventilation 
can be achieved by the use of operable windows located on 
opposite sides of the space. The use of operable clerestory will 
facilitate cross ventilation in penetrational and elevational designs. 
In both cases air can be forced by mechanical means (fig.135). 

ELEVATIONAL PLAN When openings are restricted to one side of 
the structure, the interior spaces on the opposite side may seem 
dark. Therefore, the use of skylight brings light into the deep interior 
spaces, Openings in interior walls will allow indirect sunlight to 
penetrate interior spaces (fig.136). fig,142 

CONTEXT 

Contextual íssues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design, 

fig,142 
Cross ventilatíon concepts 
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fig,143 

ATRIUM DESIGN Ttie height and width of the atrium dictates sun 
and shadow patterns inside the atrium. A tall thin atrium produces 
more shadow and less sunlight. A shorter wider atrium design 
allows more direct sunlight to enter the atrium and reduces the 
amount of shadow. Ventilation of an atrium design may be enhanced 
through the use of operable window in the courtyard walls (fig.137). 

CLERESTORY CONCEPT FOR NORTH LIGHT A north 
clerestory can provide a direct view of the sky and surroundings, 
Use of an interior light shelf with a north clerestory will reflect the 
sunlight onto the ceiling and walls, A clerestory atrium adds a spatial 
element to the interior as well as an outside view (fig.138). 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design. 

fig.143 
Elevational plan concepts 
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norlhliqht 

fig.145 I 

CONTEXT 

Contextual Issues 

Desert Architecture 

Earth-Sheltered Design. 

fig.144 
Atrium Design concepts 

fig.145 
North light concepts 
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CONTEXT 

Schematic Studies 

fig.146 
Access and Public/Private site 

conditions 

fig.147 
Views from and to the site 
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fig.148 
Entry and parking conditions 

Scheme 1 

fig.149 
Entry and parking conditions 

Scheme 1 
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Entry and parking conditions 

Scheme 3 
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conference ', 

scheme 1 

fig.151 

PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

fig.151 
Scheme 1 Floor Plan 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

fig.152 

fig.152 
Scheme 1 Section 

fíg. 153 
Scheme 1 Axonometric view 
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PREDESIGN 
STUDIES 

Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

computer labs 
plotroom 
video edit 
conference 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA LABS SUBSYSTEM scheme 2 fig,i54 

fig,154 
Sheme 2 Floor Plan level 1 

(bottom) and level 2 (top) 
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fig,155 
Scheme 2 Section 

fig,156 
Scheme 2 Axonometric View 
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^ ^ scheme 3 

PREDESIGN 
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Electronic Media Labs 
Subsystem Studies 

scneme ô fig.159 

mnaiH 
fig.158 

fig.157 
Scheme 3 Floor Plan 

fig.158 
Scheme 3 Section 

fig.159 
Scheme 3 Axonometric view 
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OVERVIEW. The exploration phase of this project involves a series 
of studies of various aspects of the context and purpose of the 
design problem. Existing conditions and specifíc requirements are 
abstracted in order to provide a framework for the defínition of a 
shape grammar that could delimit the design possibilities of this 
project. 

CONTEXT Natural and artificial elements, found in the Marfa 
context, are extracted and analyzed in order to identify some of the 
particularities of the surrounding environment. Artifacts found in 
both the Chinati Foundation's art collection and settings and the 
urt5an context of Marfa are interpreted in terms of three main 
concepts; Density (fig.160), Specific Object (fíg.161), and Boundary 
(fig.162). 

The next study brings those ideas to the pronounced horizon line of 
the Marfa landscape and the project site (fíg.163). The sky-earth 
relationship is interpreted in various special confígurations with 
respect to the surreal quality of the environment (fíg.164). Various 
relationships between object and environment are defined with 
respectto the bi-worid landscape (fig.165). 

Main elements of the existing site and context - built and natural 
devices - grids, axes, solids and voids (fíg.166 and fig.167). 

Next, three studies that utilized the fonner explorations interpreted 
other possibilities through the use of solids, planes, lines, and 
points. Fig,172 represents the study of the two main grids 
overiapping so that the solids defining the void are subtracted from 
one another to reveal the space remaining. Similar studies are 
conducted with the use of solids, planes, and lines (fig.173) and 
planes, lines, and points (fig.174). 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Density 

fig.160 
Density context study explores 

the general distribution of 
objects with respect to their 

environmenf. 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Specific Object 

fig.161 
Specific Object context study 

identifíes the strategic 
placement of some particular 

objects within the environment. 
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fig.162 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Boundary 

fig.162 
Boundary context study finds 

various ways in which the 
environment is framed. 

encompassed, projected, and 
reflected through the boundary 

of an obiect. 
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fig.163 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site 

fig.163 
Project site 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Sky-Earth 

fíg.164 fig.164 
Spatial studies of sky-earth 

relationship. 
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fig.165 

PROCESS 

Context 

Object-Landscape 

fig.165 
Spatialstudiesofobject-

landscape relationship. 
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fig.166 

PROCESS 

Context 

Context Analysis 

fig.166 
Context analysis diagram 1. 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Context Analysis 

fig.167 
Context analysis diagram 2. 
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Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.168 
Grids and axis extended 

to the site. 
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fig.169 

^ ^ PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.169 
Possible configurations 
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PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.170 
Possible configurations 
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fig,171 
Possible configurations 
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fig.172 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.172 
Solid definitions of 

residual space. 
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fig.173 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.173 
Solids, planes. 

and lines studies 
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fig.174 

PROCESS 

Context 

Site Mapping 

fig.174 
Planes, lines, 

and points studies. 
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Another aspect of the context studies involves a climatic analysis, 
with a focus on solar radiation. The day of summer solstice (June 
20th) was selectpd as the day with fhe mo,st solar radiation and the _ 
hottest time of the year A simulation of light hitting a vertical plane 
at the specifíc sun angle for different times of that day was 
conducted in order to detenriine the configuration of a horizontal 
plane necessary to shade the vertical one (fig.175). Additional 
vertical plane was introduced where necessary in order to define a 
better solar shading confíguration. The information was abstracted 
into vertical and hohzontal planes intersecting/touching in a 
particular spatial relationship (fíg.176 and fig.177). 

PROCESS 

r 

Context 

Climate Studies 

fig.175 
Solar angle simulation. 
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fig.176 
Solar angle study configurations 

in an orthogonal 
(north-south ghd). 
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Solar angle study configurations 
in a grid rotated 
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fig.178 

Summer SolsUce - June 21 
altihide: 83.12 
azímuth: 0 

Long: 104.03472W 
Lat: 30.32145N 
High:47S0ft 
Zone:GMT-6:00 

transparent 
1/4-3/8 inch body tinted glass 
frame 
absorptance - 6-65% 
relleclance -10-30% 
emiltatice -10-46% 
netgain-10-30% 
lime lag - 0-1 hour 
overall thickness - 2- 4 inch 

translucent 

ground reflectance: 
concrete surface - 30-50% 
grass - 20-30% 
sandysoil-15-40% 
dry grass - 32% 
green leaves - 25-32% 
waler-3-10% 

ground emittance: 
soil heat capacily -18 BTUmT 
timelag- 13hours 
concrele 
heal capacily - 30 BTU/ftT 
time lag - 7.5 hours 

opaque - metal cladding 
t metal 1/8" aluminum cladding + 

cavily .*' insulation 
absorptance-15% 
rellectance - 85% 
emittance - 8% 
netgain-13.8 
time lag -1 hour 
overali thickness - 6-9 Inch 

PROCESS 

Materials 

Climate Control 

fig.178 
Four Enclosure Systems 
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fíg.179 
Enclosure System Variations 

Based on Orientation 
south facing plane overhang 
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Solar Control Glass 

Solar control glasses save nroney by reducing the amounl of energy used by hea mg and air 
conditioning systems and boost comforl levels inside the buikJing by controlting indoor 
temperatures and light levets / 

Solar conlrol performance. as expressed by the glass' solar factor, will vary according to the 
quantity of heat absorbed by the glass and Ihe quantrty of reflected heat 
Glaverbel produd range 

coloured Planibel body-tinted glasses: 

Stopsol and Sunergy pyroiitic hard-coated glasses; 
Síopfay and So/arfje/vacuum coated glasses, 

Artlite silkscreen-pfinted glasses 
Vaojum coated glass • The solar-control function Is achieved by apptying a coating oí metal altoys 
to the surface of the glass. 
Lighl transmisston. medium to low. 
Ideal glasses for buildings permanenily exposed to intense natural light, 

Solarbel Green SSV06 6mm - Planíbel clear 1/4 inch 
Light Transmission - 6% Light Reflection - 30% 

Energy Reflection - 17% Energy Absorption - 80% 

SolarFactor-11% 

In a double-glazed unit a combinalion of Heal Absorbent and Clear glass increase Ihe fesislance 

to heat flow (R-value) lo 29 as opposed to average 11 Sillíscreen - printed glass reduces the 

light transmission by another 10% and also prov Jes a semi-lransparent surface where desired. 

Aluminum Frame 

PROCESS 

Materials 

Glimate Control 

fig.180 

fig.180 
Glazing System 
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Wlre Mesh Cloth 

Woven wire-cloth is stretched with sphngs providing a consislenl translucent layer on a 

screen's surface. The materia! has the ability to cover 60-90% o( openings reflecting a 
considerable amount of solar radialion, The opening'^How for controlled ventilation of 
the entire screen It is usually instatled 2-4 inches away from Ihe glass surface cooíing 

of the melal mesh and provlding low transmitlance 'pf heat lo the olher side of the 
screen. 
Slalnless steel, alumlnum, galvanized steel or coated-wire mesh provides outstanding 
corosion and weather resistance. 
StrandsWtdth: 004" 
ApertureSize 011" x 005" 
Nominal Open Area' 21% 
Resin: SS 

Solar Conlroi Glass 

Body tinted • Made using the 'floal' process; Ihe sldes of Ihe glass are períeclly ftal and 
parallel Basic solar control Base glass lo which coatings are applied. Application: single 
glazing - msuiating glazing - laminaled gtass - toughened glass - enamelled glass 

Glaverbel - Planibel green 6mm - Planibel clear 1/4inch 
Ligh! Transmtssion - 65% Light Reflection - 1 1 % 
Energy Reflection - 7% Energy Absorplion - 55% 
SolarFacIor-46% 

Aluminum Frame 

PROCESS 

Materials 

Climate Control 

fíg.181 

fig.181 
Metal Mesfi Screen 
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fíg.182 

fig.182 
Metal Panel/Double-Pane 

Glazing/Metal Mesh Screen 
Enclosure System 
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fig.183 
Corrugated Metal Panels with 

Window Openings 
Enclosure System 
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fig.184 
Frameless Glazing witfi 

Adjustable Louvre System 
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FACILITY. Required spaces, identifíed in tfie program, are grouped 
according to potential use and ctiaracterized in tfie range of introvert 
{fully enclosed. opaque. private, detacfied) vs. extrovert (open, 
transparent. public, connected) space (fig.186 and fig.187). Next, 
based on size and proportion, spaces are classifíed in tenns of tfiree 
proportional types: Type A-4:2:1, Type B - 3:2:1, and Type C - 2:1: 
1 (fig.188). Tfiis overall matrix (fíg.185) is later used to assign 
potential use tfie shape grammar designs based on tfie proportional 
type of space tfiat ttiey define. 

A sfiape grammar (SG) in ttie planar Algebra U23 is defined. Ttie 
shape vocabulary (SV) and initial shape (I) of the grammar consist 
of a plane (a) with proportions a:b = 2:1. Spatial relationships 
{t1(a)-i-t2(a)) are defined, allowing for the shapes to touch and 
intersect in a way that provides the proportional relationships 
defíned eariier Addition rules of the type "left-hand side right-hand 
side" "A B" and a labeling system (•) are established, such that 
A=(t(a),(-)] and B={(t1(a)+[t2(a), (•)]} (fg.189). 

A series of designs (D) in the language (L) are derived using the 
following interpretative mechanism: 

lf(t(a),(^)]<Di, 
Then Di+1 := Di - [t(a),(-)] + {(t1{a)+[t2(a), (•)]}. 

Generated designs are classified in the three proportional types 
according to the proportions of the space delimited by the particular 
design(fig.190). 

Designs in the language (L), whose spaces coTespond to particular 
proportional types and potential uses, are selected and scaled to 
appropriate size to accommodate a designated function. Next, in 
anotherseries of studies (fig.191 - 196), some designs are inserted 
in the site in an orientation that optimizes the themial and solar 
response of a designs' spatial composition. 
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fig.185 

PROCESS 

Facility 

fig.185 
Space Analysis Matrix 
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fig.186 
Space Classifícation Based on 

Space Size and Level of 
Connectivity and Enclosure 
(Introvert/Extrovert Space) 
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fig.187 
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Space Classífícation Based on 

Space Size and Level of 
Connectivity and Enclosure 
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fig.188 
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fig.188 
Space Classífication Based on 

Space Proportions 
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Shape Grammar 

fig,189 
Shape Grammar Rules and 

Designs in the Language 
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Shiape Grammar 

fig.190 

fig.190 
Designs in the Language 
grouped according to the 

proportions of the space defined 
by thedesign. 
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Designs Study 

fig.191 
Shape Grammar Designs -

Ground Plane Study 
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fig.192 
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fig.192 
Shape Grammar Designs -

Ground Plane Study 
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Shape Grammar Designs -
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Shape Grammar Designs -

Ground Plane Study 2 
Perspective Views 

fig.195 
Shape Grammar Designs -

Ground Plane Study 2 
Top View 
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fig.196 
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A GENERATIVE DEFINITION of a Language of Designs for a 
Particuiar Locale. 

A locale is identified in an architectural program by a set of purpose 
and context requirements. 

The purpose, also known as facility - here, a School for Art, 
Technology, and Design-provides the requirements of number of 
spaces. their sizes and the various relationships among them. 
CULTura Atelier School of Art, Technology and Deslgn will house 
the wort< of cultural production, constantly framing, filtering, and 
curating emerging art forms. The project incorporates a fusion of 
design education, art production, research, and museum facilities 
for 150 students, 30 instructors/artists-in-residence/ curators, 
and 10 permanent staff members in a two year post -
professional education/research/ art production program. 

The context ~ here situated in the semi-desert landscape of 
Marfa, Texas - provides the requirements pertaining to the 
physical environment, the climate, and the culture. 

Both the context and the purpose are abstracted at various levels 
and scales in orderto suggest potential shapes and spatial relations 
to be considered for the definition of the shape grammar and thus 
the defínition of the language of designs for this particular locale. 

Further, the selected designs are materialized, incorporating various 
structural and enclosure systems towards the articulation of 
architectural space. 



PURPOSE 

Space Classifícation. 

Space requirements identified in the architectural program are 
classified according to: 

1. space use and relationships that define the main characteristics 
of a space - introvert (private, enclosed, opaque, detached) vs. 
extrovert (public, open, transparent. integrated) and 

2. space size and proportion. Three types of proportional systems 
are defined: Type A - 4:2:1, Type B - 3:2:1, and Type C - 2:1:1 (fíg. 
160). 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Space Classification 

fig.197 
Space Classifícation based 

on Space Size and Proportions 
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Shape Grammar Based on Purpose Requirements (SGJ 

A shape grammar (SG,) in the planar Algebra U23 is defined. The 
shape vocabulary (SV) consists of a plane (a) with proportions a : b 
= 2 : 1 . The spafial relationships (SR)=(t,(a) + tj(a)) are defined in a 
way that allows for the shapes to touch and intersect in a way that 
provides the proportional relationships in fig.150. 

The shape grammar consists of: 
1. an initial shape l(a,^), where (a) is a shape from the shape 

vocabulary and (•) is a label breaking the symmetry of the plane; 
2. and a set of shape rules of the form A->B where A and B are 

shapes in the vocabulary. 

Addition mles in the fomi "left-hand side" -> "right-hand side" <=> 
"A->B" are specified (fíg.151). 

Designs in the Language (fig. 152) are classified according to the 
proportion of the space delimited by a design in reference to fig.150. 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fíg.200 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportions of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type A 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fig.201 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportions of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type B 
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DESIGN RESPONSE 

Purpose 

Shape Grammar 

fíg.202 
Designs in the Language 

Grouped According to the 
Proportíons of the Space They 

Delimit - Proportion Type C 
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CONTEXT 

Context Analysis. Main elements of the existing context (streets, 
éxisting stmctures, natural elements, etc) are abstracted and 
interpreted as organizing and scaling devices (grids. axes, solids 
and voids). Main axis and grids within the town and its surroundings 
are identified (fig. 153). The project's site, located on the northwest 
side of town, is interpreted in terms of volumes, planes. lines, and 
points in order to suggest some possible organizations and 
relafionships (fig. 154). 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context 

Shape Grammar Based on Context Requirements (SGJ. 
A series of studies that simulate the sun angles, at various times of 
the year and the day for that particular location, in relationship to a 
vertical plane were conducted. June 21, the summer solstice, was 
selected to select a set of spafíal relations between planar shapes 
that provide shading to the vertical plane. 
Once a design in the language of SG, is inserted into the context 
and given a particular orientation, every plane from this design that 
faces west can be selected as an initial shape of shape grammar 
SGj defined as follows in fig.155. 
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fíg.204 
Context Studies 
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fig.206 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Context-Purpose 
Synthesis 

fig.206 
Synthesis of Purpose and 

Context - Site Design -
Top View 
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fig,207 
Synthesis of Purpose 
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MATERIALIZATION DESIGN RESPONSE 

trarisparent i 

largest heat and (ignt transonittance Tioderale reflectivity 

ttiickness 2 

translucent 

shading and ventilation of surfaces 

thickness 5 

Enclosure 

Four systems of enclosure are developed (fig.158) to denote the 
materialization of the planes constituting the designs inserted in the 
site. These systems are specifíed as follows : 

M1 - transparent, thinnest (glass); 
M2 - translucent, perforated (shading/ventilation devices); 
M3 - opaque, thin (metal cladding; 
M4 - opaque, thick (load bearing aggregate or masonry, stone 

cladding). 

Materíalization 

cpaque - agregate or masonry 

i i i iyesl Imie lag. highesl lieat capacity 

mckpess • 2,5 

opaque - metal dadding 

high rellectvity, short Hme lag 

thlckness-1 

fig.209 

Various instances and combinations of the four enclosure systems 
are specifíed according to a plane's geographic orientation (fig. 
159). 

A series of transformations of planes or parts of the planes 
(pivoting) are explored, which allow for natural ventilafion and 
lighting (fig. 160). 

fig.209 
Four Enclosure Systems 
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fig.210 

fig.210 
Enclosure Systems 
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fig.211 
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Materíalization 

fig.211 
Enclosure Systems Variations 

and Openings 
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PLACE DESIGN RESPONSE 

fig.212 

Oesign Articuiation 
The Architecture/Painting/Misc. Studios are selected and 
materialized in terms of the four enclosure types (fíg. 161). 
Other designs in the language are materialized as various building 
elements: stairs. benches. shading louvres, etc. 

Place 

fig.212 
Shape Grammar Design 

Materialization 
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fig.213 
Design Top View 
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Place 

fig.214 

fig.214 
Design South(top) and North 

Elevations 
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fig.215 
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Place 

fig.216 
Design Sections 
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fig.2M 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fíg.217 
South Facade Wall Articulation 
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fig.218 

Place 

fig.218 
North Facade Articulation 

and Wall Materialization 
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fig.219 

DESIGN RESPONSE 

Place 

fig.219 
Space Defínition 
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CONCLUSION. The main goal of this study was the search for a 
process of a generative defínition of a language of designs for a 
particular locale. The particularities of such a local encompass the 
specific conditions and requirements related to the purpose of an 
architectural design. also known as facility and its use, and the 
context. both physical and intangible. in which it is placed. 
Shape grammars are algorithms that allow the generation of 
designs directly through computations with shapes, rather than 
indirectly. through computafíons with symbols. These graphic 
algorithms can be used to analyze and extract underiying spatial 
organization (language of designs) in existing architecture or 
directly. as a generative tool. towards the derivation of designs 
belonging to a particular language of designs. 
During the design process. shape grammar concepts were used in 
the following ways: 

1. Purpose and context requirements were analyzed and 
abstracted. Spaces were categorized according to size, proportion, 
and use. A shape grammar vocabulary and a number of spafíal 
relationships were defíned following the three proportional types 
categorized, where any two instances of the shape vocabulary are 
limited to any ratio within that proportional system. Designs in the 

language are generated and further interpreted within the three 
types according to the proportions of the space they envelope. 
Climatic context requirements were studied and a second shape 
grammar that specifíes various strategies of controlling western sun 
exposure was defíned. Once a vertical plane in a design is assigned 
a west facing geographical orientation, a series of shading 
strategies provided by the context shape grammar can be applied in 
order to achieve optimal orientation of the planes. Other aspects of 
the physical context were abstracted into grids, axes, and nodes in 
order to provide the basis for an underiying organization to the 
project site. 
2. A synthesis of purpose and context requirements was provided 
when designs in the language were reinterpreted in terms of the 
initial purpose categorizations (size. proportion, use, etc) and were 
disposed on the project site following the underiying organizational 
elements as well as the climatic strategies of the context analysis. 
3. Further a vocabulary for potential materialization of the planes, 
infomied by the climatic particularities of the region was developed. 
Four types of enclosure systems that can be assigned to any of the 
planes of a design were specifíed. This allows for a shape grammar 
design to be materialized into a building mass. 

CONCLUSION 
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4. Once a design in the language is selected 
and materialized. it is further articulated in terms 
of various architectural elements (walls, stairs, 
seating, etc) bringing into considerafion the 
human scale and human perception. 
The abstraction of the context and purpose 

requirements invests shapes and their spatial 
relationship in a grammar with the specific 
conditions of a locale and thus allow for designs 
generated by the grammar to become pregnant 
with these conditions. Thus, it is the generated 
designs that help delimit, in the infinite design 
universe, a language of design for a particular 
locale by allowing for a potential design solution 
to be discovered. Furthermore, generated 
designs in the language reveal a rich space of 
possibilities where the materialization of a 
design can occur on various scales and degrees 
in the defînition of architectural space and the 
realization of a place. 
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